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Bright 'round me rolled the waves of life,
Rich tinted with the sun;
* Tcould not pause to taste, but cried,

‘My joy is farther on!”

;

My hope’s fulfillment sweet :
I stooped to gather of the joys,
I'd sought with-basting feet :

‘twas drear, approaching night! .
ny
i My frame was racked u
loved me so,

E

A

vb
ody”

.

te Lhe with mine,
1 ber bie snd sy migathy
8 aurih. something

Would my dim eyes be clarified to see,
And my sad heart be quick

and

fain to own

The healing of ber gracious ministry,
The

balm

that

she

alone?

could bring,

and

she

And having learned the lesson that she tanght—
There is no earthly bliss without alloy—

Could I then

bring

my

humble

heart

o’er-

* With keen desire to meet and welcome

joy?

fraught

Alas, if it should chance that selfish pride
Had steeled my heart ’gainst sorrow’s min.

try;

Since, if I will not bow to One who died,
I'may not know the Christ that is to be.”
GPa

[Editoital]

become-lecturer to the Andover students
Tear,
\

next

Rev. E. N. Fernald, Financial Secretary o
our benevolent societies, proposes to make a

trip West inthe pursuance of his work.

present at the coming sessions

He
of

be Minnesota and Towa Yearly meetin gs.
If pastors would make * calls” instead of
“ visits” they would avoid most of the evils incident to pastoral visitation. The call should
be very brief, the conversation should relate to
some phase of the work in band, and afler a
fervent bit of prayer—circumstances favoring,
the pastor should go on his way.
The true
pastor has no time for lengthy and profitless

the

Box

Vai

: s

sacred

The

King’s

business

commands

haste!

oughly trustworthy temperance man, the paltry sum of $5,000 to pay for special police to

Prevent. the liquor traffic among the Indians.
The shame of it! We have no doubt the special police fs needed. The folly of allowing

the rum traffic to oppose the effort to educate
the Indian must

be apparent

to everybody

save the majority of our great men at

ington,

Wash-

WASHINGTON

its work

by summoning

morning prayers.

us

to

Iam sure I speak the

heart of every student
warmest thanks

when

to dear

I send

Prof.

our

Heffron,

Bible

School

| hms opened well and
young men here.

session, the

there

the fever interfered
work, and there

year.

seriously

year

with our

were other

hindrances.

The men have begun well. There are
several new students. One in particular
I am very happy to see here—the son of
our mu¢h esteemed native preacher at
Balasore, Kamal Nayak.
It is good to
see these young men following in the
footsteps of their fathers ; may they

faithful witnesses for
native

land.

Daniel,

the
son

be as

truth ‘in their
of

Nayak, for many years an able

Bhekari

preacher

in Oriséa, stood first in his clnss last yedr ;
but, for some reason I have failed to learn,

PROF.

J. J.

BUTLER,

their

D. D.

The doctrine of the church

This isthe end of our fiscal year,and we

all are very busy posting accounts and writ-

ing reports. There are no busier months

in the year than March

and April,

and if

tion.

tween

death

and

the

covers the hand, fingersand

all.

To

be

such
even

of Moses

fers:

dust,

the

nage and endowed

spirit,

by

=aeol and Hades,

»

careful

computation,

country and

small

for larger towns and cities, reveals

some

populations from' 4,000 to 12,000, have an

average of one

church

to

edch

1,000 in-

habitants. Cities having 25,000 are supplied with a church for each I,200 to
1600, while

many of our greatef

centers

denomination,

Binghamton has

several
substantial brethren within her oity lim-

its.

Why

not practicable to make

an

we could have three months ‘as cool as effort there ? For two or three
years,
December and January, our work would Ithaca has had a Free Baptist
church in
be donerfar easier and we should feel its | the shell. A little energy,
money, brains,
burden far less. Now at9 A. M., or be- well combined with grace,
would make
fore, our doors are shut, and the punkhas an incubator sufficient
ly warm to hatch it.
/
0

under the new;

and, ¢ train ap

a child

mand

from God to

days.

Bi

every

parent

im

The importance of the religious

first shall be God's

Gospel;”

*¢ these departed

spirits

were

worst ages of human history, and the expression ‘in prison’ would seem to india.

cate that they were not in paradise,or pate:

takers of the freest spiritual life of Hades.”

Hence he favors the notion

the

passage,

us

in

God has revealed wo should receive and

greatness

and

importance.

call a soul from nothingness, to send out
i nto the universe an undying life, that
either in sweetest harmony with all good,
or in direfal discord therewith,shall retain

its own personal individuality through the
coming and going of the ages yet to be, is

and

We should. beware of these fanciful
theories and vain speculations. There is

its

indeed

wonderfal!

But,

as

they

were

brought upon their immortal existence with.
out'any election of their own we are under
the most solemn obligation to meet, so far

as we can, the needs of their higher nature
and to fit them for an immortality of
”
honor.

d

And let us not forget that ours are

chil-

ren
of temptation,
Companions
they
must have; but. many
have been ruined
thereby.
Read they will, and ought to do

80, bunt the influence of the sensational literature which floods our book stores, and
alas! may be found in many so called Chris.

tian homes, is

most disastrous

minds, It would take man
a lengthy
y

to their

to portray the evils which beset our
and daughters.

Our only

hope

article

song

for

their

present welfare and their futnre felicity lies

in the bringing of them early to God; in a

faithful religious training on the part
of
'| their parents; and in holy and happy lives
lived before them in their early homes.
Should this article meet the eye of
a

pot

who

is not a Christian

well kindly to remind you

between

it

may

that you

be

stand

your children and the Lord. Your
obey, but presume not to fathom secrets | ‘very positi
on
yvealed. Many are glad to find ex- | for your childrmakes it the more difficult
en to become the followers
cuses for present indulgence and pro- -of Jesus. Remember
the words

crastination, to the fearful peril of their

present and future welfare.

There is too

much tendency to compromise with error,

to seek the favor of men

by preaching

smooth things, and avoiding unpleasant
truths.

If Romanists,

Rationalists, Liber.

of Christ,

*¢ For it must needs be that offences come
are but woe unto him
through
whom

the offence
cometh,”
If
from
no
other motive than the salvation of
your
children, become a saved person yourse
lf.
Is not this motive enough?

;

is

down to the Capital on one of the New Eng-

:

be

welcom-

BEOBACHTER..

NEW YORK LETTER.
NEW York CIty, May 18, 1832,
Anniversaries—* Howard Mission”
— National

ty= Tho

Wagnan’s @hipis tian Tow~

%

hardly

ownersh

What claims this fact brings upon parents!
To be permitted by the Divine Power to

of probation.

Barnes

with

here

: gone, and

3

to have made a ripple.

city it seems

The meetings

were quiet, and made up largely of thoughtful
men and women whose purpose it is to labor
for lost and suffering human beings. No great
doctrinal problems were discussed, and no efforts were made
to selve the mysteries of
creeds; but. persons of different faiths were
present each to inquire, What can ¥ do for perishing man? or, in other words, How ean I fol
low in the footsteps of Him who came to bless
little children, to save the Magdalens, and call
sinners to.repentance?
Many good plans were
proposed, and stirring and instructive words
were uttered. Often there were but few people present, but they were workers, and an
impetus was given to many a noble work.
One of the most interesting meetings was
the Anniversaryof “ Howard Mission”, or the

take
And

In the next place let the thought of their
mmortality be so believed as to impress

acquaintances

land excursion trips and you will
ed by an entirely different man.

:

educa-

holds us accountable for the training we
give them. Realizing the fact of God's
ownership we shall come to rear them not
for our pleasure, nor for their own secular
ends, but for bis glory to whom
they belong.

toward

pro-

The bearing of

always frank and bearty, never condescending; in a word, it is sensible. If you have
found your Representative somewhat cold and
inclined to stand on his dignity at hone, come

The

these

tion of our children will be seen if we
into consideration one or two facts.

spirits of men who had livedin une of the

our missionaries in India. This is a ub safety in seeking to be wise above
grand opening for Free Baptists. Several ‘what is written in the divine Word: What
evangelical

Congressmen

not that

the nurture and admonition of the Lord,”
should come with all the force of a coin

* Christ in the first moments of his quickened life went to Hades to .preach the

with

initiative work, by whatever

doubt

not simply to-unravel an interesting piece
of Bible history, but to show its bearing
upon the subject under consideration.
In
this matter, that which was required under
the old dispensation is binding upon us

preached to a class, at least of the dead 32

So far from this, we

men.are known, who would assist in any

we

and a big bass drum.”

:

ip of eur
18—20. Dr. Newman Smyth,in his * Or-. children.
They are ours only in a secondthodox Theology of To-day,” argues the ary sense. The
Almighty is the maker of
point at length, and . teaches as the senti- their frames and the Father
of their spirits.
ment of the passage, that between his They have been entrusted to us for
guiddeath and resurrection ¢¢ Christ went and ance, discipline and instruction. But God

it any such doctrine.

not an organized Christian body there!
It sounds very much like a sentence from

home it stands at least for a torch-light
cession

is own mother Buanice,
"“Ibave been led to make this review

appealed to in its support is 1 Peter 3: | the

regard

question

the long

Timothy.
from a child kwew the Holy
Seriptares, received hl§
religious
in-

thout discussing this subject at large,

church for 3,400

The

families; and

toward: tHe citizéns

of Washington. A Representative from Oregon
recently said: ‘ Being a Congressman doesn’t
mean much/” here in Washington,
bul out

which must have impressed Jewish parents

the,

in the intermediate state, and would re&ive the practice of praying for the dead.
But we must have much mere light on
that Scripture before we could found upon

multitudes.

for them—there is, I believe, very little snob-

ishness in their attitude

with a sense of God’s claim upon them and

departed spirits, are not a realm

of population only
afford a church
organization
to each 1,600 to 2000.
Brooklyn, that ‘city of churches,” (?) is
a 2,000 example. To ‘* cap the. climax,”
our great metropolis furnishes but one
of her

among his constituents—and I will not answer.

Lord were faithfal'in this special matter
we have no reason to doubt.
Nor does it
seem to have been forgotten after the Restoration, as we may learn from the sacredness in which parentage was regarded,and
the requirements of honor and obedience
from children. It was a customary offering
brought by Mary the. mother of Jesus upon.}
her first visit to the temple; a custom

Bap

upon

share the fears of those who regard the breaking down of class distinctions as the beginning of insubordination and anarchy.
Whatever airs a Congressman may assume

na-

ce, but of knowledge and ‘intelli- struction
|

based

this must seem either the hightof good sense

ham to the Babylonian captivity feared the

their

Mrs. Burnett, the

lively trade throughout

or 3 long step toward social and pelitical ruin.
The readers of the Star, I am sure, do not

line of those who from the days of Abra-

with

as denoting

That

a

the evening; as- a peanutsvender. To those
who have seen anythingof the formality of
social gatherings in countries where rank and
family count for_everything, such a scene as

had

that the
Lord may bring upon Abraham that which

“5ll never cease its conscious activ-

older»..

drich and Mrs. Dingiey.
authoress, drove

* For I know him,

him.”

chiefly the wives

set apart for Maine, Rhode Island and Connecticut, I noticed Mrs. Hawley, Mis. Al-

his Lord, to do justice and judgment
;
of

made

him

served at the tables were

of mand his children and that he will comhis household after
by | him, and they shall
keep the way of the

more skill in. making;
but this Free Christ. The intimations are plain both
Baptist hund, like all the other hands of ia
the Old Testament
and the New, that
Christianity, needs the entire glove. W« Ihrneh
after the separation by death the
shall go freezing, just so long us we we:
ioulders to

hy

evidently

to the founder of the Jewish

of

th

and daughters of Congressmen; At the table

his
goodness
and wonderfal
If we look back beyond the days

he hath spoken

m

could

them

tion,we find God saying of his friend Abra-

ham,

on that day be with him‘in Paradise. The
Apostle yearned to depart and be with

than for cots, and the former may require

‘Washington

unto

shalt" talk of

David

as laborers
government

heart; and

tiem diligently

wickedness.

children
works.”

penitent thief on the cross, that he should

material for mitts

children,

be iy thine

teach

Bi

might command at

and appointed a law in Israel when he commanded our fathers to make known to their

resurrection.

nce using glasses of the living. Moses and Elijah,
hundreds
greater magnifying power. Otherwise, of years after they
left the earth, had an
our growth can never be commensurate “Intervie
w with the Saviour on the Mount
with the worth of our combination of of his ‘transfiguration.
He
represents
Christian doctrines.
David and Lazarus as being conscious
A glove is not good for much, unless it 4nd active
after death, and promised the

sure, it requires more

shalt

fn

In its social aspects the occasion was ‘well %
worth study.
No ether city in the Union
could, furnish such a

this Command in his mind when he said,
¢* God established a testimony in Jacob,

has always

and the planting of a city church seems
like
atiacking
Gibraltar.
There is

interesting facts. We find that the - more
sparsely settled the locality, the larger
the number of churches relative to the
population.
Our rural
districts and
smaller villages have about one church
for every 500 to 800 people. The larger
villages and smaller cities, places with

have a

Last

BY

too much—but

Villages, and upon the late census returns

fourth,

1hope we may

pleasant and profitable

THE INTERMEDIATE STATE,

|; Some haye speculated about the sleep of
soul in the grave during this period.
{EBut this theory is opposed to the nature

preliable estimates for

are nineteen

i

and apparently among the: most attractive to

and spirit may be seen from the terribl
e
punishment sent upon the aged prophe
t
Eli because he restrained not his sons from

been that the soul exists and is conscious

A

family, and congregation, and all others
who contributed to the purchase of this
beautiful bell for the Bible School.

LETTER.

.| the patrons of the undertaking, though the
palm belongs to Michigan for tasteful decora-

| That God held them strictly to its letter

tunities that other States, but becs::
we wish to consider it in a single aspect,
the writer is more familiar with our de- viz., Is the Intermediate
State one of pronominational situation here. - This nation- bation? Some in all ages
have favored suck
al center of population, wealth, social and theory.
Such is the Roman Catholic
political influence has over thirty cities idea of Purgatory. Many Univers
alists and
of ten thousand inhabitants and upwards. Restorationists hold it. It
is at present
Three of these now have Free Baptist made the basis of many speculations
in
churches. Let the following facts say Germany, England, and
America. Its
whether it is practicable for us to attempt advocates defend it howeve
r more from
anything in the score and a half of unoe- their own philosophy than
from the Bible.
cupied ones.
;
Indeed, the chief passage of Scripture

good -sized bell of beautiful tone was
bought, and after having rested u while
on the classic shores of Ceylon, it has
reached us safely. On the 21st inst., it

At family - devotions, in our social serThe new Indian Appropriation bill fs grati- vices, and in 6ur public worship'we have
{ylog in irs provision of over baif a million dol- of late been thinking much of our Lord's
lars for ¥odian edueation, more thun three
recorded in Matt. 9: 88. Will
times the amount ever specially appropriated command
before for the same purpose. But mark the my reader read it afresh and heed it ?
|
refusal to grant Commissioner Price, a thor-

this

when thou sittest in thine house.”
We
find this command at least thrice repeated.

Dr.

There

{few apportanitigs

particularly our
beloved
friend
of
of Whitestown days, the Rev. H. S. Hef
fron, now pastor of the Union church at
Washington Heights, near Chicago, Ill., 4

begun

as

« Fairport N. Y.

cots on our Western fingers only, or mi: :
on sur Eastern palms along.
©
Butis ita Gat that there are only

Through the kindness of a few friends,

more, oh, for men !—* men,”

thy

Ball expresses it,” with churches in them.”

advantages, and also our abilities to plant
‘Abraham, Isaac, and Jaco
is affirmed
b,
and sustain ourselves in the centers of
Jesus in opposition to the skeptics of
population, influence, and wealth? If so, day,
to be not the God of the dead, but
we should comme

School

he

=

mand thee shall

thou

certainly a! foundation of fact for this
and powers of mind, tends to materialism,
opinion, but mayit not be true that ‘we
‘and derives no support from Scripture.
have been underrating
our Eastern He who proclaimed himself
the God

books

Bible

rth, and South, there are fields appar
ently riper for us than for any other
Jhristian people. Oh, for the means! —

may well be asked, ‘* What 0 thers,
as authorizing no such sentiment.
has not come back to his books this year. would the good people of Gotham do, if,
It says nothing about Christ's going to
I am looking for him.
some pleasant day this summer, all the Hades
:
And now it is reported that Gen. Chalmers,
to preach to the lost between his
The hot weather has come down upon Gothamites should decide
to attend death and resurrection;
Who has just been unseated by Congress, is to
but rather that
Tun a8 an independent candidate for the next us like a strong man armed... Some of church ? With the above facts, it is clear by his spirit he preached
in the days of
that the places needing the gospel most Noah,
Congress on un Administration platform. We ‘our number have been feeling it keenly.
while the ark was preparing, to
can scarcely credit the report, but hail even Poor Miss Crawford has been quite ill really get the least of it. The centers of
those then disobedient, who, by ‘their unthe rumor as an auspicious omen.
It seems
again and is slowly recovering strength. influence have their influence only parbelief and wickedness, were doomed to
Possible that in a few years Southern Bourbon- Her iron will
keeps her up and at work tially appropriated. ~ The centers of treasthe prisofi of despair. He addressed
ism will be remembered only as a vague dream
when many would-drop, or fly from the ure have the fewest demands for the
of the past.
them through Noah, ** a preacher of rightfield. No one ever yet. could call in highest, that is the religious, use. of
éousness,” who warned the men of his
The Rev. ‘Phillips Brooks says that the question her special call to the
missionary treasure. Can we say, then, that Free time of the consequences of their
more one thinks about temperance, the more
transMay God grant us more like her. Baptists have few opportunities in cities? gression
he is convinced of the importance of doing work.
; but only a few heeded and
But
what
of
the
men? We are few and
Leaviog these general remarks, some were saved from the overwhelming
everything for its advancement. True enough.
flood,
Not so much popular ‘Ignorsnce' as “popular weak and our daily prayer ‘is for re-en- openings which have come within the
Christ held oat no hope of a probation bethoughtlessness, the Jack of a little serious re- forcements. In all the borders of our writer's observation may be mentioned. A youd this life;
be taught that it men would
flection,
is the great barrier in the way of al- beloved Zion is there not one man who is few days ago an item was going the not
hear Moses and the prophets, neither
most any needed reform. We know so much called of God to this work?
I cannot be- rounds of the press that Oswego Falls is would they be persuade
about a thing, before we are fairly acquainted
d through one rose
Are the the largest village in the State without a from the dead.
with the thing ftself or consider its signif lieve there is not such a man.
The Gospel word is, Bechurches
praying
that
he
may
be
found
?
lcance, “gyil fs wrought for want of
church. Over twe thousand people, and hold, now is the‘accepted time, now the
Is the Missionary Board looking for him? nota single spire pointing heavenward,
thought,”
day of salvation.
visitation.

choose

early history, we must Dot overl
ook the
fact that God made special provision
for
their spiritual life, and wisely made
the re-

ing to “go up and possess it,” is enough

of ns
the
comntry™®
Let this State
While ny dear mother was in America | tio
she undertook to secure funds for the New York be our field of estimate; 1.
purchase of a bell for the Bible School. however, because it affords more opr

Our

»>-

Dr. Newman Smvth, unexpectedly enough
to many persons, deglines the proposition to

hopes to be

their crude and superstitious notions concerning the heavenly bodies. Mr. Allen
| wil] be thanked over and again, by our

ol this country.

ORANG
by

to rectify

much benefit from English books, and
each year will add to this number, as
Engiisk is rapidly becoming the language

J0Y'8 FORERUNNER.

- divine!

our students

of our students are already able to derive

Winfield, Towa.

elsewhere,

GIOUS EDUCATION OF OUR

been looked

and

is an idea abroad that we have few opportunities for growth in the older States’

Library. These are already in use, and
some of them will be constantly in use by
both teachers and students.
Our library
was begun three years ago and already
possesses some excellent and valuable
volumes in the Sanscrit, Bengali, Oriya
and English languages.
We hope to add
to it from year to year, but such gifts as
1 Mr. Fuller's are most welcome. Some
Some |

I reached the goal where I had set

8

enable

and a set of maps for

I knew they'd bless me there!

long

spread before us, and we not able or will-

a little too exclusively westward?

geography of the heavens

/boxof valuable English and Greek

But, oh! how gleamed that far-off prjze!

Were silent evermore!

will

thoughts have gone—nol

town, N. Y., has our hearty thanks for a

My dear hearts grieved that thus'I fled,
Nor turned their Jove to share,

undenominational

our smaller cities, has

‘might for an oasis and a re-

but is it not possible that our hearts and |.

young men for this beautiful gift, and
when our promised Memorial Hall is
erected we shall be able to use it oftener
and to better advantage.
The Rev. William Fuller of Stephen-

BY MRS. L. BE, THORPE.

~~ And the dear hearts that

studying the

167 | and

AMBITION,

._Butlo!

church, who so generously paid for the
mounting. In the course of the next
month
I hope to begin using this telescope. It wiil
be an invaluable help in

©

©.

in

S80 many appeals for the frontier, and oar
our long established interests. It indi
cates “a return to, or a discovery of,—
which is itP—what should be our denomi:
national policyin church extension,
We sympathize with our heroic brethren who so nobly sacrifice to plant and
sustain our cause in forest and on prairie ;

by sending vs an

admirable telescope of his owy

se.
L000
oan
AMILY CIRCLE ~The Ol Soldier of Nautick,
{naatey) ir
May Tarty. J

uarterly Meetin

superintends an

or

That excellent editorial in a recent isshe to make a loyal Free Baptist despair in ligious educationof their children the
imare many indica- perative duty of the parents.
of the Star, * Our Cause in Cities,” the wilderness. There
If we torn
pointingto the present time as our to the book of Deuteronomy
comes as a clear ring from good metal.
we find
opportunity. East, West, saying, “And these wor Is which Moses
It gives refreshing variety in the midst of be Fg
I com-

Allen of Provi i
placed us all under no

dence, R. I, has

Grand Tadee i

~

on a desert

air

BY THE REY. C. E. BROCEWAY.

lion Da en Ralstp Nous + 1
“164 | ture, We heartily thank him aod Mr.
DN eT NAL, Rorelen Mission ' RemitWade, too, also of the Roger Williams
for the
Mission Fieid: . Why rot? Prof.
Ministeraand Churches.

—

alists, bere

Sun- path, they must
have the responsibility.
circulation, till 5 p. ». when we open the 1 day-schoul in Rochester ;
WASHINGTON, D. C., May 17, i382.
and in that city ‘But may the
Lord
perserve our evangelia
:
“The tea party given in the rotundaof the.
(doors. Even then the fiery blast is hard- are also several worthy members from
ly abated, and some days we have to wait. different parts of the Genesee Yearly ‘cal pulpits and seats,of learning from all Capitol a week ago last Saturday evening
such folly.
in aid of the Garfield Memorial Hospital pro- .
a as
hours for the cool sea-breeze, which Meeting.
le
: ject
Why not, with them, and the
was a brilliant affair and a great Success.
makes the nights tolerable. We thank School, make a nucleus for a church?
I was pleased to note that the New England
God for thé &gh-breeze at night as pilgrims Hornellsville, one of the most thriving of
tables were among the finest in appearance,
THE RELI

THE OLDER STATES.

to be doné, that love for the work brings
lage

Spring. - Mornin
Mornig g (

8.7.8.

E

to A worthy member of the Fairport church

CHILDREN.
freshing poo
=
of crystal
l
water, - Life ‘on upon by the Central Association as favorwork, and not the best of tools to do it
these plains would be burdensome with- able ground.
BY THE REV.J. J. HALL.
with. Loften wish the sun would stand still out this.
~The list is by no means exhausted."
J. L. P.
a while and so give me time to overtake
Whatever may have been the intellectu
| Brethren who read this will think of
al
! knowledge of the child
my work, for it seems as though there FREE BAPTIST OPPORTUNITIES
ren of Israel in their
IN. promising fields. Such a god

161 | every other life where there is hard work

o our hg
Clilidren. ei
° 2

Immigrants, East and West.

-and fro, keeping the cool morning

161 | was no such thing as clearing the docket.
1! Bat it is true in a missionary’s life, as in

Prog. J. J. Butler, b. 0.

He

(long swinging fans) begin to move

*‘ Home for the Little Wanderers.”
Van

Meter

has returned

from

again In charge of the Home.

Rev. Mr,

Rome,

and

is

It would be im-

possible
to
overestimate
‘the marvelous
achievements of this institution. The number
of homeless and friendless little waifs that
have been gathered in and saved by this mission, who had else been lost, that now live in
comfort, in respectability, in affluence, and
in
usefulness, is an argunient that speaks louder

than words in hehult of this eminently. Chris-

tian enterprise. The meeting
Academy of Musie, the vast

Ingersoll

was held in the
edifice. wherein

is. wont to fulminate

his diatribes

aguinst Christianity; and it was filled by the
humane, the Christianand the benevolent,
It
was a presentation of the power of Christ's
gospel which Mr. Ingersoll's ly ing and pernicious
teachings can never overtbrow.
The
speakers made some telling hits against the
dreary infidel philosophy which modern Vandalism would substitute for the pure Word of
life.
:
»
« The National Temperance Society and Pub©

lication House held its Anniversary in Broad-

way Tabernacle, und though it was a stormy
night, the audience was large and enthusi
astic.

Extracts from the report of this Society’s work

were read by J. N. Stearns, Esq., the
Corresponding Secretary, setting forth the
vast and
useful enterprises in the way of temper
ance
publications with which this organization
is
supplying the country.
Addresses were made
by Rev. Dr. Cuyler, Hon. Hiram Price,
Gom-

missioner of Indian Affairs, and Col. George,

W. Bain of Kentucky.
It was good to be
there, for these gentlemen went to
the root of

the matter und held the audience
for more than two hours, while
threw all the pretended arguments
mies of temperance and vindicated
nence as one with Christianity.

spellbound
they overof the enetotal absti-

The last, but by no means the least, of these

gatherings was

the Woman's

Christian Tem-

perance Union, which was held on
Sabbath
evening in the Free Baptist church, West
25th,

St.

It was a very stormy evening, anit the au-

dience was not large.
dent

of the

By request of the Presi-

Society, Mrs. J. B. Latimer, the:

pastor of the church presided: ‘Some of
the
labors of this institution may be stated as
follows: it hascirculated 31,240 pages of tempe
rance literature ; the members of the Union
hold

weekly meetings at their rooms in the Bible
House, and ut the Child's Nursery, Fiieth St.

and

Lexington

Avenue.

They

have secure

the appointment of matrons at the Police d
sta-

tions to take care of intoxicated
female prison-

ers. They sent circulars to 133 clerg
ymen in
regard ip the use of fermented wine
at com-

muoion.

only
think

Ten pastors replied that they fise

‘unfermented ; wine;

of the subject; and

unfermentéd wine,

others

promise

to

others refuse to use
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Aud thou, 0 minstrel choir of cheer,

Awake, delight my waiting ear,
And tune my joyful heart to raise

With'thee ibe great Creator’s praise.
0-0
-0-¢

Paul exhorts Timothy (2 Timothy 2:
25, 26)*to instruct in meekness those who
_ oppose themselves to the Gospel, with
the hope that God will give them repentance to the acknowledging of the truth,
and that they may * recover themselves”
—say both the old and the new versions—

out of the saare of the devil.
The words ‘recover themselves”,

Lange renders ‘awake to soberness”;
and the Rev. Dr. G. M& Noyes, in his
Testament,

ew

«awake to their senses.” The Greek
word thus rendered signifies ‘* to become
cool again; to awake out of a drunken
to come to one's senses again”
fit;

Ct

(Lange).

It is a matter of exceeding interest in
how many lights the Bible holds up
man’s opposition to God's will and truth.
And how might the very heavens be astonished that it has condescended to paint
© any other picture than that of the exceed
. ing sinfulness of such opposition; of the
wrong, and injustice, and insult to God

was on

This

the meeting.

|

‘ One of these sad pictures,—so sad that

Seripture

u

soul delirium

how

few realize it!” And it would be a paralyzing one, but for the accompanying,
and similar, Seripture.
But because God commands that even
be

¢¢ instructed”,

and

becausehe can, and * will, peradvent-

we may not
:

ure, give them repentance”,
despair of them.

But did not God design this sorrewful
picture of the delirium’ of sin to be a
helpful one to us? Not only may it lead
us to dread sin for its deadly effects upon
ourselves and others, but it ought very
materially to aid us in. correcting and
battling the views and feelings that * the
natural” heart has: for God, and ‘the
things of the Spirit of God”, by as much

in any shape!

Everyone may and ought

to feel that any feeling, opinion, action,
that iscontrary to God's will, has a delirinm, an insanity in it, that in its nature

and unchecked effects is far worse than
any merely physical insanity.
And it ought to help us in resisting every allurement of “sin, to feel that in its

very essence, and as it will prove to us
if not pushed back, it is a * delusion”, an
« hallucination”,

as

real

as

ever

the

brain of any poor lunatic has conceived!
- Let us be grateful that all God's revealed thoughts are sane ones; and re-

“member

they are to be accepted, loved

and obeyed by his creatures, as they valae freedom from this soul-delirinm!
PP

18 THE DAY OF

MIRACLES PAST?

nothing but sand and cactus. The ** Colorado Desert”, as this section is called, is
a great inland basin where, it is probable,

at

the sea used to be. Now no water can

behind them.

I met

Miss

with

Powers at a S. S. conven-

and

tion in Palmyra yesterday, May 3, where
she gave me this account, which is veri-

.

*

od

FROM SHORE TO SHORE.
coming

Though

lemon

It would

of the ‘“ Hub”, and

and

there, has preceded
; ery hotel, * Boston
confronted

of fare.
known

At ev-

our arrival.

baked beans” have

us as a choice dish on the bill

to call

¢ beans” at us.

riding, one of our number

asked

Once, in
a man,

who chanced to be ploughing near the
to plant.
he intended
road, what
a flourish
with
reply,
his
was
« Beans”,
and smile. Beans are good.
Other mementoes of the East we see
even more pleasing than beans. In a
shop-window of this city are exhibited to
attract the attention of our excursionists
*¢ From
bits of iron and glass labeled:
the Boston fire, 1872.” More pleasant
than all else, however, are the kind faces

‘one meets in all parts of the West, whose

possessors once lived in New

It is safe to challenge a smiling
man on the -street with the

England.

featured
inquiry,

«« Sir, what part of the East did youn
come from?” If he is an American, nine
cases out of ten he will reply, naming

some place in one of the six New KEngland States. What would the West do
Its population is
without the East?
who look topeople
of
largely composed
birthplace
their
as
‘sun
rising
the
ward
and still their home, though they may
never hope’ to return to the family fire-

side.

Westerners love the East and all

who come. from it.
A hearty welcome
us

wherever

we

has been accorded
have

and

stopped;

trees, fig

trees,

palms,

Eastern faces are not wanting

garden

towns have vied with each other in presenting inducements for us to tarry

REV. T. A. STEVENS,

country.

Yes,

dipped in the Pacific!

bananas,

And

here.

In

and

we" have

A ride of sixteen

miles took us to the beach. The blue
waters of

the

Pacific are

as salt

as are

those of the Atlantic; they are as rest

less; but they did look beautiful to us
after having seen nothing but land for so

long.

We shall see more of thePacific |
A.

and learn to know it better.
ror

heen

The natives have even

on this

The following is taken from the conclusion of Mr. H. C. Vedder's carefully
prepared and valuable paper in the current number of the Baptist Quarterly Review:

From the facts and figures that have
been given above, the following’ general
summary

may be deduced:

1.

The sla-

tistics of each of the leading Pedo-baptist
bodies shows a great

falling off in the

point ‘they ‘have

Sd
eral conclusions, namely:
1. The practice of infant baptism is

a8 a separate body ia another fifty years.
This declension of practice must be
9.

./ Myron Adams of Palmyra,
have all had

'Ru-

gave them all that could be found.

Va.,

|

BY

B. J. 8.

possessed of the larger part of the prop-

erty, and the effect upon the moral and
religious status of those places is obviously unfavorable. As a rule, however,
the foreign immigrant of New England is

is as fol-

enclosed $14 for our For-

which we are thankfal. We send this as
our first thank-offering unto the Lord and
pray that his blessing may rest upon it,
and that this may be followed by many
more contributions for the spread of the
Gospel.”
Comment is needless. ‘ Inasmuch as
ye have done it unto one of the least of
these, my brethren, ye have done it unto
me."

either Irisa or French, and while his
morals may be low, his adherence to the

Catholic Church quite generally compels
some outward observance of the Sabbath.
Therefore while he resists much change
or improvement he is a negative rather
than an aggressive force, except in poli-

Hindoo

|

:

~~

The system

Not so with .the Western immigrant.’
Dane, Norwegian, or German, he is
rarely under the dominion of the Catholic

Church.

Rather,

usually,

he

has chained

is u

times practially ignoring society's right
to make any rules for him. He does not
exercise a negative, but a very aggressive influence upon the moral condition of
society. Sueh immigrants are generally

very industrious, and help to develop the
country rapidly, but

ciety very

they are making

much.

so-

be.

They

practically

act out many points of doetrine preached

lo Fas tnt love and

dead.

about

sermons

at

missiona-

and

Bengalis,

A

few - years

ago,

these

even Hindob¥€an change.

wish

all;

Santals,

men

far

Heathen

Enough

=

M.

M.

4

;

II. Hus.

four, 1 caught the missionary spirit
reading

From

in America.

Dr. Phillips Brooks in an able sermon
entitled ** The Heroism of Foreign Misso unconcernedly open their stores and sions”, pleads for the Foreign missionary
idea ** as the necessary completion of the
shops on Snnday, or continue their accue| Christian life. - It is the apex to which all

thieves,

nor assailers of

vir-

are only discarding the old worntue; they
out beliefs and customs adopted by the

superstitions of the past. Felix Adler's
methods are much better adapted, of
course,to the

century

Paul.

than

When

wants

of

are those

the

nineteenth

of the Apostle

science is a little further

developed a than can lift himself, and it

ch is the tenor of sentiment

prevail-

ing very widely, as though an unseen
force \like the wind, undirected by any

persodality, ever had or ever can work

for the regeneration and elevation of so-

ciety. ‘No age, no section,” has called
more forcibly thi does this fertile and

beautiful West for Christian workers, im-

ideas, it remains true that they would
hardly be such strong agents unless they
were taken into a’ solvent of ‘feeling.

warrant of apostolic precedent. At adel of truth is safe, from the toleration
‘most, they look upon the ceremony as a applied in an age when the pure faith
| P ublic and solemn dedication of bah to formed a little island in & world ‘of darkthe service of God, and consider it a
priv- ness. Intolerance the most
ferocious
{lege, rather than a duty, to have.one’s
may
have
been
among
the
sublimest
of
children thus consecrated. The idea of
duty once removed from the ceremony, it duties when the truth was so intensely

time

Mrs. Judsou.

I have

done

what I

could. I only regret that I cannot do
more.
‘Surely goodness and mercy
have followed me all the days of my life.’
“Yours

truly,

n
i,
** Mrs.
.
This is the kind that is to evangelize

the world. It argues (1) the circulation
of rissionary literature
; *those who ac-

quaint themselves with the facts will become interested ; (2) it is a special stage
of the growth in grace to catch the spirit
of missions; (38) itis a joy to help when
one's heart is in the work.
The regretis
only over inability to do more; (4) giving by principle is the giving that tells.
— Christian Herald.

votaries of the Koran, compelled to°drop
the sword, have, however, been able to
resort to persuasion instead of force, and
to finally develop methods which have

proved wonderfully successful.

At this

time; according to Mr. Blunt, there are
one hundred and seventy million followIn Chiers of Mohammed in the®world.
na, in

India, and

in

lions have been
tion. Where the
ran and the New
Asia and Africa,

Africa,

many

added within a generaMissionaries of the KoTestament have met in
the former have been

their eonverts by millions, where Christians have counted only thousands.
Central Africa, the region embracing

In
the

Niger and the upper waters of the Nile,
there have

been ten million Africans in-

duced to advept the Koray =ithig this
century—Galde
|;
A
medical

Fades

Gv wus slethodist

Episcopal Mission at Kin-Kiang have
more to do than they are able to aceom-

plish. The Home is crowded with poor
sick women, who cannot be turned away,
showing

how great is the need of & hos-

pital building.

-The headquarters of the Livingstonis

Mission of the Free Church of Scotland
imperfect thing. The glory and the her- has been moved to the more healthy and
oism of Christianity lies in its missionary central port and promontory of Bandawe.
life.” He then goes on to handle a chief | Cape Maclear is now an outstation at the
objection. ‘I know what some of you foot of Lake Nyussa. Here is an excelare saying in your hearts whenever you lent day-school, under the charge of a
talk together about ¥oreign Missions. native Christian. ™* ~~
Rev. M. C. Harris and wife of the Jap‘There are heathen here in Boston’, you
declare; ‘ heathen-enough here in America. Let us convert theni first, before we
go to China.’ That plea we all know,
and I think it sounds more cheap and
more shameful every year. What can
be more shameful than to make the imperfection of our Christianity at home an
excuse

for not

doing

our work

an Mission of the Methodist Episeopal

Church, were to sail from Yokobama,
March 9th, accompanied by Mrs. Soper
and her children. The return of the la-

dies is necessitated by the state of their
health.— Gospel in Al Lands.

abroad? | +

It is as shameless as it is shameful.

It

Missionary

News

and

Notes.

" AFRICA.— Whstern.—The report that the

pleads for exemption
and indulgence on King of Ashantee had caused two hundred
the ground of its own neglect and sin. young girls to be slain in order to obtain
It is like a murderer asking the judge to their blood to make mortar to be used in rehave pity upon his orphanhood. Even pairing one of his houses is contradieted
the men who make such a plea feel, I on the authority of thé English Colonial Ofthink, how unberoic it is. The minister fice. The report originated in Africa.
who does what they bid him do, feels his ——1It is hoped that Ashantee will soon
task of preaching to such men perhaps be opened to the Gospel and a mission
all the more necessary
but certainly all planted in the capital.—~—Mrs. Amanda
the less heroic, as he sees how utterly Smith, the remarkable colored evangelist
they have failed to feel the very nature arrived in Liberia Jan, 11, and was soon
of the Gospel which he preaches to taken with the African fever.— Northern.
them,”
—A new claimant to the Mohammedan
We hope these earnest and truthful messiahship has arisen in the Soudan.
words will be carefully read and pon- He is supported by the Bagara tribes,
dered by our readers. ** This ought ye and has thus far defeated the two Egypto have done, and not to have left the tian forces whom he has met. This reother undone.”—Gospel in. All Lands.
bellion is hindering the. progress of the

| Rev. Mr. Ladd in his expedition to locate

eA

hat Which

As you

are

Costs Nothing.

probably

aware, incense-

sticks in great numbers are burned also
in &11 "their forms of idolatrous worship.
But some of the Chinese ideas are not so

bad. A few weeks since, I was tramping with one of our natives preachers
along a road, some fifty miles distant,
that led over a high mountain-pass. At
the highest point in the road we came, as

is usual in such places, upon a shrine
with an urn, where travelers .burn incense-sticks to the deities presiding over
that locality. These incense-sticks are
bought in small packages, and may be

burned or left near the incense-altar.

At

this shrine on the mountain-ridge I
picked up a partisl package of the sticks,

and said to the preacher who was with
me, ‘Suppose a man coming here

a central African Mission for the American Missionary Association. ——Southern.—The war has had a sad effect upon?

not d
coul

pi
»

Bi

Crime and drunkenness
the Basutos.
are increasing, which were hardly know?
before the war; and many of the people

who had come partially under the influence of Christianity are going
heathenism.

among

Sout

them

The

French

are

much

AMERICA. —Of

back W

missionaries

discoaraged.

the twenty-on®

provinces of the Empire of Braal, oly

four have ever enjoyed the labors of mis~
sionaries' to any

extent.—~-Three were

to be baptized in the Colony of La Stuns,

Argentine Republic, by Rev.P. Bessol!
the Baptist evangelist, who recently

went theresfrom Franoe.——The South

American Protestant missions, conducted

hn sooleand European
by both Americ

Brasil
should burn the sticks which another per- ties, are found in the Guianas,in
her case in hand, and have all been
e
son has left, would that answer the same and the Argentin Republic, in Colom
and New Mexico for the
baffled by her disease, which was slowly had in Arizona
ceases to be considered as of prime im- concentrated, and so intensely militant ; purpose as if ‘he bad burned some he had bia, Peru, Chili, and’ to a small extent In
of
rumors
but
nothing
is
There
rtance. - A man-made rite is a much’
but sorely dragging her to the grave. ‘askiig,
Patagonia and Terra
He exclaimed
at Southern
What ap- ess desirable thing than a divinely insti-' all advantages barely sufficing to pass himself bought?”
For ten weeks before her recovery she all degrees of terribleness.
as in the Falkland Islands.
well
as
Fuego,
down
the
lamp
of
religion
from
one
genonce,
and
very
emphatically,
**
No!
no
at
| pears in printis supposed to contain
| tuted ordinance, and infant baptism has
"bad pot been able to feed herself and
—Rapt.
Miss.
Magazine,
: >» one would think of offering that which
\
and least s grain of truth; but what passes thus fallen into something very like con- @ration to the next.-»De. Quincey.
lift her hand to her head,

tors in regard to the Indians may be

~

mil-

"far the most successfil, and have counted

good stahding are convinced that such a the linesof the pyramid lead up. The
course is an excellent way of doing Christian life without it is a mangled and
murderers,

the life of the first

that

The

from it; they so quietly ignore all Purifanical forms of custom and belief, they

things and adopt it themselves. These
foreign citizens, they say, are neither

Born of the Spirit

when twenty-one, baptized when twenty-

Items.

| would not have taken held of a-stfing together, had.jt been fifty yards long.
Pollution would . have ran the whole
length of the string, as surely as tidings
run along the wires. So we see tha

continued.
Let me dot
be - under
stood as saying that they actually trouble
themselves

which

“Jan.
25, 1882.

PROGRESS OF MOHAMMEDANISM.—The

all take hold together without one word
about caste, and by their treatment of
each other one might guess the monster

different from what our fore-

fathers thought and designed that American society should

India, and

Oriyas,

©

enty-five years old.

for ages

ries have found to be the most formidable
obstacle to the prosecution of their work,
is surely crumbling away. The Gospel
of Christ is mighty in pulling down Satan’s strongholds.
Mrs. J. Phillips,
-sinee her late return to ‘India, had occasion to employ several natives in repairing the mission premises at Dantoon.
‘She said, ** One thing hus interested me

Protestant ef the extremest type, often-

Te

‘DEAR BROTHER:—Please find en.
closed one dollar for Foreign Missions,
the cause that I love. I am almost sev-

Caste.

of caste, which

Sermon.

The following letter, enclosing a dollar
bill, has come to the Treasurerof the
State Board of Foreign Missions :.

thought we would do what we could in
this good work. The Lord has been
more than good to us; many of us, twenty years ago, were in slavery and ignorance; to-day the opportunity is given to
our children to educate themselves, for

Places are to be found in New England
where the foreign immigrant has become

fics.

to

:

Short Mission

under

|'money to carry on that work afew of us

faces
A remarkable case of healing has recent- So anxious were they to see strangers. ascribed to a co-extensive and ¢onte
of
faces
The great world struggle of developing
the
though
,
raneous change of- conviction among
ly been effected by the eflicacy of prayer “home”
in from the adjoining coun- do: baptists Jogarding the nature of jnfant thought is, continually foreshadowed in
came
Miners
in Palmyra, this State, a few miles from
spent baptism, If It were still regarded as an the struggls of the affections, seeking a
this place, which came under my notice try for seventy miles around and
ordinance, that every
Ch
justification for love and hope—Geo.
that they might was bound to observe on pain
this week while visiting at that place. the Sabbath at Santa Fe,
what dience to his Lord, there would be no ‘Eliot.
than
fresher
East
the
from
ews
get
Miss Mina Powers, daughter of a wellWe must all be sure that toleration is
We found such laxity. The same churches that
known costmercial agent in Palmyra, newspapers brought them.
observet the. |.
duly
baptism
infant
t
different thing indeed when aphardy
the
among
wo, 88 are her parents, is a prominent many a pleasant friend
pr supper, and werd (administer- plied to varietiesof a creed essentially
acSach
silver.
and
gold
for
rd ‘As8 baptism) every
‘member
of thegflethodist church, at the delvers
ing what ©
uni as with them the same~—toleration as existing amongst
age of fifteen, eleven years ago, was tak- quaintances have added not a little to the; unbaptized adulttowwhe
Candi
us people of Christendom, or even when
faith.
of
profession
on a
en sick,
and for eight years past, up to enjoyment of our trip.
Sagtists
itt
applied
to African and: Polynesian idolaacross
cafne
In crossing the plains, we
“pies
or
ge
e ba
:
- tries, so long as we all know that the citthe time of her cure, was confined to the
n
to
orders
under
blue”
in
the a
fan the
bed and couch,or drawn about in a “our boys
Indians, They
chair. She had received the best of med- arch against the hostile
a miser is for
as
papers
for
eager
were.as
of
Jones
R.
W.
Drs,
ical care and skill.
snd
els,
satch
our
Boston, 8. C. Pritchard of Phelps, and gold. We ransacked

W.

1lith., 1882, and
2

«Please find

bued with deep faith, strong intelligence,
declining so rapidly that, unless the de- bristling with an enthusiasm that can
cline shall be arrested in some way that
forms of thought with weapons
can not now be foreseen, there is need meet all
own
of little prophetic gift to anncunce its. fashioned and burnished in thought's
If
day.
distant
no
at
extinction
armory.
pragtical
>6-0
the present tendency of things continue
for another twenty-five years, it will be
The visible creation is the terminus or
the Congregationalists,
extinct among
circumference of the invisible world.
the
Methodists and
and nearly so among the
Presbyterians, The Episcopalians may — Emerson.
be “expected. to resist this tendency of | Proper respect for some persons is best
things more successfully than any other preserved by avoiding their neighborbody, but there is no reason to suppose
that they will ever be a relatively siivng- hood.—@G. W. Curtis.
After all that has been said that can be
than they now are. The
er denomination
Reformed Church is fast merging into said about the widening influence of

the Presbyterian, and may cease to exist

Martinsburg,

churches of the Lord Jesus Christ should eign Mission, for the support of a teacher
consist only of these who give credible in India, sent by the Woman's Auxilievidence of regeneration through perary Society of the Free Baptist Church of
sonal faith in him, and have been baptized on public profession of their belief. this place. It is our intention to pay $25
That faithful testimony, sealed with the this year for the Foreign Mission cause.
blood of many martyrs, is at-length bear- We have done nothing in the past, but
ing fruit. To God ind his Word be the
reading so much about the great need of

number of infant baptisms from the prac- would become very inconsiderate on his
tice of fifty years ago. 2. Among the
art to then ask some one else to do it for
Episcopalians the ratio of infant baptisms tg communicants has decreased
from one in seven to one in eleven;
among the Reformed, from one in twelve
to one in twenty; among the Presbyterians, from one in fifteen to one in thirtythree; among the Methodists, from one
in twenty-two to one in . twenty-nine;
among the Congregationalists, from one
in fifty to one in seventy-seven. These
facts appear to me to warrant a few gen-

from

date of May
lows’:

They have insisted that the

and gardens, seeing the beauties of I is do evil so

eaten

‘is

practice,

been a unit.

people's money

on's Advacate.

ers that they, too, may be encouraged.

‘the orange-groves belonging to a brother “by the Rev. George €, Miln; that to beof the genial publisher of the Star we have lieve in a personal God is beliltling, and
picked the ripe fruit and gathered bivs- especially demoralizing to teach that
soms from the same tree. With him'as such a God could be so base as to keep In
punishment beings
loving and wishing
-to
guide we have visited vineyards, groves

be impossible

what

has been so

the rocky farms of New England,

to forget from what place we hail. The
fame

the train reaches a depression of

and flowers of many kinds in profusion,
growing almost as easily as do weeds on

purts of New England the party is known

as Bostonians.

At. Dos

Angelosin the midstof the garden of semitropical California. Here are orange trees,

all

from

desert.

at first far ahead, and then by our side,
until in two pours we were landed at Los

« Bostonians” have reached. the westshore.

the

tiresome as was the ride through the desert. But a happy transition was in store.
Graduully we began to see green fields,

10S ANGELOS, CALIFORNIA, May 3.

ern

across

No part of our journey

held, and by many others with whom I
have conversed.
There is a host of

.. EastPenfield, N. Y., May 4.

drawn

two hundred and sixty-two feet below the
level of the sea.

fied by her mother, the pastor of the Baptist church where the S. S. meeting was

I have no doubt
Miss Powers was
raised from ber sick and dying bed by
the power of Jesus of Nazareth.

To supply the locomotive

water a tank-car must be attached

Palmas

among them. While stopping at Santa
Albuquerque,
from
1f the evidence of our senses is reliable, Fe a delegation
party, reour
visited
south,
miles
we may doubt the oft-repeatéd saying, eighty
!
a stay fn their city.
make
to
us
g
questin
"4 The day of miracles is past.”’
from
_ BY THE

afew miles
None were

vast desert, bearing for miles absolutely

day, she walked to church.

the

; revealed will, and so of every unconverted man; and of every converted man so
far as there is any cherished opposition to

ithe Soul-delirious

there

be seen. Lakes and rivers may appear
to the eye, but a mearer approach shows
sat
and
table
breakfast
the
and walked to
down with the awe-struck family. Next ‘them to be mirage with nothing but sand

of every opposer of God's |

te
the Divine will.
«« A true picture,” says one, ‘‘ but

wonder

to use other

‘tion, we are glad to present to our readIt is

ge

he knew to be a uct, namely,
that

willing

which, though not intended for publica

differed,or in what else they may
have
deviated - from the true standard of faith

oN
y

the native Christians were very much too
build or rent chapels and to pay the
preachers.—
Rev. S. B. Partridge,
in Zi-

have

other points of doctrine they may

a

got up and dressed

and in the morning

viz., the

consideration,

No

him

Southern California for nearly two hundred miles after leaving Yuma on the
boundary line between Arizona is one

the bedside of the sufferer in prayer.
During the night Miss Powers was led to
trust completely in Christ for healing,

we migiignot accept it on any other than

in

forever.

keep

.

not offering what had cost noth.
urged him to teach the Chris.
act on the same prindiple in wor.
the true God, calling to his mind

sent, not long ago, to one of our Societies,

On whatever

the commandment of God.

what

God and take courtige by readinga letter

‘“the

be named

may

attrition of Baptist friction.” For more
than five centuries Baptists have maintained an unflinching protest against the
substitution”of the tradition of men for

to

sorry when we entered California.

Thursday

Winchesters, withthe family, kneeled

And so, in great variety, are drawn in
God's Word pictures of the awful ruin

portrayed

a ‘savage and

enough

eight ‘men had been killed
distant in Doubtful Caiion.

On the following evening, the

evening.

to do.’

warragf®is

is

them

chief among

deceive

the war-path within twenty miles of our glory.
SRO
route. At Lordsburg, New Mexico, we
+404
learned that, on the previous night iy
IMMIGRANTS, EAST AND WEST.

person present said he should have been:
hardly surprised to see Minx walk into

done to man himself will.

God's |

and

are Indian outbreaks and Indian out
rages! Who is responsible? A sigh of

membered at the prayer-tueeting that a

the evil of sin, perhaps that of the injury

x
bis
it!
would fain save man from his
if the thought of an injured
not awaken him to a sense of

sin works in the human soul.

in’ contact

him

savage.

Christ the Great Physician only for bealing. So fervently was her request re-

friends and neighbors in Palmyra ready
to testify to her sickness and miraculous
cure. Her malady was Bright's disease.
Her appetite is good, and she is gaining
strength and vitality fast. She seems
very humble and anxious for God's glory
in everything she says and does, and is
ready to do anything the Lord wants her

there is in
But God
oi
and
God will

cheat

The treatment given an Indian by
of tha low whites with whom

make

behalf, which was sent to the prayer:
1 meeting on March 30, and at that; time
gave up her medicine: and looked to

TO ONE'S SENRES.
BY GAINSBORO.
3

the

rather go

and in their endeav-

they

relief was breathed by all our party when
the train had conveyed us beyond the
it
Indeed,
her.
heal
to
ty. for bim
no actuseemed to be duty for her to recoveras hostile district. Though fearing
grave
many
were
there
yet
danger,
al
much as it seemed duty for her to be conas
brave
the
by
shared
apprehensions,
letd
a
verted years before. - She dictate
an
were
Indians
timid.
the
by
as
well
her
in
prayer
asking
church
ter to the

:

And oft desired thy face to ‘see.

civilize

he comes

than get well; yet, if it would be for
God's glory; and his will, for her: to recover, she would be willing. : After looking to Jesus in prayer, and thinking
she began to feel a great auxiey about it,

Then, welcome! Sun with gentle shive,
Give light within this heart of mine,
“Phat long has yearned o'er this for thee,

of

she had

ed, the daughter said

be civilized;

to

him.
most

ly weak state she doubted if the daughter
would exercise faith, On being consult

blow the winds of balmy Spring
sweetest odors to me bring;
heal the spirit’s deepest wound,
make both soul and body sound.

translation

ors

idea of
ing, and
tians to
shiping

aa

* On flower and figid is pearly dew.

-« AWAKING

pever

Mrs. Powers did not doubt God's power
to heal her daughter, but in her extreme-

the class-room;

m.”
We instruct our
“roadside as well asin
so I took up this heathen

aa

praying in faith for Mina for two months.

‘I'he sea of light mounts ever higher,
As if the world were all on fire;
All gilded is the heaven’s blue,

Mild
And
‘They
And

have to undergo at the hands of the savages. They claim that the red man can

been

that she had

for her, and remarked

preachers by t

A

Already wakes the youthful day, 2

And dusky night has waned away.

ht them, and not to the

Ea

:
A door of gold is.opened there,
Forth comes the sun in splendor rare;

much as possiNear the last of March a former pas-- atrocities are enlarged as
ble,
in'order
to
excite
public
indignation.
called
wife
and
ter,
tor, Rev. Mr. Winches
the Indians extermihave
to
wish
They
Winches
Mrs.
and
family,
Powers
the
on
' people would
ter said to Mrs. Powers she thought Mina nated. Perhaps Eastern
were they
feeling
this
in
sympathize
faith,
in
ask
would
might be cured if she
frontiersmen
our
what
suffer
to
obliged
church
the
by
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be
should
and prayers

a condition

Christ,

NO

a.

It lighta eath vale and mountain hight,
Dispels the misty veils of cloud,
Which all the peaks so thick enshroud.

In their mouths Indian

ing to hatred.

sticks, the

Conducted by the Rev. G.C. Waterman.
‘that can be met in no way but by the con- |.
BEARING FRUIT.
scious act of the person baptized, They,
| therefore, deliberately decline to deprive
It is our business to sow seed, and to
their children of the privilege of obeying sow it diligently and carefully, whether
Christ for themselves, by havinga meanwaving
ingless and empty rite performed over we see with our own eyes the
infancy. harvest or not; but it does encourage and
in their unconscious
them
Views like these may be trusted to prop- gratify the sower of good seed to be peragate themselves from generation:to gen- toitted to know by evidence brought beeration,
senses that his labor has not
3. The influences that have brought fore his own
We have been led to thank
this change to pass are very many, but) been in vain.
to

obedience

far-

biG

see the morning dawn 80 bright!

that they see baptism to be an act of per-

sonal

and added

any one should burn these
nefit would accrue fo the

bi

Oh,

rangements for the funeral had been discussed, and even the pall-bearers select:
ed.

“If

Mi LD

BY C. 0, W.

that ar-

death

So sure were all of her

German.)

had cost him nothing";

ther,

A

gr ft

the

truth

to the

attaived

far

so

have

ob

( From

ents

credited, especially when it is concerning
the poor, red man, against whom nearly
all Westerners have an aversion amount-

Aisstons.

Not afew godly Pedo-baptist par-

tempt.

from mouth to mouth can scarcely be ac-

for several days had had convulsions.

SPRING MORNING.

—
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3
4

THE MORNING STAR,

\

Matthew?’s account. - Matt, 17: 1-12.
Moses’ transfignration. Exod, 34:20—-25.
Christ on Patmos.
Rev. 1: 10-18.
Isaiah's vision, Isa. 6:1—13.
Luke's account. Luke 9:28—37.
Peter's testimony. 8 Peter1: 15-21. -

had failed to ‘recognize,

;

:

Only a poor little penny ;
It was all 1 had to give;
But, as pennies make guineas,
~—Xe-may help some canse to live.

medicine to build them up, give them an ap. petite, purify their blood, and oil up the machinery of
their bodies s0 it will do its duty
willingly. No other article takes holdof the
system and hits exactly the spotlike a

the

4

not another,

James, and John, and bringeth
8 high mountain L Spr by

snswereth and sxith to

Jesus,

Rabbi, it is

for us to. be here: and Jet us

monize with the Gospel.
HII. It is enough for us
munion with Jesus only.

make

what to'answer; for they became sore afraid.
71And therm came a cloud overshadowing
looking round

And us they were coming down from

the

mountain, he charged them that they should

teil no mun what things they had seen, save
when the Son of man should bave risen
10 again from the dead.
And they kept the
saying, questioning among themselves what
- the rising again from. the dead should mean.

11 And they asked him, saying, The scribes
12 say that Elijah must first come. And he
said unto them, Elijah indeed cometh
and restoreth all things: and bow

13 But I say unto you, that Elijah is come, and
they huve also done unto him whatsoever
they listed, even as.it is written of him.
Torics—The traisfiguration.
A heavenly voice,
Rising from the dead.
A question and an soswer,

Notes and Hints.
Parallel paseages, Mutt. 17 pest3;
28-36.

Luke

9:

Connecting. Link.—~The transfiguration occurred about a week after the events of the
last lesson, We are not told where Jesus and
* his disciples spent the time, but probably near
Caesarea Philippi.

I.

The

transfiguration.

The

men

a

.

opimions

_ hid

L

approaching

death and rusucrection,and the conditions

to

his most

sacred

experiences

pal

ma,
per
laoir

top

tells us, there
as no

hu-

man being experienced. His body became as it were, a luminous center; he
seemed to lay aside for a time the
material body which he had worn among
men, and to enjoy fora time the freedom
and glory of his own spiritaal body. ‘This
marvelous sight the three chosen witesses were permitted to see. It ‘ought
to have settled forever all question in

their minds as to the personality and
character of Jesus, Nor was this all that
they saw. There
, also, with their
Master, two whom they somehow came
to know as Moses and Elias, the law-

giver and.the prophet of the old dispensation,

In rapt astonishment they listen-

ed while these men

and their

Master

talked together of his decease which he
should accomplieh at Jerusalem. Peter
forgetting, if he had ever understood,

the

true mission of Jesus to this world, and
forgetting, all others, said, ** Itis good
to be here,” which was true enough, and

< Proposed

building

*tabernacles”

and digging the grubs from the roots of
his old, half dead stocks, would get more
gibes from his neighbors than peaches
from his orchard. But he weuld be wise,
compared with too many

a pastor,

who

pleasant it ‘might have
would have

been

for them,

and

unhelpful to

others,
Yy

voice.

hile

tatic condition,

they

they were

wrapped about with a cloud, perhaps that

they might not witness the leave-taking

of the visitors from another world.

in the midat of the cloud they

But

heard a

voice, saying, ** This is my beloved Son,

hear him.”It
was a repetition of the. testi«
mony given years before,

atthe

Jordan

side, by the divine Father to his only-

begotten Sop.

hearts of the children to raw hands in the
talent,” is an apology to which

no man

in his bosom and
brain in his head should be willing to
stoop. And,among the incidental benefits,
would be a more crisp and effective style
in one's sermons to adults.
.
There are mistakes to be shunned in
the children's service, One is a babyish
style of speech that boys and girls
despise. Another is the notion that a

sermon to children consists of only a sabject and a hash of stories.

A third is the

idea that** doctrines " must give place to

Christ was,
The exhortation or command given to them is good forall the
, church which they represented ; the true,

disciples of the Lord Jesus ** Hear him.”

He spoke for ages. He speaks

The wise will ‘take heed how they

to-day.
hear,

returnto the work and weariness of their

daily livesin which they were continually

going about doing good.

As they went

Jesus charged them to tell no one what

they had seen until the Son of man should
have risen from the

dead.

The saying

puzzled them. They could not even guess

what
Jesus meant by the *‘ rising from
me

* the dead.” It all came plain enough
afterward, but then they could not comPEO

gists.

‘and

Compound

the

dark abyss set that can never be crossed. 0,

covered with a cluster
nests.

He fastened

including

the

his

to

a

the rope.

He drew

terror.

Trinity, and

with

transport

Kvery one of us can

a living and stout stem of thought. They
must, as in any other preaching, be. kept
subordinate to the unfolding of a subject.
A good sermon to children is peculiar
in developing
its chief topic, not logical-

The

truth is not

but presented as a photographer goes
around a great public building, taking
views from all sides, ‘afid so,in the grouping, comprehending the whole.
The
‘“heads " should commonly be more
distinctly announced than is needful in a
sermon to adults.
A blackboard is almost indispensable.

The text and the ‘* heads ” may be given,
in large letters, on it, and the children
invited
to
announce
them
instead
of the preacher.
Various illustri:
tions, also, can far better be addressed to
the eye than to the ear. At each service the

chief points of the previous sermon.

..

condition

of

every

It is

well to introduce, midway, a hymn sung

by all standing. There should be question
and answer, too, a conversational style of
address.
Whoever preaches to children should,
with all contidenoce, expect to win them

ful experience of conviction and the new
birth—but to Christ as their Shepherd and
Redeemer. And whoever looks for im.
pressions and follows them up, will gather lambs by the score into the fold.—
Advance.
The right will produce more right, and
be its own reward—in the end a reward
altogether infinite ; for God will meet it
with what is deeper than all right, namely, perfect ‘ove.—George Macdonald.
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Clark Johnson's Indian Blood Syrup, although
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the hope get before youn,” and as God
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** it passeth away, for indeed‘it is but a
temporary
need.” Never suffer your
es hp become your God.—~8purgeon.
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Blood, and will completely change the blood in
entiresystem in three months. Any person
who willtake 1 pill each night from 1 to 12 weeks

“ For all may have,
“if they choose, a glorious life or grave.”

ical Assoointion.

Dr. Clark

be, but the weakest
however seemingly

ri:

*'/am quite delighte.

low-priced, warrante

Catal

NEW Ri

separate

trivial, which is peculiar to him, and
which, worthily used, will be a gilt, also,
od his race forever. Says George Her-

successfully treated by

This is to certify that I have used

Agents wanted for the sale of the Indian Blood
Syrup in every town or village, in which I have no
agent.
Particulars given on application.

mission ; and if they discharge it honorably, if they quit themselves like men,
and faithfully follow the light which is in
them, withdrawing from it all cold and
quenchless influence, there will assuredly
come of it such burning as, according to
its appointed mode and measure, shall
shine before men, and be of service constant and holy. Degrees infinite of luster
there must always
Miabg u3 has a gift,

Manchester, N. H.

get a slight cold, and are threatened with fever,
a few doses will set them right.
In my
own case I use it, and think it the best medicine I ever took for bronchial difficulty and
constipation, which has become chronic and
stubborn; but I think the Syrup will finally

ence to it; our true honoring oft is in its
universal application. God appoints to
of his

P. PICKERING.

family medicine known.

more reverently when
most habitually,
our insolence is ever acting without referone

and

Johnson’s Indian” Blood Syrup in my family
for the past two years, and consider it the best

finite authority or intelligence which" can
not be troubled with emall things. There
is nothing so small but that we may
honor God by asking his guidance of it,
or insult him by taking. it "into our own
hands; and what is true of the Deity is
equally true of his revelation. We use it

every

appetite

Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.
I have used Dr. Clark Johnson's Indian
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Liver
Complaint,
and
have
never
been
Jraubisq since.
I never knew a well day beore I took your medicine.
Mgrs. H. KNOWLTON.
Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H,
I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
to attend te my work, as I could not eat .to
keep up my strength.
I purchased some of
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
was greatly benefited by its use. I recom
mend it to be a reliable remedy.
JOSEPH WAINE.

There is no action so slight nor so mean
“great

in my

EPHRIAM

—

a

great change

surprise, it

young, for purifying the Blood.

THE NOBILITY OF LIFE.
to

but, to my

Strength, and I have had no sickness since.
cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and

liveth your soul shall live!
He is ¢ slow
to anger and plenteous in mercy.” * * As

Po

Depression,

& CO0., Philadelphia, Pa.
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&
ition? It is Tate, but - not Laboratory, 77 \West 3d St.,
too late. There is yet the hope that |
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hangs from the cross of Jesus, or rather
"Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
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SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITH,
Gen. N. E, Agts., 24 & 26 Tremont Bt., Toston, Ne.
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good and beautiful book.
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Digestion,

tween him and tke bottomless pit.
0,
awake, fellow-sinner ; awake to thy true

Hugh Stowell.

One dollar a box, or six boxes

of food is pre-

Nourishes, Sirendthens and Invigorates.

He

I live.” saith the Lord God, “I have no
pleasure in the death of a sinner, but
rather that he should repent and live.
Turn ye, turn ye; for why will ye die?”

ment.

sued only when the
from us. Address

Fortuna

* VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, 0.

in the

Ht Regulates the Bowels.

stands on the narrow ledge of life; above
bim is the terrific mountain of his guilt
that he has no power in himself to scale;
below him is the fearful abyss of death.
There is but the breath in his nostrils be-

from the throne of God; that hope
lift thee over the mount of thy guilt,

Headache,

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.

1870.

Ptyaline

Nervous

lars ; sent by mail, post-paid on ‘receipt
of
We guarantee six
hoxes to cure any. case.
ith
each order received by us for six boxes, accompa~
nied with five dollars, we will send the
)
or written
antee to return the money if the
treatment does not effect a cure.
Guarantees is-

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,

Varied Properties.

the

sions,

Loss of Memory, Premature Old Age, caused by
over-exertion or over-indulgence, Thich leads to
misery, decay and death.
One box will cure recent cases.
Each box contains one nu
’s treat-

If
of the food in the stomach.
Souring
after
the medicine is taken immediately

the

waverer!

Nerve and Brain Diseases.

Saliva, which converts the Starch and
Sugar of the food into glucose.
A defi=
ciency in Ptyaline causes Wind and

peril of that fellow creature. But how
akin to this, but intensely more awful,
the
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DR. E. C. WEST'S NERVE AND BRAIN TREATMENT; a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convul-

need to be taught and enforced in every household.
0 pp.
lear type, artistic binding, magnificent Jul
page ed
plates. Ye
low. Terms Ieral
Salas rapid,
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.
nd
for
particu

Nervous debility, ete.

11,000,000

and

realize

says:

The Pittaburg Christian

The Best REMEDY KNOWN to Man!’

In his eager-

to the close. apd ennobled therefor; nor is any ~purpose
great but that slight actiuns may
must abound, “help soit, and
may be so done as to
but with their exuberance twined around much, most especially that chief help it
of all

but pictorially.

tousness,

himself up to the

summit, trembling

LEAD PIPE AND - SHEET LEAD.

{i Avenues of Li

L.Ouyler,D.D.,

St. Louis,says: *‘J2isa thoroughly

Fever &

:
Ague,
Bheuma~
tism, Dropsy, Heart Disease, Bil-

tree

It pleased God he should grasp

had excéllent attention
Anecdote ard illustration

ly,

eases

ness lo grasp the spoil, he unwittingl
dropped the noose of the rope by whichy
he had descended, and it swung, as it ap-

upward.

e

Practical Life.”
Theo.

above the cliff, and lowered himself down
till he trod upon the ledge.

i

~~

TIN and TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER,
&c.
GOLD MEDAL awarded by the Massachusetis
Charitable Mechanic's As
tion in 1881.

Entertaining!

re vi The ought Hi ir every house."
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RED LEAD AND LITHARGE.

NEW
ULIA McNAIR WRIGHT ’ S BOOK

&

AND DEALERS

PURE WHITE LEAD.
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BLOOD.
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DRUGGH

IN MEDICINE~:

Office, 24 and 26 Oliver Street, Boston, Mass.
CORRODERS AND MANUFACTURERS,
¢ BOSTON STAR BRAND.”

:

_ Elevating!

8Y ALL

BOSTON LEAD MANFNG CO.

WILL WIND

Elegant!

BY

SAMUEL LITTLE, Pres. WM. J. BRIDE, Treas.

Aa Sold by all Druggists. <e8

out
one morning ou his perilous adventure,
and looking down a terrific steep, he saw
midway a ledge abutting from the rock,

but it may be done

flock,

eggs,

Displ

No family should bowithout LYDIA E. PINEHAM'S

ALL'DISEASES OF
THE STOMACH,
KIDNEYS, SKIN,
&

:

Practical and Analytical Chemists.

SOLD

ti

is unsurpassed

pub c

of immunity front their painful effects,

PREPARED

LIVER PILLS. They cure coustipation, bilinusness,
and torpidity of theliver, 25 cents per box.

Some will remember a touching tale
mentioned in one of the little periodicals
published for the laboring classes. It
was published some years ago. It narrates how a poor man, on one of the rocky
cousts of eur country, that got his bread
by gathering sea-fowls’

Infl

|

to the

| DR. J. C. AYER &CO., Lowell, Mass.

LYDIA E. PINKIHIAM’S VEGETABLE COM.
POUNDis prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Sixbottlesfor§6. Sent
by mail
in the form of pills, also inthe form of }
on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this Paper,

web
[

& CO., Lowell, Mass.

is deepening’

opened,

,

has

:

that is well founded if the remedy be taken in season. Every
family should have it in their closet
for the ready and prompt relief of ifs members.
Sickness, suffering and even life 1s saved by “this
timely
defence.
The prudent should no
lectit, and the wise will not. Ki
it by you
the protection it affords by its éarly use_in sudden
al ttacks.
:

for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Slecplessness, Depression and Indigestion,
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and
backache, is
always per
y cured
by its use.
It will at all times and under all circumstances act in
harmony with the laws that govern the female system,
For the cureof Kidney Complaints of either sex this

It is now, or it is never;
The door will soon be
be

en a feelin

It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving

Price $1 per bottle; six for $5. Pre-

vared by C. I. HOOD

;

It

1h knows

> about
forty years, by a
long continued series of marvelous cures, that have
won for it a confidence in its virtues, never equaled by any other medicine. It still makes the most
effectual cures of Coughs, Colds, Consumption, that
can be made b; Bont skill. Indeed, the CHERBY PECTORAL ; 25 Teclly ¥obbed Thess Y
e ous
iseasesof
their terrors. to a great extent,and
giv-

Change of Life. :
It will ‘dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in
an early stage of
develop
t. The
tendency
to cancerous humors thereis checked very speedily by its use.

hell while you waver about heaven.
Aud how imminent the peril of those that

of his

remembering the account they must.
give | to Christ. It is but the first step. of proat last.
gress to hold the attention, even enthuIIL. Rising from the dead, After the siastically, of one’s little auditors. They
departureof the heavenly guests, there may be led directly—not to a long, pain-

remained nothing for the disciples but’ to

plaints, all
tion, Falling
and

Gained

that will soon be stereotyped forever. Indecision becomes decision ; you decide
for

—Rev,

There ought to be no audience should be expected to report the

more doubt among men, as to who Jesus

Po

HooD’s SARSAPARILLA is sold by all drug-

remorse, despair, and misery. Between;
these you are halting!
While you halt
the *‘ gulf” is forming that will soon

practical truths and duties as we turn
from- the fathers and mothers to their
children. An Eastern pastor preached a
whole course of divinity to the children

that drawn out like the joints of a telescope,

they might remain thére, which, however

left

below him a terrific precipice: with the
sea dashing at its base. It wasa moment
of unutterable anguish. In intensity of
dismay, by a desperate effort, he spra

themselves,

mitted

came over him such a chahge

ap-

of

Sunday-school.
‘I have ho gift for interesting children ; it requires a peculiar

thus engaged, as Luke

the

rt i
lA As
PREACHING TO CHILDREN.

of discipleship to be met by those who

withdrew to a neighboring mountain

Dust
and ashes,
and
ga crown
of
glory that fadeth not away.” On
your
right hand is Christ, heaven, and an’
im-

character

g

© IsaPositive
Cure

TORAL,

}

PINKHAM'S

gy
LTE
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Com-

(Firm of Carter & Churchill.)
who

E.

* +

* the Debility and Languor
peculiarto this season, 10 Pound's
says: ‘“HooD’s SARSAPARILLA is putting
.new life right into me. I have gained ten
unds since I began to take it.” Hastaken
two bottles.
>

What is it you are wavering between
of blessedness ; on your

LYDIA

00 CHURCHILL,

has been suffering from

peared, far beyond his reach; and there
he stood on that narrow ledge, above him
a fearful hight he bad no hope to scale,

Club Sermons.

spends his strength on old, case-hardened
sinners, and turns over the susceptible

would be numbered among his followers.
After this he and the three who were ad-

THE DANGER OF HALTING.

the

u

gt A gentleman

*+o

shut that can never

and the death on Calvery ? To reinvigorate him and prepare him for these last
experiences was one purpose of the transfiguration. Luke records that Meses and
Elbjah ** appeared in glory and spake of
bis decease which he should accomplish
at Jerusalem.” ‘Their spiritual, Heavencommissioned ministry was necessary to
the man Christ Jesys. . What they said is
not revealed, but it is easy to conjecture
that they might so set forth the relation
of the crucifixion to the great work of the
atonement that even a faint heart might
be nerved to any endurance.— Monday

and spend his tite in scraping the bark,

of

i

When they never give at all!
:
.
— Selected,

are wavering!
it is nowhere.

Ne

A farmer who should leave his young

It stands alone, unique and peculiar.
Jesus bad been speaking to his disciples

What doth he thivk of his child
ren

“fixed”;

5

feet. Would he who had borne so much; | that I could bring home to every halting
the position that,as a sinner without
be able fo bear the agony of the "garden, wan
Christ, he occupies!

peach trees to take care

Nothing like it ever transpired elsewhere,
the current

Rev. E. 8. Atwood.)

The gloom of Gethsemane was in the
air; the shadow of the cross touched his

event

which is here déscribed is one of the
most remarkable in the world’s history.

abodt hiesalf,

LEANINGS. .
(From

first,
is it

written of the Sow of man, that he should
suffer many things and be set at nought?

God loveth the cheerful giver,
;
Though the gifts be Poor and small;

be

to

for dyspepsia and general prostration,
and I

: have received ts
atifying results from
its use. I'am now using the second bottle,
and consider it a Yery Valuible remedy for
Indigestionand its attendant troubles. = |
:
ours
y
i

handis disobedience, rebellion,discontent

I. The glorification of Christ's body.
| II. The relation of spiritual ecstasy to
practical Christian work.
A

about, they

SAW DO one any more, suve Jesus ouly with
themselves.
9

And it helped him on his way.

moriality

TOPICS FOR FURTHER STUDY.

them: and there came a voice out of the
8 cloud, This is my beloved Son: hear ye him.
suddenly

to have

3
com:

2

But the poor old man died happy,

nent one, and received no answer,

three tsbernacles; one for thee, and one for
6 Moses, and one for Elijah. For he wist not

And

A word now and then of comfort,
That costs one nothing to say;

The question was a perti-

themselves : and he was transfigu:
before "7
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS;
$ them: and his garments became glistering, i
exceeding
white; #0 as no fuller on
I. Prayer is the best perparation for
4 can ‘whiten them.
And there appeared
unto them Elijah with Moses: and they spiritual enjoyment.
j were talking with Jesus.
And
Peter
Il. The Law and the Prophets har-

SARSAPARILLA

_ It works like magic, reaching every part of
the human body through the blood, giving to
. all renewed life and energy.
:

Only some outgrown garments;
They were all I'had to spare;
Bat they’ll help to clothe the needy,
And the poor are eveyrwhere.:

_| interpreting the prophecies. * How is
it,” said he, ** that the Son of man must
suffer many things and be set at naught?”
If they could explain one prophecy, why

(Revised. Version.)

good

3

to the scribes wha claim to be so wise at

". s' And after six days Jesus taketh with him
into

John

_HOOD’S

A few little bits of ribbon,
Arzd some toys—they were not new;
But they made the sick child happy,
Which made me happy too.

been fulfilled in spirit by the coming of
John, Jesus now sends back a question

© MARK 9: 9-13,
Peter, and
them up

in

Baptist, the re-appearing prophet of whom
‘Malachi had spoken. The prophecy had

heaven, saying, This is my beloved Son,
in whom 1 am well pleased.”—Matt. 3:
17.

denied.

was a true one, and that it had already
been fulfilled, though they and the scribes

voice from

a

TEXT.‘ And do,

times

The few ‘compositions
whieh have won the éonfidence of mankind and

£3

The transfAguration. Mark 9: 2-13,

GOLDEN

many

Jesus’ claims to be the Messiah, because,
-| as they believed; Elias had not come,
He now assures them that the prophecy

DAILY READINGS,

1.
WP,
8.
§.

doubt,

is the Hope of the Race.

who are not sick enough to require medical
advice, and yet are out of sorts and nced a

of Woman

But every drop will tell;
The bucket would soot be empty
Without the drops in the well.

For Diseases of the Throat and Lungs, .
such as Coughs and Colds, Bronchitis,
Asthma and Consumption,

Health

é

Only a drop in the bucket;

‘¢ome?” This the scribes had been repeat- |
ing, referring the the prophecy of Malachi,
and had, no

Is designed to meet the wants of a large portion of our people who are either too poor to
employ a physician, or are too far removed
to easily call one, and a still larger class

OHARITY,

their perplexity as to what. he meant by
his remarks, they asked him the question,

TRANSFIGURATION.

:

z Hows SHRSHPARILLE MAS. LYDIA E. PINKRAN, OF LYM, MASS, Ayer's Cherry Pectoral,

Selections.

‘“ Why say the scribes that Elias must
THE

Eo

—

prehend it. They were not able to grasp
the idea.
:
ie
IV. 4 quéstion and an unswer. In

a

.

8 ympathize
with Woman.
bem

:
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The Horning

By the time another number of the Star

Stax.

Resident Editor.
} C. A, BICKFORD,
CYRUS JORDAN, Assistant Editor.

fact?

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H. Contributors will please wy#e only on ene side of
their paper and not roll it PIepsTaiory to mailing. They must send full name and address, not
necessar y Tor publication. We cannot Teturn
| manuscripts unless stamps are sent.for that pur“ pose. We need at least a week in which to decide
whether we can use contributions of any length.
We have a large corps of paid editorial and special|:
contibutors and cannot pay for articles contribut-

ed by others unless an understanding ishad to that
effec tbe tore publication,

We , gladly give he following communi-cation the first place in this issue, feeling;
Chris-

I have just received the following

from the President of the Trustees

note

of the

Maine Central Institute :

abolition

I beg Brother Penney"a thousand

and mortifying as it is to say it, yet the
.trath must be told. From what has been
said in the Star, its

readers

understand

that to save the Maine Central Institute
twenty thousand dollars ‘must be .raised

by the first day of June

next.

Thé peo-

we

far

so

not

should

all creeds, parties, and
raised $10,000—a noble

bless

them! —and

so,

if the

school

is

lost, the sin will not lie at their door. »

unless

The proper name of a
May the Lord deliver us

euthe
into
then

mankind.

that

will

my

three

chosen

by

the

citizens

of Pitts-

field and three by the Trustees
stitute, are to

of the In-

deglde upon the validity

of |

A writer in the British

Quarterly

Brother Bachelder, late Principal of the

lustitute, and now a student in our Theological school at Lewiston, has left his
studies, and as agent is working day and
night to save, if possible, the schoel. At
a meeting of the Faculty of Bates College
a few weeks since he said in so many
words: **I shall sacrifice every dollar I
am worth rather than

the

effort

to

But the Turks

There is no excess in this

direction of which they are not guilty; and
this sensual character is largely derived
from and nurtuted by their religion.
Mohammedan traditions, far more than the
Koran, are, as Dr. Hamlin, in his ‘‘ Among
the Torks”, says, ‘ untranslatably vile.”
Turkish sensuality, however,
carefully

save

the Institute shall fail.” Probably Brother
Bachelder has not a thousand dollars of
this world’s goods, large as is bis treasure in heaven.

are grossly, almost incredi-

conceals itself from the world.
‘| 'great

screens and . fostering

Its two

institutions

I need not speak of the close connection
“are the harem and the slave system. The
between the Maine Central Institute and |
results of this sensuality are (1) physical
Bates College, the Penobscot
Yearly degeneration, (2) mental imbecility, which
Meeting, or the Free Baptist cause in is very common, (3) the utter degradation

Maine.

“Bear ye one another's burdens,

and so fulfil the law of Christ.”

Now, do these words from the sacred
volume mean anything? Is there any
‘ law of Christ” in this thing? And if so,
is it binding wvpon Christian men and
women? Charles F. Penney and ‘Kings-

bury Bachelder!

President and Princi-

pal—the older and the younger man—two
as noble and self-sacrificing men as God,
the maker of men, ever made!
Have we
no sympathy for them, to

say

nothing

of

the great cause they represent in a firstclass institution of learning? And sympathy, I need not say, means money, at such
a time as this, if it be but a single dime.

Dear brethren and sisters, let us save
this school.
I'he school is the property
of the.Kree Baptist denomination of
Maine; and while men of other denomi-

nations are nobly coming forward to help

of woman, (4) decrease of population, and
| (5) the divorce of morality from religion.
The author, anticipating the future of this

degenerate people, thinks that there is no
probability”of Turkish and Christian amalgamation, and that the Turks will never
reform themselves on the basis of their
own religion. What, then, can be done to
remedy the character and prospects of the
Ottoman Turks?
If there is any hope at
all, it comes from the possibility of giving
to them the elements of Christian educa-

tion.”

¢ The

remedies must» be spiritual

and moral, rather than political.” ¢‘Possibly with the advance of civilization and
the increase of religious freedom, some degree of success may attend the efforts that
are made for the conversion of the Turkish Moslemsto Christianity; but we confess that the history of the past and the
indications of the present incline us to the

opinion She such a result is scarcely
us, let us help ourselves. Penney does
probable.” ¢ The most probable result in
not mean just what he says about ledving regard to the Turks is that they will bethe Free Baptist ministry. He always come extinct as a race. The causes operstands by his guns. But men, who are ating in this direction are powerful and
at all times beside their guns, must not easily understood.” The two most potent
be left to be shot down when there is mo causes are ‘‘ the inherent corruption of the
call for the ‘sacrifice of their precious people”, and the *‘ external pressure from
lives!
the advancing Christian races of the EmI appeal especially to the friends of pire.”

Harper's Ferry, of the Woman's Board,

of the Mission Societies, of the Education
Society, to let not an

hour

pass

‘without

giving this subject prayerful considera-

tion.

Send: something

to Penney and

Bachelder, be it ever sv small, and God

will bless you in the sending.
I send this line to the Star, cast down,

DECORATION DAY.
Once more the day is at hand on which
the nation turns for a time from its Jou.
tine of toil to honor the memory

dead heroes of the Republic, to

i.

the turf which wraps their clay,” and rehearse the story of a race enfranchised
and a nation delivered from the danger of
dissolution.
:

0.
"Wednesday,

May

17.

B. a

between the national party and
cates of state sovereignty, in
which preceded ard witnessed
tion of the Constitution, were

the advothe days
the adopprophetic,

reminiscence

may

in

comparison.

In leftiness and breadth of

records of our early
obtain a glimpse of
and manners of the
in the 17th and 18th

When

courtsin
the times,
people as
centuries,

us near to each other, and I hope

seen you for the last time.

I read the

Maine and
the customs
they were
I rejoice in

the improvement which I discover in the
lives and the manners of to-day over those
vaunted ages of innocence and virtue.
When I observe the alms, the good
deeds, the charities and humanities of our

age, I will not believe that the civilization
which they represent and the Christianity
by which they are moved are failures—
that they are elements of evil and springs
of crime. I havea niore hopeful philoso- |
phy.” So, too, have we; not, however,
blindly, ignorantly, but in view of goodly
and convincing evidenee- which all who
will seek can find.

land,

of which

we can

fitly speak, and for which we should devoutly thank God, as, on approaching
Decoration Day, we pay the actustomed
tribute of honor and affection to the memory of those fathers and husbands, brothers and sons, who, only a few springtides ago, so nobly died that Freedom | |
and the Republic might live.
|

FALLEN ASLEEP,
One after another, the veteran toilers in
our heme and foreign fields, are folding
their hands in the last sweet and peaceful
sleep that, for earth, has no waking. We
have received the, to the living, sad intelligence that our

Miss Crawford, mission-

ary at Jellasore, India, having been faithful unto death, has gone to receive her

{ crown of lifé.
Her state of health, as is
| well known, has for some time occasioned

THE SABBATH UNIVERSAL.

Di- | anxiety to her friends and all lovers of our

The institution of the Sabbath is by

vine enactment, and dates from the very | foreign mission, which she has served so
beginning of human history. It was in- long, so faithfully and so well. She went
stituted not for any one people or age | to be with Christ, Sunday forenoon, April
merely, but for all men

in

all

ages
Its | 16: For five weeks the little band in
India has grieved in a sorrow and rejoiced

obligation is universal. - Not only before
Christ was it binding; itis binding now,

ina victory in which

The original law of the Sabbath, given «t

rrieveand

the Creation; still remains in force.
We are taught that the validity

the consecrated, heroic life, the inring® example, and the triumphant
icuth of LoviNa CrawrorDp!
¢ Bles| are the dead which ‘die in the Lord.”
« Yea, saith the Spirit, {hat they may rest

=:

propriety. of the old Jewish institut:
have been done away in Christ, and
is true; but the essential Sabbath is r |
Jewish institution.

To

be

sure,

on:

rejoice

now

we shall

together,

‘rum their labours;
‘low them.”

and

all

Thank God

their

works

do

the Ten Jewish Commandments enf
Sabbath observance. But another eniors
We are happy to arnounce that-arrangeces abstinence from stealing. Is honesty, ments are being made by which people
then, a peculiarly Jewish institution? can be much better accommodated at
The truth is that these Ten Command- Ocean Park this year than’last. Quite a
| -ments-are;
the expression of principles ‘large number remained away last year
and duties that are universal. The De- for want of proper accommodations. None
calogue, as a mere form, a specific piece need remain away this year for that reaof legislation, may be regarded as a Jew- son. A large lodging house is to be erect.
ish affair, but the contents, or principles, ed, thoroughly furnished and ready for oc-

of these commandments are universal.

cupancy

We must remember that the Jews had
two great departments ot law—the one
ceremonial, the other moral. It was the
ceremonial law that was national, pecu-

will be rented at reasonable prices. ~ Private rooms also can’ be rented in many of

liar, and transitory.

The moral law

was

not, as to its principles, national, buf
universal. It found expression in the
Ten Commandments, one of which enforced the obligation of the Sabbath.
These Commandments are a summary of
certain grand principles of religion and
virtue which are always binding; they
certainly were go before Moses received
the tables of stone; they certainly are so
to-day. Christ sets aside the essential |
meaning and obligation of no one of the
Commandments. Has he repealed the
law against idolatry, and profanity, and
filial obedience? Has he done away with
the law against murder, and adultery,
and robbery, and false witness,

etousndss?

No: nor has he

and

done

with the law, the duty, of Sabbath

cov.
obser-

tractive and delightful seaside resorts in
New England.

Brother Stewart, publisher of the Star,
has been very sick of late with congestion
of the brain. He has been absent from
the office since the 13th inst., and his condition has caused deep anxiety. We are
very glad, however, to be able to say
that he is now considered out of danger,
and bids fair to recover.

NOTES.
It is a good omen that all religious denominations are coming

on the tables of stone with the other laws

that

of religion, of virtue, of right conduct, expresses, as does each of the others, an

behalf

binding.

universally

The essential law of the Sab-

bath has no more been abrogated, than
the essential law against murder, and
stealing, and profanity.
i

greater

effort

of the young.

to

feel

more

should

be

and

more

made

One of the ways

in

already

adopted is to devote at least one” Sabbath each
year to the interests of the children especially.
The second Sabbath in June has been selected
and is

appropriately

day.”

Rich results have

proper

observance.

known

as *‘ Children’s

already followed

Wherever

it

regularly observed, both old and

its

has

been

young

have

come tolook forwafd to it-with bright antici
pations.

PROGRESS.

The rooms

the cottages which were erected last year.
There is to be ample provision on the
grounds for board of the best quality at
reasonable prices. The
programme for
the meetings this season is to be a very attractive one and will appear in the Star in
due time.
‘In laying your plans for vacation, don’t
forget Ocean Park—one of the most at-

away

vance : for this law, standing side by side

obligation that is always and

by the first of July.

It has increased the attachment of

the children to the church and Sunday-school,

While we sigh over the abounding evil
of our times, let us not despise the crambs
of comfort which he who looks may And,
Indeed, there are whole loaves to be ob-

and been the means of leading many of them
into the fold of the great Shepherd. . Will not
the pastors and superintendents of our own,

tained. We once asked a clergyman of
long and large experience, and of high
and influential station, whether, in his

es be decorated; it is the season of the year

opinion, there are to-day more

children do the singing and, if practicable,
let there be a Sunday-school concert ex-

or fewer

instances of scandals and defection among
ministers, than a generation ago.

He re-

as to thé seventeenth century

om

properly observed this year?
and flowers

are

abundant.

- Let the churchLet thé pastors

preach either directly to the children or on
such topics

as will

interest

them,

Let the

‘ercise during some part of the day or evening.
This may cost some extrs work, but
pet
PAY

le

A recent letter from the Sec. of the Indian
As60., Mr. Quinton, to the Editor of the Na-

tional Baptist, sets forth in strong and earnest terms the cruelty and Injustice of our
present governmental relations with the red
race. He shows that the Arizona war, which
“latest dispatches assure us has

practically

ter-

minated, was brought on by the usual system
Billingsgate| of© ‘encroachments, oppression and broken

of Milton and Bunyan and their contemporaries, to prove this. The Christian
Union prints ** some spécimen brickbats”
ih

denomination everywhere see that the day is

faith on the part of the whites
Indians.” He reviews the history
mental dealing

with the

Apaches

tow

years and cites instances of cruelty

T “have

Rest assured

not

that

be men

the

—
—_—

best

Christ

and

souls,

tion:

the more immediate and

ciety
|

was

\some

$7,500.00

in

debt.

African rum

trade?

Last

year 901,476 gal

lons of proof spirits were exported from New
England, 87 per cent. of all being
rum from
Boston to African ports direct. This latter
traflic is hardly less iniquitous than tbe former.
Christian people sending rum to those
barbarous tribes! It is a shame!
California, with a population of 864,694, has
75,448 Chinamen, nearly eight and one half
per cent., and they “must go.”
But Massa.

chusetts

has

226,700

Irishmen,

more

than

is er

Th
has

Mai
begi

the source from which most of the money

Ww

was borrowed is such as demands its payment

at

the

earliest

possible

Bev.

moment.

ches

Again, near the close of each wuarter,
there is reported a ‘considerable deficit,

little
A

mini
Reg

up and sometimes not. If this does not
occasion inconvenience ta our toiling wis-

7

more favorable than that of the foreign.

ent time there are pastors enough

“ exe

hear
with
abot

man
FLED
wil
com
"fort

1

sons

who
are |

East,

soul

West and Seuth, living, or rather staying,
on half salaries, ** working with their own
hands”, instead of being engaged all of the
time in needed church work, who, should

Dar
wor
The
chur
Rev
rece
on}
half
coin
in tl

they oe aided by the Society so as to “ give
themselves

require

wholly

the

whole

to these things”, would

annual

income of

the

Society.

Well, whatis the/upshot

of this

whole

matter, as far as - discussed? It is this:
There is a demand for the co-operation of
two indispensable agencies to carry on
this work; churches to give money, and’

havi
©

Will the friends of the cansé please send
their

contributions

the

work

at

home

made the consecration, and are
go when the Master invites, and

and

according

to

ready to
possibili-

ties are afforded.
This would throw the
responsibility on the church. On the other
hand, I

$1500.
forward

for

would

ald

so replenish «¢
could reasonabl.

ey
to

the
the urgent need of the hour, and send go-and bear the
destitute and dy
LE
them at once?
E. N. FERNALD,
| responsibility on them that 1 dare DOL Likilk
Lewiston, Me., May 29,
- would be unfelt, or unheeded.
J. F.

Graduates for the Mission Fields;
Why Not
N ?

bog

Grand Ledge Ohurch.

Mrs: Hills, a few weeks ago, very properly inquired of me why so few of our col-

leglates and theological graduates are willing to enter our home or foreign mission
fields. Having occasion to notice another

item in the same article in'which

this in-

quiry was included, I had only time incidentally to suggest that the pressure on
our classes for pastors nearer home might
have something to do with it, Simultane-

ously with

this, and without

collusion, a

graduate gave his experience in the matter

of choice of field of labor upon leaving
school, which confirmed my statement, so
far at least as the latter recorded an existing fact. Subsequently to this, some one
—it may have been yourself, Mr. Editor—
passed to an ‘ improvement on the subject”, as the old

‘divines would

have called

it, suggesting that if the facilities of the
| schools should be increased, as there is
need
more

they
and

possibly
eign as
Now
ception
tion, all

should, they would turn
better qualified laborers,

out
and

would furnish some for the forwell as for the home mission field.
to our interlocutor, of keen perand of thorough missionary devothis could not have been regarded

as a full and

satisfactory answer to her

question, as

it certainly

The

has

matter

been

own mind ever since.

was

not

fermenting

to me.

in

my

1 have hesitated to

return to it for fear I might encouragg
discouragement, or be supposed to apologize
for the lack of that glow of missionary enthusiasm

at

preseyt

wanting

in

our

The readers of the Star will remember the
discouraging letter recently written concerning the Grand Ledge church by Rev. F.O.

Dickey, the former pastor. When I visited
‘the church four weeks ago, I foand that there
will be due, Dec. 1, $300 interest, making an entire indebtedness of $3,400. An effort was being made to raise the amount. “It must be

raised soon or we will lose eur church” was
often heard from the members. The Trustees
divided the indebtedness into 136 shares of

$25 each, and tried to get friends of the interest here to take one or more shares.

A few

were taken.
Rev. G. P, Linderman,of Phenix, N. Y., a former pastor of the church, was

then secured to spend Sunday, May 14, with
the church and society and make an effort to
securé pledges to coverall

obligations.

Such was thelstateof affairs when

I. as-

sumed the pastorate two weeks ago. An effort was to be made immediately to pay the

entire debt.
was

“ Every

dollar or not a cent”,

the understanding

with

those

who

had

taken shares. Bro. Linderman came last Sunday and the result is that, if our friends in the
Y. M.

will

take

20

shares, the

indebtedness

will be paid and our edifice secured to the denomination. The brethren responded nobly,

but all is done with the understanding 'thatevery dollar will be paid
honorably

collect

Dec, 1.

We

those notes unless

cannot we meet

| the conditions. The notes are. payable
without interest.

Nov. 1

* Now, friends, shall we have your pledges for
twenty shares? I will propose a plan by
which

this‘amount can be raised without

dening any one.

bur-

Let each church in the Y. M.

‘raise one or two shares.
Will not some member of each church volunteer to secure one
share? Get four others, or, if necessaty, nine
others’ with yourself, to become responsible
for the share. Do not, please, make your pas-

schools, as compared, I will not say with
the average of other schools, but with the
few exceptional cases already. mentioned
tor pay a large portion of it. He has more
in this connection.
such calls than you know of. As nearly 8s
For the sake of safety, let us look about possible, raise the amount without his aid.
for certain general principles, or state- Understand that if the whole debt is not paid
ments of reason, so as to have something “this fall, your money shall be returned.
to stand upon.
*
a
Just a word to my acquaintances in New
Mention was made of the pressure on England. Will you please send me one share
the schools for pastors at home as a fact, from your church?- We huve an edifice that
which it is, and not as an excuse in itself cost eiglit_ or nine thousand dollars, - It is furfor keeping our young men from the for. nished complete, excepting 8 bell, and that
will be secured soon if the debt i Bow paid.
eign fleld, which it is not. For
Your favors will be gratefully rece! ved, ov
First:
Our ministerial supply, whether
limited or abundant, should be proportionGrand Ledge, Mich., May 18,
ally divided among the three following departments of work to which we have set
and @howrchies.
our hand, viz.: the furnishing of ministers Ministers
for self-supporting. churches at home, for
o invite the sending
from all our oh
of
of mows,Thosemo. foaihs
destitute: localities in our own country, | PA for this din
ompaniedby the addresses of the writ
and for the foreign field.
hi
Second: The missionary force in the
to
field should be in e¢xcess.of the existing
when for any vetaon it shall seem well to
means of its support, though well within matter thus furnished. ]
our prospective ability. This will furnish
Maine.
occasion for hard work at home, and promA revival interest has been in progress for
ise progress and larger ' sugcesses beth at some time with the 1st F, B. church in West
home and abroad.’
Gardiner under the labors of the Rev. Wm.
Third: There should be in reserve con- Cunningham of Litchfield Corner,
Thirty
secrated ' young men, in or out of the have been added to the church since Jost
schools, ready to say, when the demand .Sept., 19 by baptism, and 11 by commendation,
v

.

Er he

comes

for additional

help,

‘Here am TI,

and still the wdrk is going forward with io:

oStar

bet

| abroad, and say, in the name of Christ ani
out of love to perishing souls, we have

India—due the 25th inst.—in the sum of

sess
stra

sionaries in India, it must awaken in them
the apprehension that the missionary interest at home is on the wane, or at best is
not what it should be.
:
As to the general home mission enterprise, possibly the financial record is not

~ Denowunational. ~~ | candidates
Foreign Mission Remittance.

po d
finis!
ther
Wor

| ry between these two agencies.
Would
| that u goodly number of young men in the
schools and out would offer themselves as

A financial
statement
just received
from the Treasurer shows that he is still
short of fands for the next remittance to

for.

and

twelve per cent, of her population, and they
must be educated to useful and honored eitizenship.
Who.can doubt that the Massachu- | young men to give themselves. I would
setts mode of dealing with the lowly is more | that there might be begotten a holy rival-

"Christian than that of California?

chas
taine

Ang

to correction from any source whatever;
but I have the impression that at the pres-

influence in this good work and gained lasting
honor to itself. But what shall we say of its

suze

fina

for the treasury?
Let us see. Last October the Treasurer
of the F. M. Society reported that the So-

that the nations united to..put it down.
If
was a long and noble effort. Christian New
England, Boston perhaps leading, had a large

so

pero
4 ne

impera-

cannot speak by the book, and so am open

was

A
plea:

tive demand, men for the fleld, or money

iniquitous

trade

Bux

For whith, just at the present thue,

is there

Sometimes this deficit is stasonably made

The African slave

then

cailed in question, evoke a most important

sion.

|

J

practical inquiry.
And to it we ought to
givg the more earnest heed, because it is
practical.
Theories, speculations,’ ang .
sentimentalities will not go far towards converting the world.
This is the ques-

threatening a curtailed remittance in support of the force already in the field.

VARINA DAVIS.”

the f
has |
£aus
Th
Any

who,

1 shall fervently pray that you may go on
¢ conquering and to conquer’ in your holy misMiss Willard’s
holy mission” has done,
and is doing a grand, national, patriotic work
in uniting the hearts of the Christian women
of the North and the South in the great Temperance
warfare.
The antagonism‘ and bitterness engendered by our eivil war vanishes,
as they unite their efforts for the suppression
of the cruel foe whose devastations of the
home-life
are unSparing, both North
and
-South.
S
-

teres

d to say. If not,
there is a fault somewhere, and the sooner
some of us betake ourselves to the peni.
tential seat the better.
Now the above statements, the correctness of 10 one of which, I think, will be

but

two faiths, in God and in our own sex, bring

form, threatening civil conflict,is now dis-

the

Willard,

also in a letter, thanking her for some temperance documents.
She said: *‘ The ties of our

aim, in purity and in patriotism, I see no
evidence of decadence.

enthusias

that State. Mrs. Davis is in hearty symputhy
with the work of the- Union, which she not

‘expresses verbally to Miss

They should

fitted in mind, in heart, in culture, for the

Our Union notices a meeting of Miss Francis E. Willard and Mrs. Jefferson Davisin Jao.
last, at Memphis, Tenn., through the mutual

only

.me.”

work—men of conviction, of fortitude, of

friendship of Mrs. J. C. Johnson, president of
the Woman's Christian. Temperance Union of

cernible in all our politics, such as perpetually menaced the nation
:
the Rebellion. Slavery dead,’ t
preserved, the national feeling s\onger

these are the things

|

|

revolution, and compare them with what
I know of men of the present day, I am
encouraged rather than otherwise by the

but of all

| plied at once and with emphasis, *‘ There
though I am, because of the refusal of the
are fewer.” We thought so, and were
executors of Mr. Bates’s will to pay
1t is a sad yet glorious chapter of our glad to be thus confirmed in opinion. The
Bates College the $100,000, so solemnly
and so many times pledged to it by Mr. national life which opens with the attack fact is fall of bright significance.
Again, there is far less, we mean what
Bates. But I feel that the condition of on Sumter and ends with the surrender
Bates College does not excuse me from of Lee. Long had the land been preparing we say, far less bitterness, discourtesy,
helping bear a part of the burden now for the fearful struggle. It was fore and coarseness of language,among moral
resting upon our dear friends at Pittsfield. shadowed in the very infancy of the na- and religious controversialists than forIf I should excuse myself, I very well tion. The high feeling and hot debate merly. ‘We have no need to go as far back
know that I could not hold up my head
in the presence of the people of that town.

the

old-time

oirs of the most inner history of statesmen, even of such times as those of our

present prosperity, a prospect opening
before us such as no other people on the
face of the whole globe may rejoice in,—

flowers, their kindoess. to the poor and to
| dumb animals, their scrupulous honesty,

bly, licentiens.

but

these

turpitude—I am confident the numbes of
cases are fewer.
When I read the mem-

Of such a conflict as that, the

than ever before in all

patience, their bravery, their
their love of children and

tion.” He also says, ‘ We are convinced
that polygamy
is much
less common
among them than is generally supposed.”

to recall

malumtn se—that is, involving essential

and removed the greatest perilto the per-

Re-

the subscription. “Hon. Henry William| their monothestic conception of God.
He
son and Rev. William H. Bowen repf says, “As a rule, the Turks are free from
resent the Free Baptist denomination on two gross vices that disgrace the civiliza-'
this committee.
tion of Europe, intemperance and prostitu-

fish

Maine or in the country at large than
there were 20,50 or 100 years ago, the increased population being taken into ac:
count. There are undoubtedly more legal
offenses, blt as to the crimes known as

petuity of the nation. The results of
the war are being more and more accepted. A ‘New South” is rapidly developing to vie with the North in science and
art and manifold industries. - What sectional interest can ever again divide North
and South as they have been divided? No

view discusses the character and prospects
of the Ottoman Turks.
He does fall cred-

it ‘to "their
hospitality,

like

not believe that there are more crimes

issue is seldom against the true and the
right. The abolition of slavery . both
marked an era in the progress of the race,

ye

other

send

by the
surpris-

ing that the Secretary’s appeals to Chiistians
that they remain no longer ‘silent and inactive
when so great wrongs are done by the government,” are emphasized by the forceful words of
righteous indignation. It is certain that the Indian question will continue to be a “perplexing
problem” just as long as the national government refuses to grant the red men all the rights
and privileges of American citizenship, aad will
persist in the use of the rifle in the place of
the spelling-book and Bible.
While the officers of the government regard the Indians as
80 many vermin which duty binds them to
exterminate as soon as possible, and allow the
rapacity of unprincipled
whites to trowd
their territory to ever diminishing limits, we
may expect to read of massacres like those of
Custer and of Carr.
.

Ex-Governor Washburn, Jr. of Maine, has
been published, in which he says: ** ldo.

meant so much as regards the moral" interests of not one people only,

each

—

equal
anything
ever committed
Indians
themselves.
It is: not

and

has taken place in the methods and manners of religious controversy during the
past hundred. years.” A letter, written by

years

ure as may God grant the nation shall
never have to sacrifice again. The whole
world felt the shock of our contending
brothers, and all nations watched with
eagerness the issue of a conflict which

$20,000 |

are raised. The people of Pittsfield and | |
the other friends of the Institute are all |
acting in good faith, and six good men, ||

thirty

as Wesley

serve to show how great an improvement

cost-of precious blood and immense treas-

Of the $10,000 to be raised by outsiders,
it will be seen from Brother Penney’s letter
that not quite one-half is raised. I hope quotha P—well yes, better so, but offerings
the sum is fully one-half. I think it must | at all events.
be. If we call it one-half, then $15,000
“This whole matter haunts me day
are raised, and only $5,000 remain to be | | and night,” says Brother Penney. Would
raised within one week from the next is- | that it might haunt every member of our
sue of the Star.
| churches that has a single dollar. which
It is understood that no one will be | might be spared for this crisis.
held on his ‘subscription

After

sorrow than in anger”, and surely we

“Ye will not do

scurrilities,

the

of boding strife, it was quelled at such a

and that the silver and gold are not our
own?
We have no thumb screws to apply,
and do not believe in the method, but it
would probably produce money in abundance and leave nobody the ‘poorer? What
is, wanted are freewill offerings—freewill

callings—have
offering; God

removed

words are
¢‘ more in

help of the Lord in time of need, may fall
upon us? Do we forget our stewardship,

ple of Pittsfield, the place where the institution is located—men and women of

has

of possessing,as to resent language which

name,

may have life,” i$ the Master's reproach
to us. If this is so, the event can be
easily foreseen even by those who are
neither prophets nor the sons of prophets.
Do not.qur losses warn us? Do not our
opportunities call us? Have we not reason to fear that the curse pronounced upon Meroz,on those who came not to. the

dons for sending his note to the press;
but I feel that the case is a desperate one,

slavery

‘abusing

gether pleasant

greatest peril to the integrity of the na-

ted, as early as 1835.

|us.

par-

of

saints

women ;” and then adds, ** It is not alto-

The

affect a virtue which we give no evidence

our good

other,

the

the baleful fires of the earlier time.

¥ let them do so as confessed rogues, and
Augusta, May 17, 1882.
DEAR BRO. CHENEY : —What are we to || be frank about it.
do concerning the Maine Central Institu- | The loss of this Institute would be a
te? Iam troubled concerning it beyond | | greater blow to Free Baptist interests in
‘measure.
We shall not be able, in my
Maine and elsewhere than can now be
Jj udgment,to half meet the conditions June
. It would be another blow adexplained
first. My name is on those bonds, some
fifteen thousand dollars,and I wilknothold | ded to those which have stunned so many
my place as a Free Baptist minister, if F into denoirinational apathy. For the
they come to repudiation.
I never could | | trouble is pot so much that we want
bear the shame and reproach and dis‘grace of it. This whole matter haunts | | means, as that we want a wi’l. Free no will
| Baptists are far too numerous among
me day and night.
In love,
PENNEY.

and

tion. The agitation for the dissolution of
the Union, growing out of the slavery
question, began,as Calhoun once admit-

from that prevalent but demoralizing
phemism which substitntes for sin
term misfortune. If men cannot look
one another’s faces as houest men,

BURDENS.

debate,

early part of this century, contained but
slender promise for the future. Nothing
was needed, save some great sectional
issue such as early: began to assume a
definite form, to re-open the old question
and enkindle to fiercer burning than ever

our best and most promising institutions
to perish, surely We cannot gracefully
shrinieffom the reproach of it. If we are
willing to ‘ repudiate,” and compromise

speak thus now.
spade is spade.

tian people.

of this

such

Toplady weré actustomed to fling at each

growth of the national feeling during the

ohe of

If we are willing to allow

exactly fits the case. Plain
best, if only they are spoken

as we most keenly do, the greatness of our’

ONE ANOTHER'S

The subsidence

of the Maine: Central Institute and to our
imminent loss and dishonor as a Christian
people. Does any one object to the use of
the word? How then do you regard the

A All communications de signed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
- on business, remittances of money, &c., should be

impending loss and reproach as a

as both Washington and Hamilton saw,of

future, and perhaps irretrievable disaster.

is in the hands of our readers, it will be
known whether the friends of educafion
in Maine, and the members of our church| es ig.general, are indifferent to the claims
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which even

fo

=

STAR. MAY

.

THE MORNING
»

THE MORNING
Christ Jesus the Lord, so walk ye Yn him.” Sunwere

down to

baptized

the

by

water

the pastor,

given

to

be remembered

by

the most

May we have many

A brother sends the following: ‘In a very
pleasant ¥ illage of Maine is a ‘small but pros-

Portage (0.

After
no debt was
finished the
there fora

2, 1879,

sympathy

R.

represented.

of the

the

of Manof their
J

. excellent field of labor at W. among a warmhearted people, if a good live, earnest man,
with a good degree of “ stick to the ship”
4bout him, wishes to work. for God and huWe want“men,—~men who are harmanity.
We
nessed for the battle and in the work,
want men who bear the Macedonian cry and

The Vt. Y. M. famishes

of them

Let some

up?

the

are

Where

asks,

* for the bread of life and

who aie waiting for places remember there
to be nourished,

io Vt.

souls for whom Christ died to be saved......

During the past season there has been a good
work of grace at Buntington and Starksboro’.’
The little
Their pastors remain the same.

church at Middlesex, blessed with the labors of
Rev. H. F. Dickey last year, during the year
received 15 to its membership, mostly young
one

is supplied

Jonesville church

Lin-

of the time by Rev. H. F. Dickey.
Half

toln church unites with the Christian brethren

ee

RC

and

left

Massachusetts.

:

Island...

yy

Sunday, May 14, three were baptized and
received into the church at Georgiaville.
The
occasion was one of more tha. usual solemnity and the accessions give new strength to: the
cating;

Now

Yorke

pastor-elect

The Rev. G. S. Ricker,

of the

a"

Birdsall 8t, ehureh, Norwich, has been “spending
a few weeks in his wew parish prelimi -

nary te no hevinning of his pastorate sbout the

NN

first of

h is entering

its work

i fines

upon.

and

ardor.

Me

Iv

Money ha
“i.
Falved:. for painting
the house of wo
smaiehis very pleasantly
located, and, with u ..+ needed alterations and
improvements, will become a very beautiful
and attractive religious center.
We learn that
the church is to celebrate its fifteenth anniver-

¢ sary the first Sunday in June.

will consist of an
congratulatory
clergymen
and

vicinity,

The

Historical

exercises

address

and

addresses
by
prominent
laymen: of Norwich
and

A cordial invitation

anniversary day.

and

sent

Ohio.

-feeling greatly encouraged.
The
Sabbathschool has doubled within the year, and the

of the perseverance, prayer and faith of a
faithful few of the membership, and of the
great merey of the merciful Saviour>40 whom
be all the praise.”

T.

ile

J.

nor

réport.

neither

delegates nor report.
Nelson without a
and is reported
nearly
disorgamzed.

pastor,
apids

oceasionglly,

- The summing up shows

stor.of the church

at

Auburn

is

Elder

Calhoun
with

the

&

North

Guard

Branch

church,

ing as moderator.

Dea.

Furguson

A

ter and delegates, two

asking

for

the

ness

of the

The

St.

session

Joseph

pleted a

new

about $1000.

was

River

open.

done

ses-

church

has

meeting-house;

The

house

The

busi-

nearly

com-

in

cost

be

dedicated

will

will

us

from

another

Christian

R.

Randall,

R.

Martin,

C.

the

denomina-

Berry

and

I. E.

Crites. All the ministers connected with the Q.
M. were present except Rev. A. W. Ensign, who
has for a long time been confined at his home and
is a great sufferer from disease. The delegates
appointed to
the next session of the St. Joseph

Valley Y. M. are as follows:
Ministers, Rev’s
R.
Martin, F. R. Randall, H. Morey, C. Berry, I. E.
Crites; Laymen,
C. Randall, L. J. Andrus, R.

Drinkwater. H. Busley, Dea. Stivers, Z. P. War.
ner and E. A. Pomeroy. Collection for missions,
$6.08,

\

Next session With the Butler church.

L. J. ANDRUS, Clerk.
Loe
(Ind.)—Held with the Providence

Dearborn

writes:

“8ix

were baptized in the Providence church on
the 7th inst. and one received by experience.

»

church, May 6,7.
Ministers present, A, M. Simonton, M.
McKee; churches all reportal by
letter or delegates.
Preaching Saturday night

R.

McKee;

social

worship

morning at 9; preaching Sunday
A. M. Simonton, also at night.

at

Sunday

11,

by

Next session with the Sparta church.

C. C. RUBLE,

Rev.

Clerk.

Little Sioux Valley (lowa)—Held 10 Jan.
with tbe Union churcu, Clay Co., was one of deep
interest.

Augir,

- It

was

who

presided

protracted

the

over

by

Rev.

meeting

F.

P.

for nearly

three weeks until the evenings became too cold and

stormy

for teams

to stand

out.

Although

roads was quite rough, people came,

the

both oid and

young, from three to five miles and filled the
house night after night to uncomfortable fulness,

with attentive, eager listeners to the series of discourses on. vital «abjects presented
by Bro. Auir. Twenty-six dollars were taken up for Home

issions.
Next session

with

the

Spencer

church,

of a nice new
there.

house

of

Friday Evening.”

old

delegation,

one

joyous

when

Sunflower

the man

who has a silent

L Giles—A

S McGooden—H

Treasurer Ohio

—Mrs

T I Marden—J

slay.

At

our

next

session

all

receipts of

money and goods will be reported. Kverything gives promise of an abundant harvest,
and

It is hoped

for Kansas......1

a

brighter day
wish

to

is dawning

acknowledge

the

receipt of a barrel of goods, donated to me
or personal use,by the Ladies’ Mis. Soc. connected with the Washington Street church,

Dover, N, H., also a draft for $18.50, for
which I wish to extend my warmest

thanks.”

Blake—J

M

N D

A Graves—C

Goddard—G

L Odell~T

Purington—C C Pratt—H

—M A Quimby—G
Richardson—=W

F

all its

Rev.

8.F.

Smith, Fairbury,

W

Rev.

8 Ricker—A

Pierce—J

Yearly Meeting

F

Pame—C

W

L Rollins—A

Rendel—Miss

H

Wil Lawrence

.
1

E Whitmore—H

-
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Troy (Pa.)—Held its May
session with the
church ab East Troy. The Phurches, with one
exception, were all represented by both’ letters
and delegates. The Speiing seHnoh was preuched

by Rev, Ira Day,
from the

fay morning preaching

Spafford Q.

M. Satur-

by Bro. Henry Albert.

0 the afternoon we had one of the best gon feronce
it was ever our privilegé
to at-

‘tend; there co not much waiting one for another, and some of the time three were standing

at once waiting their turn.. About ninety spoke,
and, what is quite uncommon in these days, there
was some shouting,
Saturday evening Bro. G.
+
BBApp prome ed a most excellent sermon
Irom the text,“As ye have therefore received

Those coming on the Chi: & No. West. R.R. to
Algona to attend the Iowa Y. M. at Spencer, June
8-11, will be returned at one-third
fare. Trains
arrive in ample time for the train to Spencer.
R. A. COATS.
Ministers and dele
tes who attend the Genesee
Y. M. held with the
Potter church, June 16-18,
and who come by rail, will find
teams at Penn
Yan and Canandaigua on Thursday and Friday,

to convey them to Potter. Those coming
from
north and west willbe at Canandaigua about 3
v

I
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AUTOMATIC

ET

and

Ada

the

L.

Bush, both of Liucoln.

F.

Ball -Sprague.—O0n Block Island,R. I., at the
B. parsonage, May
11, by the Rev. Geo.

Wheeler, Nove
Ball and
both of Block Island.

Miss Anna

R.

Sprague,

Died.
© Sherwood.—Nellie May , only daughter of Rev.
and Mrs. B. A. Sherwood, of scarlet fever, in
Manchester, N. H., May

and 5 days.

15, aged 3 years,|1 months
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just issued, fully describing and illustrating MORE
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HUNDRED STYLES OF ORGANS, with
sent free to any
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Certainly no one should

SALE

OVER

350,000

TONS.

All Farmers wishing to make their business a success, should

:

use this old and tried plant food. Its use pays better than
any other investment, giving a direct return of man times
its cost in the increase of yield.

&

(conti), »2.50; Abdomi:
nal, $2.00; Health or
Nursing, $1.50; Coraline
or Flexible Hip, $1.25;
Misses’, $1.00,
For sale by leading 1
merchants,
wqBeware of worthless

THEY SAY OF KENT'S NEW COMMENTARIES.
Manuals
Young" Men
and
Young Ladies. ** The best book I ever read.”
had »
man
young
every
wish
e.” “I
“Itis a
copy.”
‘Every young lady should read it.” ‘Its
mothor
father
No
tone 1s pure and ennobling.” **
er can give a better gift.” * We have not for a
long period passed upon a more practical book
than Kents Fanunt for young ladies.” Elegantly
bound, full morocco, ‘$1.60; muslin, 50 cents.
Manual for Young Men, #1. Either sent, poste
ald, on receipt of price. Circulars, testimonials,

GRAND

For
and

LE PACIFIC GUANO.

$10 REWARD
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These organs are sold for cash or easy
rent pays for an organ.

SOLUB

will be paid for any cor
set In which the Corns
line Yreaks with six
wonths ordinary wear,

40121518 21

IN MILANO

buy or rent any organ without having seen these circulars, which contain much useful information
t organs.
—
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O RGAN AND PIANO CO.,
MASON & HAMLIN
abut org
St., (Union 8q.), NEW YORK; 149 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO.
14th
E.
154 Tremont St., BOSTON; 46

sent on ap
18t
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Anet priceNew listslllustrated
Catalog
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including, also, the most valuable of the recent improvéments, and adapted
Styles
30,
Popular
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cellence anything which h as before been produced, and certainly worthy
Elegant Styles
with the very finest musical ing truments in the world.’ They are in cases of solid
to be rankec 1
$360,
$390,
$330,
$240,
prices,
cash
net
at
etc.,
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$480, $570, $840 and 900.

Dictionary

The great superiority
of Coraline over horn or
whalebone has induced
us to use it in all our
leading Corsets,

Im

Price by muil, W. B.
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FRANE A. BROWN, Treas.

have introduced improvements of
greater value than in any similar period since the introduction of the Ameri-
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Agents,
Washington,
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its true

“A perlect Dictionary and )ibrary of reference,”—
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Lealie’s Illus, News, N. Y. One copy of the American Popular
Dictionary (illustrated), the greatest and best book ever published,
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Patent
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BOWEN

Elegant New Style
in Gold and Jet, 0c.
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Patent Office.
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exhaustive examinations, tests and
0 of degrees
lomas, in recognition
months, more than 250 Awards were made of medals and

Street,
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| SALEM LEAD COMPANY,

25 CENTS.
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nt volume is a come
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the best Dictionary in
the world.
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bound in cloth and gilt.
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EVERY
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this
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gress which has been made and present high excellence

This useful and ele-
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The most Yopula sweet
Chocolate in the market. It
is nutritious and palatable;
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a
children, and a most _excellent article for family use.
The genwine is stamped 5.
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The American Popular Dictionary, $1.00
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character satisfactory evidence is wanting.
If at
any time it shall appear that the managers have
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721 Chestnnt St., Phi delphia, one
cent stamp and get by return mail a
Fa
forty (40) page book called
\ HOW-TO PRINT, which gives with
ahundred other things, cuts, desffipEf tions and prices of the celebrated

Philadelphia Novelty

Rev D Willson Rock Elm Center Wis
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AGENTS! AGENTS!
new book, just published, entitled.
YEARS AMONG

dress

Notices.

Central Ohio with Upion church, June 9,
Towa at Spencer, Juoe 8.
New Yor
nn. at Chatham, June 9.
Southern
Minn, at Wykoff, June 23.
Union (N. Y.) with the
Willet church, June 16.
Ontario (Can.) Association with the Iona Chi,
June 8.

oiL

and 560 Washington

28.

Quarterly Hretings.

and

R

'SGR

P, 0. oS and Sapien sates Pio Di. KLINE, 031
P.O.

CSlFor the NEW BOOK by Rev. Paniel March,
w=zlD. D., entitled ** DAYS OF THE SON OF

CAR

i

Co., N. Y.

Ohio at Mainville church, June 2-4,
Illinois at Liberty, June 2,
Holland Purchase (N,Y.) at Sherman, June

Domestic

Wright.

sent.

(N. Y.)at Philadelphia, June

and

of every

Person

DR.

Bipatieatsth Le

ling Book ever published. Agents average 10 to 20 orders a day.
17th thousand in press. First-class AGENTS WANTED.
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Poindexte
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Minnesota at Rook Elm, Wis., June 2.
Michigan, Commerce Ch., June 2—4,
Jiiinois: L ibety Ch, The 2. vit
'w
Hampshire, Rochester
Village,J
Oentral
. ¥., Phoenix, June 23, =
fine 13
“Wisconsin, Winnebago Ch., June 28.
hio & Penn., Waterford Ch., June 23,

EE

bran’

xelusive Territory and Extra Terms given.
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Specimen Pages Free!
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Roberts—P G Russell—J D Sanders—J W Sleepe
—3 H Seley—M P stockwell—H N Simmons—G
1
Shorey—S F Smith—H G O Smith—M C Spokes
field—J Sheppard—J M Smith—Dea T Tibbetts
W F Thompson—L M Tarr—B Tyrell—-M Tuppe!
—G Varney—Mrs A Viughan—A H Whitaker—D

as

puckages of 8. 8.

of our Q. M, was put off intil June 80, when a
great time js expected. Many long absent
will'be'it home, and we hope this time to

W

Nichlson—8

Osgood—C-Odell—J

Em-

the Central Association, to*whom

thankfulness is expressed by both 8. 8's and
superintendents. We have. Some live, energetic superintendents and our schools are in
a very prosperous condition. The April term

W

sorrow

Free

The book is very convenient in giz* and
and may be easily carried in the pocket.

Special Contributors:

our assortment is well worthy inspection

Cerk.

F.

GEO. F. ROOT

of Fancy Patterns and Plain White, and

for the

J BJordan—T D Knapp—G W, Knowlton—G C
Lockridge—W Lester—A Libby—Wm C Metcalf

af:

C. Brackett,

tions should be sent.

fresh grass. We

Howe—R L Howard—W G Howe—L Hamilton—J
W Harrison—J
W Hicks—A
8
Humphrey—L
Hutchins—H C He 1ton—S Jackson—A Johnson—

All money contributed for the Maine State Misgion should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,

To

we

ported this season,

Rev A Libby Eewisten Me

2
Kansas.
Mra. QC. A.. Clark writes:
* During the
last few months we have received several
great

returns

Barker—CH Batley—Mrs

:

Moses B. Smith, Treasurer of the Freewill
Baptist Foreign
Home Mission and Education
Societies,Concord, N. H.
(132)
Rev. J. H. Durkee, Pike, N..Y., Treasurer of

the different

the

EDITED

W.

this Spring received. unusual-

ting. - All that

» RITERS.

HEART: VOICE. LANCASTER

or

every grade and quality of Straw Mat=

and

(N.IY.) with the Ames church,
Opening sermon by Rev. Wm.

Remember

P. PHILLIPS,

G Flood—C

Post-Office Addresses.
REV. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
5

Rev. N.

Lord’s money,

have

BEST

ASK YOUR JEWELER

breads,

2
We

Dolley—J Q Denney—T K Dow—E Darrow & Co
—P B Davis—Mrs A Duno—-L 8 Estabrook—J
Edgecomb - A Frowein—J D Ferris—S 8 Files—Mrs

g Notices.

8. D. Bates,

the

het

ly large shipments, direct from China, of

No advertisements will be admitted to the columns of this paper, of whose pure and truthful

7.

flaky,

Little-

H B Bovesteel-Mrs M Bush—L
J Baldwin—M
C Burnell—S8 D Batis—I B Coleman—J E Cox—-H
Chambers—W 8 Covel—C G Card—H Carruthers
—Mrs C Cummings—W G Church—J Claflin—A F

Why use a gritty, muddy, disagreeable article
when Hood's Sarsaparilla, so pure, so clear, 80
delightful, can be obtained. ' 100 doses, $1.00.

doah Mission.

which

of

L Badger—L 8 Bean—~E

—H A

!

the trombone.

Rev.

W. H.

D Abbott—R O Althouse—I Allen—J W Aikens
—dJ 8 Berry—F H Bubar—Mrs RW Barnum—W

is seldom silent. He plays the flute, scrapes the
fiddle, and, most diabolical of all, strives to master

Me,

6.30,

Money Letters Received.

to ate

Circles.

light,

THE

if

ed

Clay

broided mustard plasters are now recognized
a necessary feature of mstbetic medication.
Unfortunately,

church,
at

such

BY

MUSIC BY FAVORITE COMPOSERS.

ii

Best

OF
GREAT
SUPERIORITY KOR
THE SERVICE OF
:

339 NUMBERS

Ji

Sunday-School Song Book!

of all purchasers.

:
and

the Rockiand

The

CHINA
MATTINGS.

suffering

flicted.

church the enstiing year.

for

with

100

2)

luxurious pasiry.
Cap be eaten by Dyspeptics
without fear of the ills resulting from heavy
indigestible food. Sold only in cans, by all Grocers.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., New York.

sermon, G. W. ¥. Hill;
5.30, Prayer meeting, J. H.

Register.

Guyett House, thus informed our representative:
1 have used St. Jacobs Oil for neuralgia, and can

Latest trom Lily

East Livermore

Business Conference

H. Merriman.

from pain ;—neuralgia for instance.
In relation
to this malady Mr. George Guyett, proprietor of

.~

from

(Me.)

‘Whitestown
June 9, at 7 P. M.

(Sheboygan Falls, Sheboygan Co. News.)
any

aration makes

will be there, and whether A. M..or P. M.

before.
We never saw

the

sold against

/ BOSTON&NEWYORK

Made from Grape Cream Tarter.—No other prep-

Clerk.

tons were

SONGS
——

Song in the Sunday School.

OWKER FERTILIZER CO

Absolutely Pure.

much of his love ?
J. C. KNOWLTON,
Clerk,
Persons attending the Cumberland Q. M. by
rail the 31s, at Winaham Center, can be furnished
a free ride from South Windham, by notifyin
Dea. J.T. Fellows, Windham Center, or Rev. A
| J. Wheeler, Gorham, Me. Stating the day they

One of the-boys tells of a scarecrow made by
Uncle Ben. It not only scared off every crow
that saw it, but one crow was so. frightened tha
he brought back the corn he bad stolen three days

May 1. The Rev. D. Powell, of Flemington,
West Va, has been engaged to preach for the

West,

(Me.) with

with some

yet. Rev. J. H. Jones of Pomeroy is now in of the Minn. Y. M. Mission Society, to whom all
Wheeling, W. Va.”
y monéy for this Y. M. work should be sent. (10128)
Rev, E. DD. Lewis, Oak Center, Wis., Treasurer
The Rev. A. Striemer’s engagement 8s pasof the Home Mission Board, to whom all money
tor of the F. Baptist church at Albany ceased,
should be sent for Home Missions within the Wis.

papers

G. P."LINDERMAN,

3000

tons three years ago, showing that it is
| liked by the farmers. If there is no local
agent near you, send to us.

POWJWDER

to

collection. Willthe clerks please remember their
statistical reports, and each church send us a_full

energy

of mind and nerves, and gave him strength
tend to business .—Cincinnati Lady.

L.

field and others; Public services
at 10.30 ‘A. M.
and 2 P. M. Sunday A. M., 8.30 to 9.30, Bible Class,
led by Bro. Littlefield, upon the regular Sabbath
lesson; 10.30, Sermon
on Missions, followed by

My Husband had drunken habits he could not
overcome until Parker's Ginger Tonic took away
his

Clerk.

requested

of our Q. M, ? Rev’s E. G. Eastman,

worship
just completed
H. D. PARSONS, C erk.

Yestored

Rev.

over

"By Rev. R. Lowry and W. H. {oane.
NEW

{i i

Also for sale STOCKBRIDGE MANURES.

by Rev. C. Purrington; 9 to 10.30, Question, How |
can we best meet the present religious necessities

the dadication

Rev. J. D, Batson, Northfield, Minn,,

and

.

14, at 2P. M.

The church feels much encouraged. Elder J.’ munion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio. (52t38).
Rev. L. B. Potter, Lansing, Mich., to "whom all
W. Stewart is growing quite feeble. I have money contributed within the bounds of the Mich.
Y. M., should be sent for F. M., H. M. and Educanow baptized eleven, the result of a protractN
’
(26t)
* ed meeting in March; have four to baptize tion Societies:

churches Kast

Church clerks are

Mrs M M Wesscher:~J

his thirst tor stimulants,

by

A. J. COLE,

comnencing Friday Evening, June 2, closing
June 4. Opening sermon by G.P. Linderman,

Co., commencing Wed. 2 P. M. June 7, to precede
the Y. M. and Ministerial Conference at the same’

time and place in connection with

sermon

prayer and conference, led by Rev. F. Cooper, Jr.
Saturday, A. M. 8 to 9, Lecture on 8. S-instiuction

tion. The request was granted, bis examination
on Saturdayd A. M., led by Rev. R. Martin, was
very satisfactory to the council and to all. A
cordial welcome was extended to bim as a F. B,
mioister. The social meetings were seasons of
real profit.” Sermons were preached by the Rev’s
F.

Opening

=

Oswego (N.Y.) with the Gilbert’s Mills church,

June

be

first of June. The church requested a council to
examine their new pastor, Rev. C. Berry, for ad.
mittance into the F. B. denomination. Bro. Berry

‘comes to

Hanson.

Montville

haimony.

the

iu their Q. M. tax.

Value and importance of the Christian religion
as compared with other
things, B. Farrar,
R.
Vaughan; 10.45, Sermon, ¥. Starbird; 1.30 p. M.,
Prayer-meeting, R. Procter; 2, Closing sermon,
L.¥. Graves.
D. PEASE, Clerk.

sion. We have no trouble in this Q. M. mm finding places for its sessions. The hearts and
homes of the people are always

June 9

Bartlett; 6, Ladies’ Mission.
Thursday, 8.30 A.
M., Prayer-meeting, F. Starbird;}9.30, Discussion,

let

next

Clerk.

—11. Let every church be represented. both by
letter and delegates.
Churches will please send

ing, D. Ailen; 2, Opening
Unfinished business;

aci.

by

B. F. PARKER,

: Joa

if

June

shall we increase the interest and attendance of
our Monthly Conference? L. C. Graves, Eben
Whitemore; 1.30 P. M., Prayer and praise meet-

B.

Randall

Rock,

Union (N. Y.) with Middlesex mn

Farmington

Clerk.

reported

at East Castle

church, June 14, 15. Programme:
Wednesday, 9 A. M., Hour of prayer, pastor; 10,
Organizaltion—business ;
11, . Discussion, How

(Mich.)—Held
C.

Six churches

J.

(Minn.)

9-11. Churches please send annual statistics and”
also their dues for Q. M. expenses.
:
C. L. RUSSELL, Clerk.
Wolfborough (N.. H.) with ‘the
%
;
1st Ossipee
& Wakefield church, Jine 2—4

{

may be used on any crop, in the hill or drill
[Hil
i or broadcast, either with or without 1anure,
and will produce a much earlienand larger
, Inthe Reportof the Mass. Inspector
of Fertilizers; its valuationis from
3 to
$10 per ton higher than other Phosphates |
which sell at the same price.
The past [li

Clerk.

D. STILLWELL, Clerk,

:

thatot the

age, who is a * host within himself,”
Wu. H. CHAPMAN,

H. M. FORD,

Thigis a true bone superphosphate; and

il

prepare statietics for the Register and send them
with church letters. A good
time is anticipated.

original nine churches comprised in thisQ. M.,
bat two are in active operation, The present

congregation 18 much enlarged, all the fruits
of the labors of the several worthy men who,
from time to time, have served the church,

The Rev.

neither delegates

Orange is reported without a pastor; sent

gonlijently recommend it to any one similarly

The Rev. O. E. Baker writes:
* The revival in the Marion éhurch resulted in additions
to the churchof 46 members, 31 of them by
baptism. Several others are waiting baptism
and membership,
enough
to make an addition, probably,
of 60 in all. The
converts are strong and active, and the church is

4

pastor

28.

Hennepin

next Q. M. is to be held. Neither delegates nor
réport from Chester. Maple Grovexis without ‘a

is extended to

former pastors and members to; be present
and participate in the joyous festivities of this
.+

y

June 9—11,

e widow of Elder O. Blake asked

by Rev. M.

The Rev. C. E. Cate of Lake Village, N. H,
has accepted the call to the Mt, Vernon church
of Lowell, and will enter upon the duties of
the pastorate the first of Oct.
Rhode

Parsonsfield (Me.) at Brownfield, June 14, 15.
(2t20)
;
:
A. 8. HILTON, Clerk.
. York Co. (Me.) is yet: without a place to hold
its hext session. Will any church entertain ité
!
P. SMITH, Clerk.
wa2htabula (0.) with the Wellsburg church,

Sauk Co. (Wis.) with the church fn Loyd,

to

pastor, and has sold both church edifice and parsonage.
The church at Chester has recently secared the services of Elder
William Russell of
Sherman, N. Y., as its pastor, at which place the

In March the people of

Starksboro® guve their pastor a visit
between thirty and forty dollars.”

A

the session
there
was

extinct. - Seven farmer members of
were also given {he band of
fellowship in the’ same. The church st Chagrin
Falls holds its organization, but is without a

They

minister.

io the support of a Christian

were

delegates.

had become

is a most

There

straightened circumstances.

Falls,

Orange

and

without a pastor, Elder A.. R. Crafts having partially abandoned the ministry, preaching ‘only

“in want of
Q. M. The
our 'Q. M7
Warren in

© We are
A brother writes:
ministerigl help in the Huntington
Register tells a better story than
cessions. Bro. Barnard has left

pastors

for admission and was received into the Ehurch
at Anburn, plainly showing that Mantua church

He will

FE

Vermont.

Chagrin

Nelson .and

by both

form a quornm.
Auburn
was represented by
nearlv
a full delegation, Chagrin
Falls by: one,
and Rapids vy
ne delegate.
No. other church

I,

with

Bev. Mr. and Mrs. B. A, Sherwood,
chester, in the recent loss by death
Jittle girl, an only daughter.

Orvil

hardly a suflicient number of delegites present

New Hampshire.
express

churches dt Aubuin,

Maple Grove,

marked dechne has taken place.
At
just held with the church at Auburn,

in June.

be ¢in his work there the first Sunday

have a uniom church.

Elder

death

~~. Hosanna

‘PHOSPHATE!
||
_SEND_FOR PAMPHLET. _

Clerk.

place

: the Troy church

.

pastorate

the

Mantva,

represented

which

church

ae

With the

take

Troy may be said to have _praciically ceased to
exist. At a session with the Rapids church, May

pur-

lot was

the

Main St. F. B. church in Lewiston.

converts.

of

What changes

23—25.

coming by rail, via Northstop at Granville Summit.
of depot. The Tro Q. M.
begin Thursday Bvening.

Conference Friday at 4 P. M.
i
0. C. WHITNEY,

Blake, which o¢®uried Aug. 12; 1877, the church at

the call to the
jas sccepted

«re weak churches

stated,

years!

pleasant

brought

report,

be

in a few

The Rev. Qu D. Patch of Greenville,

«ons | have

my

facts

it is

is entirely out of debt.”

come over to help us.

that

‘of building

und furnished the sudience room and are now

We desire to

making

demand

;
. E. CARTWRIGHT, Pofter, N. Y.
(2621)
:
:
.
Susquehanna (N.Y. & Pa.) with the Troy
June

Ready!

Our
Glad
HILLwoDRILL |

how many to provide teams for.

Delegates and visitors
ern Central R. R., will
Church one mile south
requests the session to

J. H. WARD, Clerk.

Pas—In

Now

south, will be at

Q. M. at the West Granville church,

present.

unpleasant.

that the building was erected and
incurred for labor. - The society
vestry, paid for it and worshiped
Afterwards they finished
time.

i

‘those

however

First,

worshiping in a neat,

of

have.

chased and paid for, then the lumber was obtained, every piece of the timber being paid

for.

2

of

after

more like it.

&

truth and candor

It is a fine specimen of Christian

finsncial economy.

Payne.

hand

Baptists. They

4 new church and the mode

qurzestive.

H.

right

candidates,

which we enjoved a precious communion season
together. The May session of our Q. M. will long

Buxton.

Free

the

the

know

165

3

Penn Yan about 2 p. M. Those intending to come
as above will please drop me a card, so we shall

Which we

twenty-four

Bro.

Alter returning to the church,

fellowship was

to ‘ cor
Any brother wishing
les |
Char
ess
addr
them may

perous society ot

where

P. M., and those coming from the

24, 1882

E

all went

needs

church

The West Buxton

day A«M:y Bro. Ira Day gave us A
interesting and practical sermons, after

MAY

7

- accomplished under
terest. Much ‘has béen
Bro. Cunningham. He
of
rs
labo
ful
faith
the
ancement of the
has labored hard inthe adv
;
¥
cause of Christ...

STAR,

H. A. BLAKE,

- - - BOSTON, MASS.

Sutton, Vt., Special Agen t for Vermont and

New Hampshire,

JOHN B. MORRISON, No. Chesterville, Me, Special Agent for Maine.
———

EPARKER'S GINGER TONIC
\
Most Economical Hale
Dressing. Never fails
10 restore youthful colog
to gray hair,

0c, and §1 alves,

Ginger, Buchu, Mandrake, Sid many. ofthe
cines
known are here combined intoa medicine
as to make itthe greatest Blood
ried
est Health and Strength Restorer
The
Itcures Somplaita of Women, and d
ngs, Liver and Kidneys,
ach, Bowels,
different from Bitters, Ginger Essences, and
- asit never intoxicates.
Hiscox. & Co, Chem

£5. u $1

bs:

«Last night, while reading my

Family Circle
~

STAR. MAY 24, 1882.
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~THE OLD SOLDIER OF NADTICK.

-

BY J. W.
<

‘good

night’ chapter, I came to this verse:
« But whea thou makest a feast, call the
poor, the maimed, the lame, the: blind,”
answered Effie.

BARKEE.

“If more would do as that verse

SEH,

There lived in the town of Nautick,
That stood by the swelling sea,
A brave old Saxon warrior

how much more "happiness

there

says
would

nearly filled

.!.
displayed ‘a white and
brilliant set of teeth. The expression of

ders.

her face was an odd mixture of shrewdness and cunning, over which was oddly

drawn, like a kind of veil, an expression
of the most doleful gravity and solemnity.

I returned his greeting, but could not

* She was dressed in a single filthy, rag-

' |'be in the world,” said Mrs. Maynard as it ged garment, made of bagging. Altoto herself, then added turning to Effie: - gether, there was something odd and gob¢ What will your friends say, Effie? Have lin-like about her apperance, something,

;
In the dags of chivalry. : He had faced hid Wbfthern vandals

you thought of that?”

On many a battle plain,
He had led victorious armies,
He ne'er might lead again.

“Yes, mamma, I have thought
over. Probably some of them will
| and eall me foolish, but I can afford
laughed at, knowing I shall give so
| pleasure to those who have so few

In the glow of the mellow sunset
That painted Italia’s sky,
He would muse in the quiet evening
On days long since gone by
As the howl of the restless ocean
Came in from the distant shore,

‘| as Miss

7

it all
langh
to be
much
enjoy-

ments.”

Ophelia

afterward- said,

heathenish,’ as to inspire that

good

a period ot some eleven

years, when one day a neutly-dressed
young man of seventeen or eighteen accosted me on the street.
‘How do you do, General? How do
You do, sir?
recognize him.
** You don’t know me?” he said.
“No.” I replied.
“ What is

‘so

AUTHORSHIP.
BY ARTHUR

name P’

i

writing the signature just above the dy,

cr

All authors have not written on the
inspiration of the moment. . Diodorus

Plato recast

the

first line in ¢ The Republic ” nine times.
Pope spent days over a couplet ; Charlotte

lady

‘ Tom:tit,”

now

grown

to

manhood,

*¢ Modern Painters,” used

a whole

fore-

“You precious little darling,” said her curled tight over his round head, the te had at this time a good situation and noon on a word. When Bret Harte remother kissing Effie fondly, ‘“you shall whitest teeth, a curious indefinable ex- had, as he showed me, been able to ac- ported for the San Francisco press he
“It seemed as the music of of battle
have every thing as you wish for the pression of face, so restless as not to be quire” fair education, He was a hand- \ would dwell hours on a paragraph.
He was dreaming o’er and o’er.
party.” “IfI'm to have my way you still a moment, a single tattered, dirty. some, manly youth, full of hope and Addison would stop the printing press
- He oould hear in the whispering breezes
to insert
a comma, or change a preposimay expect a large company here May- gray garment hanging to his shoulders, promise.
That lifted his loeks of snow,
The sound of familiar voices—
with plenty of evidence that he had never I saw him but a short time, it istrue, but tion, Carlyle was very painstaking in
day,” said Effie laughing.
The voices of long ago;
so was’ Roussesu, whose
Promptly at three o’clock on Thursday, . been subjected to water, comb or brush, long enough to satisfy me that the fidel- composition;
And they told him the olden story,
enty Johnson, who, in' the hum- ‘manuscript was scratched, interlined and
and you have a picture of little *¢ Tom.” ity o
the
childien
began
to
gather
at
Mrs.
Distinct as a household tale,
re-wrote the
| So he appeared in my tent that first night. blest and often the ‘most unfavorable cir- erased. . Lord Brougham
Maynard's.
And he felt all the victor’s glory,
cumstances,
peroration
to
his
speech
on behalf of
.
What's
your
name,
my
1ad?”
I
asked.
had
never
failed
What
an
odd
company
they
were.
to
carry
Astir in the evening gale.
himself as a sincere Christian, had in this ‘Queen Caroline twenty times.
“Tommy.”
There
was
lame
Willie,
who
made
little
On the walls of his spacious mansion,
instance borne its lawful fruit,
In short, genius and industry are closewooden toys to sell, and Amy and Joe; | “ Tommy what?"
Unused for many a year,
~~Thewise
-¢¢
Oh,
oh—oh,
Tommy!”
ly
allied. Scotf was in his library every
man
has
His coat of mail was hanging;
said:
* Cast thy
who lived with their mother at the end of
On battle ax and spear,
bread upon the. waters; for- thon shalt, ‘morniug before sunrise, and Leibnitz was
*¢ Where's your papa, boy ?"
the lane, and Cora Lee, the orphan, who
That gleaned in the fearful carnage,
find it alter many days. . . . He that ob- “gpparently never out of his. Pascal killed
*¢ Papa's dun gone.”
lived with her aunt and had to sweep the
Had fallen no cankering rust,
serveth
~
‘Where's
your
mamma,
then.”
the wind shall not sow; and he himself by study, which fate Cicero narschool-house to pay her tuition, so she
* Over all his ample armor,
* Ob, mammie, mammie stap (proba- that regardeth the clouls shall not rowly escaped.
might
attend
school,
Johnnie’and
Jimmie
Had gatheredno careless dust.
bly strap or slap) Tommy.” * * *
Authorship is often associated with
reap.”
the twins, whose father was sick, and
For he said: “ Though the years are pressing
Hereupon his miteship began to chase
The bonds were broken,/and the bond- poverty. Burns was buried at the exthey had to do all they could to help their
And my days are growing few,
mother. These and many others were a dog which then appeared near the open child became an intelligent freedman.— pense of a friend. Butler, the author of
Still my heart is brave and loyal
grave,
As a country ever knew;
there. To be sure some of them bad front of the tent, and to clap his hands Christian Union.
4
i * Hudibras,”" filled a pauper’s
ee
rt
with delight.
The
dog
And perchance in the hours of evening,
Sterne died penniless; so did Sheridan.
worn,faded and patched garments, but all and scream
‘The sages were asked, ‘* which 'is “the
It will need me in the fight,
scampered away a few yards, turned
DeQuincey often arose and went to his
were neat-and clean.
-most commendable war?” ‘ That which
So I’ll wait for the coming summons,
around,
and
backing
off,
barked
at
the
task minus his'breakfast.
Dr. Johnson
'
The
afternoon
was
warm,
and
they
And keep my armor bright.
afraid— is waged against our evil desires,” was wandered “supperless about the London
soon went to the lawn, some to swing, youngster, as any dog—half
their reply.
of
1
And it came, —for the din of battle
streets. Otway starved to death; and
some to play croquet. In a little while would have done at a bristling cat.
Once more was in the land,
We
could
find
out
nothing
from
the
Jad,
Chatterton committed suicide to escape
Effie
thought
of
Willie
and
went
to the
Cowardice asks, Is it safe? Expediency
And war with its iron rattle,
house, in search of him, She found: him and our inquiries afterward in town were asks, Is it politic? Vanity asks, Is it pop- |. the same sad end.
Revealed its blood-red band;
in the parlor reading. Te closed his of no avail. The child never cried from ular? But conscience asks,
Disappointment and failure are also a
But the brave old man of Nautick
Is it right?
any home-sickness, and seemed complete‘Was foremost in the strife,
book as Effie came in and said,
part of authorship. Dr. Holland's *‘TimAnd he gave to his country’s honor
“Won't you please play some, Miss ly happy, provided he escaped the punish.
begging fer a
How many times and where is the othy Titcomb” went
The evening of his life.
ment which his mischievous pranks well name Easter foundin
Effie?”
publisher.
Will Carlton's **Over the
the
Bible?
Where the conflict raged the fiercest,
>
Effie sat down to the piano and played merited.
Hill to the Poor-h ouse ” was one time
By his gallant leader’s side,
I
sent
for
Henry
Johnson,
-our
negro
several
pieces,then
ENIGMATIO GEMS.
"| thrown into the waste basket.
Susan
asked,
**
Do yoy sing,
With arm and spear uplifted
cook. Johnson was one of the black men
(Everything relating to this department of the Star
Warner's
¢“
Wide,
Wide
World”
was
Willie?”
*
The brave old warrior died.
should he marked * For Enigmatic Gems,” and adof the old school. He’was very black and dressed to W, H. Eastman;
¢¢ A little sometimes,” he replied bashseveral times refused before the Carters
Auburn, Me.)
So they made him a grave in the Autumn, ~
shiny. Brought up in a Virginian family
ENIGMA.
took hold of it.
Augusta
Wilson's
fully.
i
~, By the side of his own loved home,
* No, 44
of
standing,
he'
never
forgot
his
good
So
‘«
Beulah
”
was
repeatedly
declined.
In
Effie
played
some
of
the
hymns
"Where the shadows were long and loving,
I am composed of 172 letters.
which Willie had learned at Sunday- breeding. He had somehow learned to
his
lifetime,
Thoreau’s
books
sold
for
old
And the softest breezes come;
My 29, 11, 19, 21, 10. 16, 37, 4, 5, 12, 15, 9
read and write, and
used excellent lan167, 168, 36, 62, 164, 98, 19, 20, 32, 58, 78 is the
paper.
Charlotte
Bronte’s
‘‘ Jane
And they traced on the silent marble
school, and they both sang them.
name
of the author .of the grealest work on
guage
in
conversation,
Out
messmates]
In letters of living light,—
e
The
Erye
"
was
more
than
once
respectfully
music
soon
brought
the others and
A
Anti-slavery ever written.
““ Here lies the hero of Nautick
My 166, 141, 172, 165, 113, 116, 28, 8, 152, 29, declined.
all joined in singing the sweet. songs. used to say of him, ** Johnson never forCharles Reade's first
novel
Who kept his armor bright.”
gets himself—he is a natural gentleman.” 68 is an art by which we.may read character,
Before they were tired of singing, Mrs,
My 90, 14, 61, 138, 171, 144, 104, 2,20 is of a went into the waste. London ‘publishers
3
superidr quality.
Maynard came to say that tea was ready. He was alsoa man of prayer.
were shy of Carlyle’s ** Sartor R esartus.”
Let us learn from this olden story,
y 95,122, 93, 7,101, 46, 33, 45, 134 is anoth* Well, Johnson,” I said, ‘here's a er name
Then she played a march, and two by
A lesson we well should know,
Cooper’s
first novel, though published,
for Sarepta.
:
;
BOS
It shines through the mist of ages,
My 1,17,50 is a woodsman’s chief assisitwo they walked into the dining room. queer little fellow; take him and see
was a loss and a failure.
Thackeray
ant.
‘
:
:
This picture of long ago;
How delighted they were, and how their what you can do with him. I will get him
found it difficult to secure a pub.
My
156,
139,
9,
48,
38,
34,
52,
40,
13,
72,
151,
Wherever in life’s stern conflict,
eyes sparkled! A large table was spread a suit of clothesin Alexandria to-morrow, 105 is a grand republic.
lisher for
‘Vanity Fair.” He sent
Our work may chance to be,
My 117, 28, 102, 129, 24.6, 120 is what we |
and set on foot some inquiries about him: should
out
and
his
first
literary
effort to the London
covered
with
cakes,
always
do
when
asked.
fruit
and
“~Tho’ amid the crowding millions,
My 3, 15, 29, 63, 25, 169 is what precede sup~| bread and butter. In the center of the Meantime wash him up, and give him a
Punch, which
rejected
it.
The next
Or in Nautick by the sea,
Let us read this thrilling lesson,
table was a large bouquet of fragrant supper and a place to sleep.”
y #0, 10, 80, 160, 20, 101, 100, 49, 142, 95, week he sent another, and continued to
¢ Yes, sir; it shall be done as thé 1H, 185 is the most fruitful source of crime.
That shines in the golden light,
| flowers, and a small vase of May-flow
do so weekly, always without success.
m

How the children enjoyed

They ate, they chatted and were as joyous

BEARLE.

you

needn’t
them,”

invite

any

said Mrs.

Maynard smiling.
Effie soon left the room to find big
brother Ben and tell him what mamma

had said.

In less than half an hour

ev-

ery member of the household was informed of

the

important event which was

take place beneath

days.

their

root

in

to

three

Before retiring that night, Effie opened her Bible to read a chapter as. usual.

The chapter for this night was the fourteenth of Luke.

It is to be feared that she

paid but little attention to the words she.
read,

till

she

came

to

the

thirteenth

verte,
=
*« And when thou makest a feast, call

A MITE OF A BLACK BOY.
BY GEN, 0. O. HOWARD.

During the fall of 1861, while the army
of General Mc@lellan was encamped along’

Nevertheless,-out of Johnson's sight he

pull up the tent-pins—nobody comld

how—and let your tent suddenly

sag

nary, in ¢ Camp California.”
Some soldiers were one day returning
to us from a visit to Alexandri® when a
queer little black boy, who for a time had

asleep, and then run off shouting; pick
up, behind your back, any small thing
that he saw, and tuck it into his pocket
as your knife, spur, sleeve-buiton, hand-

escaped their notice, was discovered following them. They turned him back
and came on, as they supposed, with-

kerchief, and what mot. Johnson would
lead him back with his plunder and oblige
himto. make full return. But Tommy

out
him, But he
must
have kept
in view, retaking their trail,
while rich people are always polite and them
well dressed. But it says here in the for just at dark he was seen among the
Bible, * Call the poor, the maimed, the tents. As there was no one who could
lame, the blind.’ Oh! dear I wish I recognize or claim this peculiar specimen

weunld grin and wink, and not afford the
faintest exhibition of any moral sense

the lame,

the

low and vulgar, and besides they never

have

hadn't

aby

read

pretty

this

-clothes

chapter

to

wear,

to-night,” and

Effie closed the Bible, said her prayer
and went to bed, to dream of parij
poor children and cripples.
« Mamma,” said Effie the

next morn-

ing as soon as breakfast was over,” I've
changed
my mind, and if you are willing, instead of inviting
the ones to my
party 1 told you I wanted, I should like

to invite « fow poor boys and girls.”

“1am willing, Effie, and very glad

that my little girl thinks of the poor.

There are & great many children who
would enjoy coming here to a party very
much, But what made you change your
mind so suddedly?”

No.

4
My
My
My

and

the

sixth is in Susie, but not in Nell;

seventhis in Nancy,
but not in dertie;
My eight is in Clara, but not in Lucy;
My ninth is in Mamie, but net in Jennie; My tenth is in
Pol y, but not in Minnie;

[ y eleventh
Is in

tha

My

half 0pdn with astonishment at the won-

After this I had been

Blanche, but not in Mar.

:
wel
In Jiva but not in Agatha;
wtih lo in
Elia, but not in alo:

and outward

minds of the editors and printers closely
enough to their work.
_ “Don’t
punctuate.
We
prefer to
{ punctuate all manuscript sent to us. And
don’t use capitals. Then we can punctuate
and capitalize to suit ourselves; and your

article, when

you see it in print,

will

astonish,even if it does not please you.
** Don't try to write too’ plainly. Poor
‘writing is an indication of genius. 1t's

about the only
My Sourtecal
4 1b Deli, nitybok notTS in: Maule; | great
TE
many
;
MARIA MERTON,
(Answers in two weeks.)

APRIL-MAY

dispatched |

to the Indians of the extreme Southwest
and had returned to Washington. It had

with inward
Read on:

‘‘ Never write with pen and ink. Tt is
altogether too plain, and doesn’t hold the

fifth is in Alma, but not in Bell:

while he comically obeyed his old friend.
Suddenly, in the early spriug, we were
ordered to march, and I lost sight of the
lad altogether. In the confusion of our

years.

Hawkeye's advice, it will make the Mes-

senger smile
satisfaction.

Mary;
in Carrie ;
Annie;
in Hannah;

of small humanity, the soldiers did with
Timekeeper.
him as they would with a stray horse for breaking up he had, donbtless, strayed
Labor omnia vincit,
which they had no immediate use: they away from ns as he had before strayed
42. “Never
to the spur.
; oct
:
’t
© spurs;
‘brought him to headquarters.
: from his home. We went on to pass sion
sppra.yon ed
The lad, judging from his size, could through the changing scenes of the renot have been more than six yearsof age. maining th
of terrible war. We
I have often admired Mrs. Stowe's, de- had
and forward |
scription of ** Topsy.” Subtracting a few t
:
, and afteryears, and substituting boy for girl, you ward ‘traversed the broader fields of
will have a fair portraiture of our mite. Tennessee, Alabama, Géorgia and” the
Mrs. Stowe says she, Topsy, * was one Carolinas. Then peace had come at last.
of the blackest of her race. Her round Now followed work for the freedmen
shining eyes, glittering as glass beads, which occupied many weary months and
moved with quick, and restless glances
over everything in the room. Her mouth,

reason

0

47.

first is in Bettie, but not in
second is in Hattie, but not
third Is in Olive, but not in
fourth is in Emma, but not

ae

the maimed,

down,

. CROS8-WORD ENIGMA.

caccaanat

poor,

the

I’m a wonderful body, surely.

tell |

over; pull atthe cords when ‘you were

the

Give the up and
why,—

kept up his reputation for mischief, and
was continually involved in all sorts of
pranks. For example, he would slyly

the Potomac, my position, it will be remembered, was beyond the Fairfax Semi-

blind.”
Effie read this verse several times.
“That isn’t what I'm going to do,” she
thought. * Instead ofecalling thé poor,
1 have chosen the very richest ones in
town. I don’ like poor people. They're

\

|.

A copy

for

DY

during
pot

of * Beolt's

oat

\ist

the occa.
you ‘Wang

B=

well;

of pacts,

“ Avoid all painstaking with proper

names.

We know the fall name of eve

woman

and

child

sufficient.

| character

like

a

If you

and

write on the pasty side of it with 5.

*“ When

your article is finished, crungy

your paper in your

*t Always
4.

published
red

April and Ma . We allow wwelve da;
of each ween to reach ua, Weive
daya for. the

write

on both sides.of the

paper; and when you have filled both
sides of every page, trail a'line up and
down every margin, and back to the top

allit
=n
the ¢

two or three days before sending.it.
This.

rubs off the superfluous peneil

marks,

}.and makes it lighter to handle.
|

“If you think of .it, lose one page out
of the middle of your article. We cap
easily

supply

what

is missing, snd we

love to do it. We have nothing else to
do."—Lvan. Messenger. .
NEW

WORDS

IN THE REVISED VER.
:
SION.
The following list, made up from ists
contributed to an English newspaper,
contains 158 words in the revised version

of the New Testament which are not
found in the version of 1611.

Some oc.

cur in more than one book, bat they are
only given once. A few marked * are in
the margin of the former version; those

marked t are in the Apocrypha:
St. Matthew

and

St.

Mark.— Anxious,

appoiutment, beach, cross-over, cushion,
epileptic, explain, interest, lord (it over),
moored, steep (noun), wallet, wineskins
—18.
St. Luke.— Accurately, bond, disbelieve,
euvroli*, narrative,
palsied, store-chamber, waterless, welcomed, wet (verb),

writing-table—11.
St. John.— Anew,
pense®, tond—4,

dispersion,

sus-

God

wel
-

ison
of E
to

I

agai

i
mou
man
tian
fish
will
and

for¢
cony
evid
seek
path

whi

saer
trust
the |

thef
their

skill
by 0
prot

true
Sanl
with
derfl

law,
chut
and

they
ting
spir

;

Acts.— Assassin, ashore, attendant, ‘bag-

mea
com
rem
om
unte

foreign, foresail, foreshow, foster-brother,

that

gaget, cast off (nautical), cell, citizenship,
coast along, difficulty, dysentery, early
(disciple), embark, exact (knowledge),

freight, indulgence, lay-out (snchur), lee,

make for,

master

(verh),

neighborhood,

overboard, proconsul, rabble, restoration,

surmise, strolling, temple-keeper, weigh
(anchor), wrong-doing—33.

Romans.— Aim, corrector, divinity, fictions, probation, stupor, trace (om), une
ceasing—8.

pres
tain
or)
, thei
toni

fal 1
The

1. and 11. Corinthians.—Actually, aforepromised,

anxiety,

clanging,

defect, dis-

paragement, doomed, fickleness, gamest,
imitator, lawsuit, mirror}, pitiable, re
gret, surpass, weaknesses—16.
Galatians. —Branded,

different,

gratu-

lation, guardian, interest, unsettle, vainglorious—7.

Ephesians.—Befitting, world-ruler— 2.
Philippians.—Irksome- ~~

Colossians. —Persuns.
4.
|
I. and Il. Thessalonians.—Lawlessness, precede-—2,

Z. ‘and II. Timothy.—Bereft, braided,
conduct (now), hardship, impostor, prejudice*, self-control, tranquil, unapproach_
able, uncertainty, wranglings*—11.
Titus.—Heretical, questionings, sel(condemned
—3,
Hebrews. —Drift, effulgence, encourage-

ment, interpose, sluggish, solid—6.
St. James.—Boon, faction, impulse,

restless, shudder, steersman, surge, vaun'-

ings—8, «
:
.
I. and II. St. Peler.—Amidst, animal,
carousings, compassionate, defilement, de-

structive, humble-minded, interrogation,

lascivious, meddler, mere, mockery, revel, unsteadfast, wine-bibbing—15.

L, II. and 111. St. John.—Imitate—1.
St. Jude.— Autumn, dreamings, love
feasts, riotously—4.
Revelation.—Abyss, - close
(sealed),

death-siroke,

glassy,

Hades,

mid, over-ripe, unmixed,

hyacinth,

victorions—10.

— Sunday Magazine.
n

ORION

-

In the North American Review for June,

Senator W. B. Allison has a paper en
The Currency of the Future”, in which
he indicates the measures that will have

w be taken by Congres for insuring »

stable currency alter the ‘national debt has

been extinguished.

a Venture,” by Walt

A

Memorandum at

Whitman,

is an ex-

planation of his purpose and point of view
in trenching upon‘tepies nat usually regarded as amenable to literary treatment.
Andover and Creed Subscription,” by Rev.

Dr. Leonard Woolsey Bacon, is a philosophical review of the present state of degmatic beliefin the churches. Hon, George

F. Seward, late minister to China, in an ar=
ticle entitled ** Mongolian Immigration,”
makes an argument against the recent

anti-Chigese

legislation.

Dr, John W.

Dowling, Dean of the New York Homeoputhic
Medical College, comes to the defence of the Hahnemannic School of medicine, against ‘a recent attack upon ‘its
principles and methods. ~ O. B. Frothing-

ham has a sympathetic article on Swedenborg. Not the least important paper is
ove entitled ‘Has Landa Value?” by
[sac L. Rice, it being a criticism of one

a

wm

LITERARY JOTTINGS.
It is 8aid that the anti-Smyth articles in the

Con,

bottle.—~The Conilosophy will open
d ded
r
.
, DOA

figure *S’ and then draw a wavy lide, we

PRIZE.

dene

pocket and carry i,

write a

you mean ‘ Lemuel Messenger.’

Divil
enci
tions
and
of e\

pen stick; it will do still better.

drunken

will know at once that'you mean ‘Samuel
Morrison,’ even though you may think

more
Di

can tear down an old ‘circus poster, and

in the United

For instance, if you

something

-

~ ““Coarse, brown wrappiog-paper is the

indication of genius that a of the fundamental postulates of Henry
possess. Serawl your George's political economy.
Finally.
prove that
article with your eyes shut, and make Charles F. Lydecker essays ta
every word as illegible as you can, “We a ‘National Militia" is “a constitutional
impossibility.
:

get the same price for it from the rag
man as though it were covered with
copper-plate sentences.

Meet!

And how we would

States, and the merest hint at the name is

» fllustrated, 1s off:
to Pp puzzies

style!

men

man,

3

“Very

boys if you don’t want

eX

besides, Fred

Pp Camo
yg Her

* They're so rough; and

Baker is going to have a party for them.

IH

and all

ne

Kate and Flo and Winnie,

pobre

0,

the rest. There will be just fifteen.”
‘« But why don’t you want any boys?”
asked Mrs. Maynard.
;

8

decided

oP

already

p=drpe

have

nf or
or

ht

and

85, 160, 110, 83, 51, 2, 161, 170, 163, 120

9,185, 15 wo ue of these sketches was accidently printed.
look, as he took the little urchin by jhe exhorted to in
My 28, 67,8,
158, 148, 3,
31, 154 is one of the It attracted wide attention. From that
hand and led him away.
y
08,
3 96:60, 94.19, 19
41 y Bb, 187,
the bouquet that is by our plates for our | Indeed,it was not an easy job to trans- De
time forth, Thackeray became an accepted
115, 145 is to whatever place. =
own. Let's take out the mottoes and read form that child, but Johnson worked
My 125.86, 170, 108, 59—73, 130, 168, 65— contributorto the Punch.
wonders.
When I next saw Tommy his
them.
An author need not be a scholar
y
diy
1%,
8
So they read their mottoes, laughing hair was cropped close;he had been | oooinal
Sterne and Thiers used crooked orthogsepts mtn.
193,
My 66, 128, 127, 28, 121,71, 107, 59, 109, 143, graphy.
over them till it began to grow dark. ‘ serubbed and scrubbed,” as Johnson
Steele was notan adept gram56, 2 36 U6. 183, 129, 28, 71 is what John
marian.
Mrs. ‘Oliphant is not always
Then they started for home, after thank- said. Then he had wrapped him in a
My 147 166. 3.144 10.46. subdue '
:
correct in syntax.
James Parton coning Effie again and again for their pleas-. light blanket, and was trying in his own
My 84 at the beginning of x word is a consober style to reason with the boy and inant afternoon.
fesses that the proof reader at the River‘My whole is the commencement of a royal side Press has saved him: from nwy a
After the last guest had gone, Mrs. duce him to lie, or sit still, till his clothes
proclamation.
ANON.
Maynard asked;- «“ Well, Effie, how did should ‘come.
blunder. Dickens credited
his proof
I kept my promise. The eluthing
you enjoy your party?”
reader with having done as much for
DIAMOND.
“0, very much indeed, mamma, und I came, and soon Johnson had him dressed,
Bim. Addison took hints from all who
‘No. 45,
and Tommy caperéd off in great glee,
think they all did. Don't you ?”
were pleased to give them,
A letter.
A biped.
his bands and dancing around
“Yes, dear, Ido. I never saw a better clapping
East Northwood, N. H.
A coin.
A protuberance.
behaved company of children. Not an in his own gray suit. The soldiers playHD
(hie
ae
A letter,
NED,
angry word or a frowning face the entire ed with him, treating him much as they
ADVICE
TO
CORRESPONDENTS.
would a restless little monkey.
He ‘was
afternoon.
I don’t think, Effie, if you had
_ RIDDLE.
*
The pious Baptist deacon who edits the
invited the ones you talked of first, yon afraid of nobody and obeyed nobody ex‘No. 46.
famous
Burlington Hawkeye has evidently
would have enjoyed yourself any better.” cept Henry Johnson, the cook. He was My body is made of three pairs of twins,
passed through the vsual tribulations of
commonly
called
‘‘that
little
imp”;
by
With
one
little
eye
between
them,
“Not as well, mamma; for it was a
And a partnership - head; thus my
business
the editoral fraternity, in his experience
real pleasure to see them all so happy. the more kindly disposed, simply *¢ Toms
begins
But whatever I do with my three pairs of with the manuscripts of correspondents.
. This is my first May-party. Shall it be $it.Y
twins
His way of telling writers what to do is,
After'a
week
or
so
T
noticed
that
he
my lust 2”
I close up the door, and my acts are within,
perhaps, mere likely to make an impres
often
helped
Johnson
at
the
cooking,
and
And
I
ask
none
into
explain
them.
‘Not if you want another,” said Mrs.
sion than a half dozen fiery philippies, or
be did for, him many little chores, such as My partner and twins, with one little eye
Maynard smiling.
yards
of directions, and it is certainly a
a
small
child
could
do.
Though
Johnson
Sit closely and look so demurely.
«« If that’s the case, I think I'll have one
If
With my wisdom the Sneers of the world I much pleasanter way than scolding.
never
struck
the
lad,
nor
was
cross
t
every year.”
- defy.
&. &
those *‘ whom it may concern * will read
him, yet he gained a remarkable ascendI scan questions grave with my one little
and carefully disobey every item of the
eye,
.
ency over him and taught him.
as only little folks can be.. Then Effie
said, ‘“ Mamma says we are each to ‘have

—

party,

He then smoothed his face into a grave

threw them into the waste basket without

64, 114,
MyMy 56, 22, 91, + 39, 64,
114,82,33, 75, 82, 126, 47 reading them, saying, ** What does that
fool think, sending such nonsense here?”
My 123, 149, 88, 131, 60, 29 and 53. 139, 21, Finally, while the editor was away, one

=B

this

“whont to invite. I don’t want any boys.”
¢« And who may the favored ones be?”

a

7

foo

‘¢ Yes, Effie ; I remember it very well.”

* Well, Thursday is May-day. May I
" have the party, mammaP”
Mrs. Maynard nodded assent,
and
Effie continued :
«I have thought a great deal about

require

165,97 99,
18 s botter

PE Re

ing up suddenly from her baok, “do you
remember your promise to let me have a
May- party?”

wiil

quantity of soap, sir.”

My
43. 96, 124,89, 71,

BEN

look-

as he added, ‘I fear -it

plainly

Re

Maynard

ly, showing his white teeth very

My 111, 119, b4, 76. 57; 87 and 29, 78, 140, 103,
Seeing from whom they came, the editor
3g anointed,

30, 99 are two wo

—0

said Effie

themselves!

General directs.” ‘Johnson smiled bragd-

pr gogo

« Mamma,”

CECIL,

pretty printed motto.

ers
hidden
was a

RPPEORE

THE MAY-PARTY.
BY

was at each plate, while half
among the sweet May blogsoms

PDE

And learn from this olden hero,
To keep our armor bright.
ee,»

i

Pre:
Novel

of articleg

best for writing your articles on,

“My name is Thomas ——.
Don't Bronte an hour over a word; Gray one
month oven a few verses; John Foster a
you remember a little boy at the camp
over the river whom you befriended?” - week over a sentence ; Tennyson an hour
Then he related some of the incidents over a single line. ' Balzac gave a week
that identified him as the very same to a page, and
Ruskim,
in writing

with utter dismay; and turning to St.
Clare she said, * Augustine, what in the
world have you brought that thing here
for?” Imagine just such another shining
black one, with the bright eyes, hair

to get hold

How we do love

like
to g8t
hold of the man who sends
was thirty years in writing his history. them! ' Just*f
or ten minutes! Alon! in
Gibbon spent twenty-five years on his the woods, with
a canuwon in our hip.
‘ Decline and Fall.” Locke was eighteen pocket!

years on his ‘‘ Essay.

your

of the first page, closing your article
|,

E. COTTON.

themes,

=

Pe

poem on Decoration
the next Atlantic.

Hol
kd,

0.

.

¥

went i

i

,

jr

.

am

Afier attending

Longtellow’s funeral he sald to a friend: *¢ He
wan u sweet and beauti ful soul, but 1 have for:
gotten his name.”

four
w hi
test

--has
dis
the

ry?

the

Wh
gov
uni
fron
of

ties
whi

a
“»

———

THE
A SERMON.

by the Rev. L. W. Raymondat the last
Tran

eting,
Thon

sossion

(Me.).
"J Quarterly
Ad

of the : Otisfield

mouth.”

and general

tures
oT human experience
selves. There-are times,

fapeat particuthem-

his cause.

the

was

sent

to

‘* But

Saul

and

the

exe-

people

spared Agag, and the best of the

lar sins and forms of infidelity prevail
more than at others.
:
"During the process of revealing the
Divine will certain conditions and tendencies of mankind called forth instrucof

my

cule God’s will upon Amalek, to cut
them off utterly for their opposition: to

fea-

when

tions adapted to the nature

at

This requirement was laid up-

on king Saul when he

RG

Many of the leading

same problem, of inclination opposed to
obedience, which Eve, Felix and Judas
demonstrated?. ¢ Hedr the word

¥
:
shalt hear the word at my mouth.”

"Peek. 83:7.

and of the oxen, and of the

sheep,

fatlings,

and

the lambs, and all that was good, and
would net utterly destroy ‘them, but
everything that was vile and refuse that
they destroyed utterly.” For this neglect,

case ;

and when
the overhanging combinations Saul was rejected of God; and the hitliof evil develop a like condition and ten- erto valiant warrior king became the contempt of his enemies. The servant of
dency, the command is repeated, with
Christ cannot spare sin, with impunity,
all it8 original authority and power.
Our text, perhaps, sufficienty indicates that sways the scepter of social position,
the cause, at thetime it was spoken, of reclines in the lap of wealth, wears the
God's disapprobation of his people; and badge of legal or official protection, any
more than that which - makes the tramp
we may all find, by thoughtful comparsin an unsafe character, the libertine an ob;son, enough similarity between the nt,
ject of contempt, and the criminal a subprese
Ezekiel's time and that of'the

: of
to make the lips of inspiration
acain with the voice of God.

ject of universal

vocal

aper,
raion
8 not

& 00.
y-are
are in
those

bribe

convictions, based

upon

hion,

ver),
skins
ieve,
hamerb),
Sus-

bagship,
arly

ge),
ther,
, lee,

00d,

tion,
eigh
fac
, Ul

the

was no accident.

room

immutable

evidences, within reach of every sincere
seeker after God, that which neither sympathy nor fear can turn from duty, but
which with a right estimate

of the

holy

sacredness of the cause it serves, goes
trustingly to the performance of duty at

the bidding

of the Master.

the foes of

“Never.

or

canning and

skillful.
What they could
not gain
by open war, they seek to obtain by compromise; they come out with a flag of
truce, and like the serpent with Eve, and

Sanballat with Nehemiah, seek a parley

with the disciples; they discourse wonderfully about the mildness of the gospel
law, the generosity of true Christian
churches and the immensityof God's love ;

and

if the

disciple will

listen to them,

they will be so nffable and accommodating that when the noose is strangling his
spiritual life, he cannot believe that they
mean any harm;

command

te

and they

love

one

point to the

another,

as

the

remedy for every form of evil, .The cry

comes up from the multitude, ** Speak
unto us smooth things ;"” and we are told

that if we would retain their good will,
presence and support, there are cer--

tain things we must not mention. Mr,

A.

or Mrs. B., is sensitive and if you expect
_ their presence, influence and the opportunity to do them good, you must be careful not to present objectionable doctrines.
There are pleasant things’ enough
in
God's Word’; talk about them.
These fallacious

arguments

are

meet-

ing with a ‘success that should call every
soldier to his watch-tower. - The fact that
the utterances of one of the leading pulpits in the Protestant world have been so
indefinite and compromising, for the last
twenty-five years, that both #ides have
—claimed-it- with--almost—equal certainty;

in the great-contest between truth and
error, points to a danger; and the additional fact that the Christian world has
looked on with such a degree ot complacency, calls loudly on us to ioquire,
Whither »=~ we drifting? Upon what
fouodatis

it material,

what pattém,

and

after

_.o we building?

What

testimony are we giving of sin, which
.-has robbed our : race of
rity and paradise ; or of redemption from it, that cost
the sufferings of Gethsemane and Calvary? Whence comes the popular ideal of
thie characteristics of a child of God?
Whence the rules and precepts that are to
govern the individual member and the
united body of Christ? Come they forth
from the storehouse of the human heart full
of blind prejudices and as blind sympaties,-subject to all the imperfections with
which frail bumanity would stamp them ?
Or are they Christ and his Word?
Upon
this question depends success: as indivi«dual Christians, as a church and a denom-

ination, and as a great

family

of Chirs-

tiansdenominations ; and the salvation

the coming

generation

depends

of

much

upon the readiness and faithfulness,

with

which we hear and obey the teaching

of

our text,—** Thou shalt hear the word at
my mouth, and warn them from me.”

Shall

man

dare,

with

knowledge and still more

his

limited

limited

wis-

Jesus Christ taught the doctrine of eter-

Is not the

dulling

believers, who would be shocked at

such

blasphemy, who are following in the
very footsteps of this bold rejecter of
Christ, who are just as really obeying
the dictates of their feelings P Such errors
are wasting the strength and diaming
the light of the church, and dragging it

ny of sin, and

occupy ;

lest haply

we be found fighting against God.
A few years ago an engineer, contrary
to the laws of the road, started his en-

Eine from Yarmouth Junction to North

orders, and
A few mooffice would
information,

from

and

his coast would be clear,

and

he

go down

with all on

obey every

precept

as

souls, as you love the church

own

soul, as you love Christ,

you

love

and your

trials, temptations and sorrows

storm.

in

like a flood, hear and cbey the

Charity is the crowning excellence in
the Christian character, but when perverted, it becomes a most disgraceful
weakness.
Itis said that there is no
danger of being too charitable.
While
it offen covers a most

charity

is perverted

to

mis-

selfishness,

atid the victim not regarding the transition, und under the inspiration of fleshly
wisdom, rushes

on with a .zeal-of ‘God,

‘* Yes, yes”

characters

who

try

but

to har-

cure covert in that grave, stoical, severe
pietism that is wise in its own conceit
and righteous in its own
eyes, which is

and

grieved with nothing more than the failure of

others to recognize

its

assumed

or opinions are effected, is an uncharitable discrimination which they feel inspired to resist. Is not such a compromise
the devil's
approved stratagem?
In
this way, by its professed friends, the
‘banner of the cross has been trailed in
the mire, the cause disgraced and brought

into contempt, and Christ put to an
open shame. Love is a pleasant theme,
buthow
- blind when fashioned to the
standard of frail humanity, cursing the
the objects it seeks to bless! If you have
that ‘‘ Bear

to save

the

world,

ye one

anoth-

duty necessary

read

three

verses

farther. The other and as important truth

and nothing

.short of faith,

that

.a pledge to save the sinner
pentance?

The

Scriptures

declare

soul, from which there is salvation

voluntary

destruction of life and property would

have been avoided. He took the responsibility to follow his own inclination,
and that fearful calamity js the fruit,

~ andthe unmitigated regret the heritage,

un-

only

godly sor-

confession,

Seweriined forsakof
human theolo

which makes all of¢the irregularities 3
inconsistencies of mankind the result of
ignorance and education,
and covers
em with its so-called mantle of charity,
is fearful in its work of ruin. It strikes
at the very heart of gospel truth, and is

opposed to all of the teachings of experience and revelation. It is opening the

their Author, and taking

;

(4

He wus a subscrfber
reader of it.

a year ago to

and
was
his
pul

and

fectionate Christian lady, who now mourns
her loss with mother, father, brother and sisters and friends. His burial was largely attend:

ed and the services were barns

apne.

all the excesses of depravity.

It is giv-

his Masters call, and his death was gloriously

‘hands, and helping bind them

in chains

name is legion, and riot in our midst in
into his

them down to everlasting

pers io the great tidal- wave that is
aring the millions upon its bosom
down to the gates of eternal night.
The

of

his most

affectionate friends. He endured his. sufferings
with Christain patience to the last, awaiting

No cheap mixture
manity

is

to impose

on

Wheat Bitters; it i8 a4 most

cretulous hu-

potent tonic

and recuperant. Try it and be convinced.
you wake up in the nigh and hear the
When
baby perf by look out for danger, for there’s a
rock ahead, '
Cancers and Other Tumors
are treated with unusual success by World’s

Dis

pensary Medicul Association, Buffalo, N, Y.
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saved by prompt application of the
use. Much pain and heavy doctors’ bills may often
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Young.~—May 5, Iscem A. Young of Lyon
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Obituaries must be brief

:

Warren’s

Nichols
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€
<

Emeline Rand died in Browr=
70 years and 3
She
was
born at Gt. Falls, N. H.,
months.
where in her youth she commenced the Chris
tian life, About twelve years ago she married
Samuel Rand (now deceased) and moved to
Soon after she united with the
Brownfield.
Brownfield F. B. church, remaining an active
and a worthy member until death.
She had
been president of the Ladies’ cirele for several
years, She and her husband, a brother of the
Rev. James Rand of South Berwick, Me., took
a deep interest in the temporal and spiritugl
welfare of our church, ever making their
house a home for the preacher.
She leaves
several children by her former husband, and a
large circle of friends to mourn their loss.

the

pleasant duty, offending some, denying
:
self, or other forbidden consideration, ruin,
Itis an agreeable infidelity that is
the Gospel teacher shuns-** to declare. . .
all the counsel of God,” i8 be not mutila- blinding the world to-day. It is the alting the Scriptures, denying their inspir- most Christian philosophy that gives im‘upon h mself an overwhelmingly ‘more
fearful mccountability ? Is it not the

public.

lessons

Educational.

or ropy deposits,
and dull dragging pains

Rand.—Mrs.

without re-

God, fearful in its destruction of happiness,
deep and malignant in its pollution of the
afrank and

for the

of Dr.

speedily yield to its curative power.

neither J-field, Me., Dec. 1, 1881, aged

wages of sin to be death, and its fall fruit
eternal separation from the presence of

row,

®ldust

og 2

© K

Davis. —Died in Meredith Village, N. H.,
May 6, Otis Irving, son of Rev. J. Burnham
and Mrs, Mary A. Davis, aged 19 years, 11
months and 5 days,
Irving was a young man
of quiet ways and irreproachable character.
Whea a course of study was decided upon, he
applied himself assiduously to this end and
was within a year of completing the college
preparatory course in Maine Central Institute,
when Bro. D. and family moved from PittsThinking it best
field, Me., to Farmington.
for a time to devote himself to English-studies,
he entered the Western Normal school at F.
and graduated in Jupe of last year. Before
graduation, disease was insidiously at
his
The tired feeling, the weary step gave
work.
warning of danger, yet affection hoped that
the disease coul be averted, and the last of
-Jan. Bro. D. closed his labors at F. and entered upon a pastorate at Meredith, hoping
that a change might prove beneficial ; but it was
He was
past hope, and Irving failed rapidly.
a great sufferer in the last months of his sickness, but he endured
suffering
patiently.
His younger brother became a Christian in a
years ago,
revival
in Pittsfield, a few
but Irving did’ not then give -himself ap to
Christ. In his sickness he foundChrist a precious Saviour. His father says: ** The last two
weeks
of his life were the most glorious and
precious to him and to us... He seemed perfectly peaceful and happy after he submitted
He made all the arrangehis heart to Jesus.
ments for his funeral—selecting his four cousins for bearers.” Not more than an hour before he died, he completed arrangements for
sending cards to his classmutes and friends
announcing his death. ‘The funeral services
were conducted by Prof. A. B. Meservey of
Bro. Davis and family will
New Hampton,
receive the sympathy of their many friends in
their great loss.
C. J.

obedience, as a condition of church relation, where their proteges, patronage

been thinking

J. 8. Fesper-

dred words, and for those sent by persons who do
not patronize the Star, it is expected that cash
will accompany the copy at the rate of four cents
per line of eight words.
Ferses are inadmissible.

merit. Both reveal defects that invite the
enemy, and a little petting and notice
so blurs the vision, that any distinction
between genial generosity and contrite

ers burdens,” is the only

Medicine?”

oud

Particular Notice.

Goodwin

Docs alame back or disordered urine indi.
that you are a victim? THEN DO N
'ATE; use Kidney-Wort atonce, (every
gist will recommend it) and it w
kpecdily overcome
the disease and
restore
healthy action.
<
Incontinence or retention of Urine, brick]

Obituaries.

finds a se-

A. box

Lewiston,

Girard St., Philadelphia, Pa.

but not according to- knowledge. This
perversion is not confined to the pliant
monize with everything,

Rev.

national

verdict up-

church,

within
if not.

Niyrete

‘Sample copies sent free.

the

now

if paid strictly=

S. 8 . Quarterly: This Magazine of 32 pages,

pastiles

in their favor, and

ad-

ey sent.

Under the management of J. F. FRISBEE, A.
B., and J.¥. PARSONS, A. B., with competent
assistants.
Situated in the suberbs of a thriving

man, of Statesville, North Carolina... Writing
June 2d, 1880, he says: © ¢* In the Providence
of God 1 own my present state of health to
your Oxygen,
I was near the gate of the
grave, and, as I believe, close to the great
portals of eternal life, when
I commenced
taking what J now consider the greatest of all
healing agents, Compound Oxygen.
I cdn
not refrain from saying, ‘ wonderful, wonderful, wonderful medicine!’
Physicians and
friends had believed that I could not live any
length of time, and I am here yet, with my
large family of children,’and-able to walk from
three to four miles every morning.
[ can not
speak in terms too high of your remedy.”
Qur Treatise dn Compound Oxygen
contains
ing lagre reports of cases and full information
sent free. Drs, Starkey & Palen, 1109 and 1111

leading falsehood. Under (kis notion the
adversary often acts an important part,
and so adroitly works the self benefits
into the - balances, that’ they form the
largest element in the motive. In this
way,

Wonderful

So exclaims a patient,

;

this is true,

| HAS BEEN PROVED

..

¢¢ Wonderfal,

The

Little Star and

be

Both papers are of the same size, but the LITI Lt
STAR is or an older class of reasers thap the
MYRTLE.
/
Terms: single copy, each,
30 cents,
Packages of ten or more to one ad7
dress, each. ~
=
«85 cents
Payment always in advance, discontinued when
time expirés, and no commission allowed on mo>-

Sarsaparilla Troches sent by mail for 25 cents.
Address AMERICAN, MEDICINE Co Manehester,
N.H. For sale by Iéading druggists.
Geo. C.

A. VOGELER & CO. .
Baltimore, Md., U., 8. A.

daughter, and the sweet faced babe, and,
above all, from the midst of the throng,
the sweet life-giving words of our Savjour, *‘ Come, ye blessed of my Father.”
May this be your everlasting portion
through Christ.

first

85~

SOLD BY ALL DRUBGISTS AND DEALERS IN MEDIGIN®

'KIDNEY-WORT:

The

ver, N. J.

A trial entails

one suffering; with pain can have cheap and positive proof of

peace, will be the dear ones who have
fallen asleep in Jesus—father, mother,
sister,
brother,
husband,
wife, son,

0

TAcons OIL as 8 SAFE,

its claims. pippeTIONS IN ELEVEN LANGUAGES.

be wide open, and inthe throng that}
will welcome you to the sweet land of

such

per year,

sbould

are wsabbath-gchool papers, printed alierpsed
weeks, on superior
paper.
beautifully diustrated

me.

distributed

D. D. BISHOP, rector of St. John’s

but the comparatively trifling outlay of 50 CENTS, and every

defense. Your
long, it may
will be sure.
the gates will

I

All
communications,
Dover, N. H

Terms ;—$2.00

all want more of them. I sincerely believe them
to-be of the utmost value to those affected in any
way by temporary difficulties with the voeal organs, or more seriously afflicted by that most provoking annoyance, the catarrhal engorgement of
the mucous membrane.
:
Faithfully yours,

ACHES

our text, for God shall be your strong tower of refuge-and- your sure
Christian warfare may be
end to-morrow, but heaven
When the summons comes,

on them is unanimous

Horie ns
No Preparation on earth equéls St.

rehearsal

or confections as they had used.

HEADACHE,

: guRB/BIMiLE and CHEAP External Remedy.

choir

pose of having them compared with

AND

of

next

Publications.

in advances; $2.20
if padd
first thirty days, and $2.50
Postage is paid by the pubiisber

have

It found

Lee, Athens,

The Morning
Slav,
z
/ isa large rchgious paner of eight pages, in 1s
fifty-tbird ‘volume.
Tf 1s ablé, literary ‘and pro-

troches to the members of the choir for the pur-

TOOTH, EAR

up-

words

For the

General Bodily Pals,
i

vocal labors.

who

A. M., Principal,

Freewill Baptist

was actually better the next day instead of the
customary Monday throat and chest lameness.

SCAI.DS,

on you, and your vision begins (o dim,
your strength to fail, you heartto faint,
or when dark doubts come rushing in

would

the

press

EARS
AND

ful to God's Word.
Let it decide what is
honest and dishonest in business, what

L. C. CHASE,

gressive.
dressed to

those

atten.
Ex.

Address Rev
8S. D.
Chuoreb
at. Wateror the Pruicipal, Miss Lizzie Colley.

elasticity of the vocal cords by relieving the swol-‘len and overcharged
glands instead of merely

at the worst season for

aratory,

Englich; -Commercial.
‘Special
to those preparing to teach,

A *¥oop INSTITUTE.—8Send for circuiars to

ought fo tell

with
the regular breaking-up-of-winter
throat,
hoarseness, and something of a cold on the Jungs.
I used them
for one, Sunday myself,
getting
through three serviees, including Sunday-school
with singing, s0 much easier than usual, that I

BURNS

be faith-

tion.
burv,

Co., Ohio.

just

Waterbury

penses low, The best
Commercial Department
mn the State. students will be conveyed free of
charge, to and frcm the depotat Waterbury at
the beginning and cluee of each term on appliea-

DOVER, N. J., March 15, 1882.
Medicine Co.,
Manchester, N. H.:.—

daily and exhausting

If FROSTED FEET
:

!

you that they fully accomplish the purposes for
which they are employed. Ag an elocutionist, and
‘with considerable experience in the training of
choirs, ete., I have some knowledge of voices and
throats, my own dnd other people’s. A troche that
has a curative instead of a palliative effect, that
releases the voice
and restores the impaired

me

AND

Dear brother and sister,

Classical,
tion given

:

causing a temporary relaxation or stimulaation of
the membrane, is felt in every training school and
and musical conservatory to be a great desideratum. All preparations for that purpose should be
"tried by those tests and qualities.
Your box of.
Wild Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches came to

illlsoRE THROAT,

GEE
MOUNTAIN SEMINARY,
Center, Vermont.
Courses of Study.—College

i

Catarrhal

Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches-I

LUMBAGD,

of this immutable

Speakers,

with

While I never wrote a recommendation of any
sort of prepared medicine and do not like the
practice, still in” the_case of Dr. Warren’s Wild

BACKACHE,

has sought to. hear ,and

word.

Troubled

Affections.
American

which the world has petted and praised,
and to which it has responded, Amen,
becauseit pleased
the natural mind, but
upon the willingness and faithfulness
with which each

Those

ST. JOHN'S RECTORY,

NEURALGIA,

God calls,

life which has pleased men, or a doctrine

founder and

board

-

GOUT,
SORENESS *

ship the whole world for glory ; his ship's
deck bestrewed with roses of charity,
her spars festooned with lilies of love,

but with a hull that would

and

REMEDY
| REEUMATISH,

it,

Ing upon the sea and land, shall declare,

sacred book, and makes a pleasing appearance. Only permit him to correct the
punctuation, look after a few slight mistakes in translation, and give the emphasis according to rule, and if it was not
for a few knotty passages, a few foundation stones, a few prominent headlands,

and had he been an obedient servaut, that flood-gatesto vice and corruption, and

some

of redemption

‘Interesting to Singers, Pubiie

Time shall be no longer, and the
yoi
of the Son of God shall summo
countless millions of Earth's sons to judgment, the approbation of the Judge and
of the assembled universe of men and
angels will not depend upon a course of

his voice is mellow, and with .a compla-.
cent look he says pretty things about this.

pnd a palical iy
ng.
That system

If to avoid

THX

GREAT GERMAN

church

- + SCIATICA,

the cut, color and texture of his apparel,
and his toilet are tasteful and proper;

out realizing the position they

ience. If men slide into these faults with-

’?

167

4

saying, ¢ Make straight paths for yeur
feet,"
by obeying the command.
“Thou |
shalt hegr the word of my mouth.” W
the angelof the Revelator's vision, stapd-

has become more polite and agreeable;

down to the level of a worldly conven-

armonth without clearance
a collision
was the result.
ments of time to step to the
have secured the needed

to the

power of such falsehood,

or

the stake, and cast his Bible to the
flames ; nor by coarse and noisy declamation proclaim it to be a bundle of superstitious folly and its author a myth; he

through Christ, by a sincere

how important that we watch

are looking

to be a light to the world that guides to
purity and heaven. To the church they
stretch out their hands, and their condition calls on us to save them from the

nal damnation,” as the experience of im- takes from or adds to, will find acceptance
penitency.
¢ If the three first Evange- in his sight. It is said a lad once quoted
lists are to be treated as inspired, I can as justification forthe double sifi“of Sabunderstand his language in no other «bath breaking and disobedience to par¢ If sinners entice
way" then coolly added, *‘ I regret the ents, this Scripture,
doctrine, nevertheless, because
it is so thee consent thou ;” but what does it
revolting to the humane and moral feel- reveal when with full grown men and
ings of our nature"—accounting human women, futhers and mothers, the comfeeling better authority than the Word of mand to have charity is made to cover
Christ. Are there not many professed wilful sinning, and ‘God is love” to be

ation, bt jectin

1882.

24,

by its pronounced approbation of “right
and disapprobation of wrong, its testimo-

dom, to Irame a policy by which to guide is ** Every man shall bear his own bur:
the cause of God? take upon his puny den.” What will it avail if you bear in
shoulders a responsibility which nothing the arms of your charity the burdens of
but the broad pillars of Eternal Truth your unsaved friend up to the very gate
canbear? And yet presumptuous as it of piradise, unless he De taught to bear
seems, are not men assuming it, with his own cross ? It would be deceiving him
all its weighty
consequences,
fear- with a false hope, to reap - disappointShall
ful ns they are P— following - their own ment at last to his. eternal loss.
ideas of expediency, instead
of Christ's we be held guiltless, if we .seek to
plain commands?
We may plead igno- please rather than save men, because
rance and thoughtlessness for some of this ; for the present it is more agreeable?
but, nevertheless, it is dishonoring to Square, round, and straight have no
comparative degrees, and God requires
God, and to man an irreparable wrong.
Theodore Parker, the Boston rationalist, man to receive his Word just as itis.
once said, ** To me it is quite clear that *“Thou shalt hear the Word at my mouth,”

of his experience.

MAY

multitude of children and’ youth, and all
ages unsaved,

obedience,

of the enemy is not to manifest himself,
by an attempt to bind the Christian to

were

Christ more determined,
more

STAR,

sheathing the edge serving the powers of
darkness just as effectually as blotting ‘is right and wrong between you and your
fellow men, what is tridth and error in
and marring the beauty of the surface?
There are many things that sound like doctrine, what your part is of the suffertruth that are not true. There are those ing and service in the vineyard, and
that huve the form of Scripture language when the Word points the way, let the
that lack the seal of the ‘¢ Thus saith language of the whole being be, * Thy
the Lord.” The most effective method will, O God, not mine, be done.” When

in clear

abounds

for conceit, but which

"Sad,

though it required the hewing of Agag
in pieces. The gospel has a.keen edge,
as well as a smooth side, ard’ its edge

which

and sophistry, in which there is no

their modes of attack
ious,

and

while Samuel was justified in

before hard-faced pietism

will not quail

ists

can

condemnation.

sad the condition of him who in his zeal
to save the best of the sheep displeases
God, Saul was rejected for sparing

2. Thou shalt hear the wordat my
mouth.” Never was there a greater demand for a full, intelligent, manly, Christian integrity than to-day; which no sel-

fish consideration
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stered letter and at our risk and expense.

~

n writing to this office, persons will please
designate thei” STATE, as well as town, and
give
both the cld and new address when
order a change wm the direction of their paper,
The Star
goes to press Tuesday mo Faing,

$nd comuunioutions Sor isertian ought to
Addres

& SON, Proprietors, Providence, R. I.
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Washington.——Thirty-seven

ant Mason in

ouses are destroyed by fire in Stewartsville,
Mo,— Bishop Foss, of the Methodist church,
who has been critically ill at Minneapolis for
some time-past, is slowly improving.

WEDNESDAY. MAY 17.——Tbe

of

arrivals

vessels at New York reach to-day the unprecedented number of 110, as follows:
eleven
,
steamers
2 ships,
33 barks, 16 brigs and 48
schooners.
A serious railroad collision occurs at Bridgeport, Conn., on the New York &
New Haven road, but no lives are lost.
THURSDAY, MAY 18.——The first meeting of

the trustees of the John F. Slater fund for. the

education of the. colored people of the South
is held in New York, ex President Hayes presiding.——No bid is made for the Sprague
éstate at the upset price at the adjourned auction
sgle in Providence, R. I., and the sale is adJjourned without day.
i
© FRIDAY, MAY 19.——There have;been 144
.- business failures throughout the country during the past seven days.——There is a $200,000
fire in Leadville, Col.
i
SATURDAY, MAY 20.——New
indictment

Junior Class Day, Ménday.

them

with conspiracy

to defraud the United States in: connection
with the awards of Star Route contracts.,—
Over 23,000 emigrants have arrived in New
York during the past seven dmys.——Three
men are killed by an explosion in Buck Ridge
colliery, Shamokin, Penn.

MonpAY, May

22.—The

decision of the

Supreme Court of the District of Columbia in
banc on the Guiteau exceptions will be rendered to-day.
The motion of the prisoner’s
coursel will be overruled.
— Bishop Fossis
growing worse, and is suffering from pj 21aia.
ABROAD.

several years,

-

;

ti.

College

Notes.

government

or military

7}

The Five Per Cent. Land bill has passed the

Senate by a vote of 38 to 17. It provides for
the payment to the States of 5 per centum of
the proceeds of public lands disposed of within
their borders, the lands to be estimated at
$1.25 per acre.
;
The House has acted wisely in voting to extend the national bank charters for 20-years;
and the national banking law bas been improved by an amendment which prevides-that
the banks shall issue circulation to the amount
of only 90 per cent. of the par value of the
bonds deposited by them to secure circulation,
when the bonds are above par: and 90 per
of their market value when below par.
Personal.

By the death of Rear-Admiral’ John Rodgers, the gallant Worden, of Monitor fame, is
placed at the head of the list of Rear-Admirals
in the United States Navy,
Ex-Governor Washburn of Wisconsin made
public bequests aggregating over half a million
dollars.. Among the bequests is one of $375,
000 for a memorial orpban asylum at Minneapolis in honor of his mother.
A

The communion
tional eburch

service in the Céhgroka-

at Topsham, Me., was

adminis-

tered on the first Sabbath of this month, by
Professor Alpbeus Packard, of Bowdoin College, who was an instructor of Longfellow
during the poet’s undergraduate days, and to
whom a touching allusion is made in * Mori-

turi Salutamus.”

.

Lydia Adams (colored), aged 113 years, died
in
Eureka, Mo., Friday.
She claimed to have
waited on Washington in his tent and sold
peanuts to his soldiers.
She was born in.Ha)ifax, Va., in 1769.
The remains of Chief Justice Chase are
about to be transferred from Washington to
Cincinnati, where a monument is to be raised
to his memory.
Mr. Darwin, as already announced, has left
an autobiograpby behind
him. Anpother literary treasure found among his papers is a
sketch of his father, almost as Jong as that of
his grandfather which was published some
time ago.
>
‘ Tut, tut”, was the reproof with which Em-

erson once threw into silence and confusion of
mind a 100 loquacious admirer, who was offending bis sense of modesty by praising his
works to his fuce at a social gathering.

|

CODEN
oR

bed for the Dean Stanley memorial,
Secretary Frelingbuysen has received inforTghion sha Commissioner Trescott
is or bis

Jagan

on

Cou ie Fr

n

Amer

“

on the 13th instant.

a”

fini

The m

of the Russian
sy A

ib oR

~The

Jews
at Brody,

icin, is said to be indescribable.

Ayres andnm of them - =

further relief,
of
Bennett has remembered
wi
by presenting her

freight steamer * City of Lawrence”,
between Norwich and New York, is
in the Thames river.
;
:
~

:

- Mr. Charles -H. Bauer; editor of the above paper
and Notary Public, in a late issue mentions the
following :* Patrick Kenny, Esq., some time ago,
suffered much from rheumatism and tried almost
every means to rid himself of this painfal evil, but

in vain.

»

a secret.

when

twe

ancient,

nioss-grown,

vive-clad

the next morning he returned to finish it. Meanwhile the owner bad *tided up” the place by

grubbing

moss,

and

giving the stone a fine coat of whitewash.
artist haso’s finished the sketch.—7The Minn,

the vines, scraping

off

the

The
Am-

The Association
ishing condition.

was

never in a more

flour-

The trustees of the Baltimore Female College have presented to Mr. Enock Pratt, of
that city, a handsome medal and series of resoES
Bokeh of Suelp appreciation of his

business after the day’s work was dove to entertain each other and give each other fresh life.

and

incarceration

of

each

family.

domestic recreation.
There
over the graves of thousands,
by

the

Stagnation

of

which determine the final correctness of the
figure. If they bave good fortune, they may
be able to finish the lens in two or three
months! but, it not, they may bave to spend
a year about it. Feil, the Parisian glass-maker,
who furnishes the material for their objectglasses, has cast the lenses for the great
Lick
telescope.
The flint lens is thirty-eight inches
in diameter,
was four days in .casting and a
month in cooling. It is now on the way to the
establishment of the Messrs. Clark in Cam-

bridgeport where the

finishing work is to

be

Domestic

|5

HINTS

NU

upon

The
mals

general belief that the

to raise the head

of the bed

the foot, and then

to sleep

have always a sypovial

a lubricant is, according to

causes an easy

flow

of

blood

be new

a

discoveries.

Persons who tind themselves

of Erastus Corning

head of the

bed

toward

doubtedly a great

the

north,

conducive

ictures

of

in 8t.George®s

be ad

events

of

to

her

Majesty’s

reign

is

Jean Gustave Wallon, the eminent French
philosopher, is dead.
:
Part of a bottle of Parker's Ginger Tonic cured

me of rheumaism.
My dyspeptic wife got so
much relief from the balance that she tried anoth
er bottle, and now we can truly say we never had
better heaith.—A Beston Mechanic.

hot

Active outdoor exercise,and avoidance ot excessive and long-contimued exertion are necessary in
all cases of sleepleastiess. Where these means fail
such remedies as are knowa
to diminish the
amount of blgod ia the Jiead should
be resorted

to—of course, under the direction
physician.

Opium;

chloral,

etc.,

quantity of blood
in the head,

jurious.

of a competent
increase

the

and are highiy

in-

Their use should never be resort)d to.

—L. H.

Washington, M. D.
>

:
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ASKED FOR BREAD AND GIVEN A
STONE.
|

Many of the self-raising flours and bread prep-

arations sold for baking purposes are not made,
it appears, from cream tartar at all. The compos)
tion and process of manufacture taken from the
records of the Patent Office at Washington, of a
well-known

manufacturer,

is one

400
:

of

the

:

AND

GROUND

. POUNDS
SULPHURIC
ACID
*
Vitriol) freshly diluted with

1,000

POUNDS

WATER,

and stirred

most

(oil of
from

time

to-time for three days. The paste is mixed
with farinaceous material, or with freshly
burned gypsum, or with stearine, and
dried and pulverized. * * * The pulverized acid is to be used with bicarbonate
of soda in baking powders.
;
Bones of defunct

and

about

animals

are

gathered from in

the great cities,or

battle-fields

and

wherever else they may be found in quantities.
These bones areredpced to a powder with sulphur-

ie acid, and this powder-is-the cheap substitute
used in _self-raising flours and yeast powders in
tartar.
lieu of the wholesome and more expensive cream
The following article is copied from one of the

leading daily papers of St. Louis, headed, 4 Yeast
Powder Investigation :

was

treated

discovered

Dr. R.V.

Pierce's

3

Extract

=

of

Smart-weed

The first gun which Daniel Boone carried into
Kentucky, together with his shot-pouch and born,
are in the Museum of
Louisville, Kentucky.

the

Polytechnic

Sociely of
Si

When your wife’s healih is bad, when your
children are sickly, wheu you feel woru out, use
Brown’s Iron Bitters.
A

Household

Need

Dropping ito rhyme
has od
Joha ni
one year than he has

made

in

poetry

in

i

nsel

| knocke:

;

Dover, N.

y

A disappointed young

man

says

he~awished

We should not suffer from a cough, when
doses of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral will cure.

Overworked business

"After

men

need

he

a few
Time,

Cephaline.

It

reading all the advertisements
use

of AYER’S

blood purifiers, and the best of all medi
cines for Spring disorders.

Ask for AYER’S

SARSAPARILLA, and do not be persuaded to take any other.
Price, $1; six
bottles for $5.
Years’

Experience

of an

Old Nurse.

Mis. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYKUP 18 the pre.

known

the

lo-

to mim.

He states the

process consists

acids

with

the

powder,

to

and then

producing

health.

The

in

mix-

a com-

matter

same

category

of fraud:

We

know

pure baking powder cat be had, for at the time
Dr. Mott, the government chemist, exposed the
adulteration of baking powders and flour in the
Scientific American,
the Doctor
made special

OARE

OF THE EYES.

In conclusion, Dr. Lundy lays down the follow.’
ing rules for the better cdre of the eyes:
-1. Avoid reading and study by poor light.
2. Light should come from the side, and not
from the back or from the froat.
3. Do not read or study while suffering great
bodily fatigueor during recovery from illness.

4. Do not read while lying down,

riping in the oweéls and wind colic.

By giving
Price 25
52621

Too late: Sitting Bull is credited with remark:
ing in a thoughtiul wanner, * What a pity it is
that our forefathers, the noble sons of the forest,
failed
to pass an anti-European bill early in the
seventeenth century.”’— Hartford Courant.
Man has a million more red corpuscles” in a cu.
bic milliliter of blood than a woman.

Dr. Klive’s Great Nerve Restorer is the marvel

of the age for all Nerve Diseases.
fiee.

All fits stopped

Send to 931 Arch St. Philadelphia, Pa.

1yi8

A Philadelphia engineer claims to have invented a machine by which the power of the tides
can be utilized..
,

“ Facts are stubborn things,” and it is a fact
that Adamson’s Botanic Ralsam has performed more
genuine and permanent cures
than any Cough remedy on this or any other

continent.

Try it for 10 cents.

Regular

85 and 76 cents.

Consumption

size,

Cured.

Since 1870 Dr. Sherar has each year sent from
this office the means of relief and cure to thous.
he correspondence |
ands afilicted with disease.

)
my
of that simple vegetable reme.

dy discovered
by an Kast India missionary, and

tion, Kidney and Liver Dis-

HH. S. Berlin, Esq., of the
well-known firm of H. S.
Berlin & Co., Attorneys, Le

Droit Building, Washing-

Stone in the Kidney
Expelled:
Ust
Dr.
David Hennedny
“ ing

ng
Remedy” about twe Weeks. One of the most remarkable cases that has
ever been brought to the notice of the public is
that of Mr. J. 8. Beach,of Stone Bridge, Ulster
Co., N.Y.
Mr. Beach had suffered since Oc- |

ton, D. C., writes, Dec. sth,
:
;
os
1881:
Gentlemen : 1 take pleas

urein stating that I have used
Brown's Iron Bitters for malaria and nervous-troubles,
caused by overwork, with
excellent results.

of Calculus

or Stone in the right kidney.
No less than
seven physicians were employed at different
times,to whom Mr. Beach paid hundreds of

Beware
of imitations.
Ask for BRowN's IroN Bit-

dollars for medical treatment, ‘with ‘only tem-

porsry relief from his agony,
By the earnest soiicitations of his friends he
was induced to try Dr. David Kennedy's ** Favorite Remedy”—experienced
a marked improvement from the first day he began to use
the medicine ; on the 15th day of September he
voided a stone as large as could be passed
through the natural channel.
Mr. Beach concludes a long lettsr to Dr.
‘Kennedy by saying:
* It will always afford
me
pleasure to recommend the * Favorite
Remedy” to those who may be suffering from
difficulties of the Kidneys and Bladder, or any |
disorders arising from an impure state of the

+

TERS, and insist on having
it. Don’t

be imposed on

with’ something
recommended as “just as good.

The genuine is made only
by the Brown Chemical Co.
Baltimore, Md.

blood. The ** Favorite Remedy” sold by all
druggists. The Doctor's only address is RondYork.

out, New
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Produce

and
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dealers.-in

dried

Market,

apples,

Report.
.& CO.,
butter,
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cheese
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en nna 4258
Western superfine..... Nau kanes susan
Common extras... oevevsnanes
52
@
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@
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@

800
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@

800

@

1

ceresnnenedl
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J
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¥ bbl....c
Corn Mea
l
ooveviernreneess
Flowr..... ......
Rye

@
8

to good.......

Hawe Pity on the
Jivmarh
Forbear to
pauseato it with lou ih=oqe pile,
Daa't
drench it

with

¢ 1%

:

Sr svevares

@
@

635
18

Illinois...
St. LOuis....5vo0nense sessansaons

8
@

1h
715

Oat Meal, com. to good
Oat Meal, fancy brands......cveuas.

8
8

T0
75

37
52

sickenn,

tings

Feats,
wks
lepain, Meer
shined in
that exhilernting
i
Li Hike TARRANT’S SELTZER Ar Luisai, iss anti-tebrile, purifying and invigorating, alterative. In fact, i is
half a dozen sanita
lessings mingled in one
cooling, foaming fe

uge.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

_ NORTHERN,

fair
to good
Franklin County, fine,¥

9 8]
‘@ 26

e

2

‘e
»s csisseerrs
Creamery, ChO. I0e
:essasanines
24 @
fair to good........
Do,
a
2
Dairy, choice. ......... eens
@
8
Do, fair to good...eauenns
Ladle packed, C0ICO. carve etstrrnsennsns, 20 @
fair to good................. 7 8

2
A
2
21
19

do,

Do,

COMMON.sas. SSsssrsrennee 4

8

16

NEW CHEESE.
CHEESE.
a
Choice, full cieam,¥Bb
«9g
Fair to good.ccusesnsinnee
Common 8Kims......ccovnvnenren sressennesd @viviiiiiiieiininins. 3°

Fair to good..

weed

@

@

The Pettibone Name is a bit of home ficticn that
ought to creatc an immediate and wide sensation.
Itis the first volume of the V, I. F. series,

Juaugurates in the brightest,
sparkling
manner.
D.

freshest,

LOTHROP

32 FranklinSt.,,

&

=

which it

and

most

CO.

-

Boston, Masse

MORPHINE HABE
Ny

re

1 ooo

ured. Btete o
Marsh, Quincy,

13%

sssersnesiinssernnssrivritvansssss b'@

COMMON.

A NEW ENGLAND STORY.
MARGARET SIDNEY. 12mo, cloth, $1.25.

By

12
10
8

O1.D CHEESE.

x

JUST PUBLISHED!
PETTIBONE NAME.

THE

8D
e 2

N. Y. and Vermont, choice....
ie: DO
do,

Do

__

27

a

Creamery choice.

12

eB’

.

9

EGaGs. Eastern, ¥ doz. 19 @ 19% ¢; N.Y. and Ver.
mont, 19 8 19}c; Canada, 19¢ ; Western, Isc.

Pea, Northern, H. P., # bu .$3 75 a 3 80;

BEANS.

Pea, N. Y,, H. P.,,365 & 375; Pea:N. Y. common
to good 2 90 @ 3 50; Medium, choice -hand preked
360 8365; Medium, choice screened 356 @ 360;
Medium, common to good, 280 @ 335; Yellow

Eyes, improved 320

flats,3 10 @ 3 15;

@ 3 25; Yellow

Yellow

Eyes,

choice

Eyes, common,3 00 @ 3 03;

.
Red Kidneys, 2 75 a 2 90.
Peas. Canada, choice,# bu $1058 110; Cana-

da, common 8b @ 95¢; Green Peas, Northern $1 20
8 $! 45: Green Peas, Western $1 60 @ $1 tic.
Rose. # bu.,1 20 4 1 25¢;
POTATOES. Aroostook
{15 4 120; Northern Rose,
Maine Central Kose,
115; Prolifics,1 15al20; Peerless 1 i0al 15; Jacksons, ¥5a8100; Seedlings 1 05@1 1v; Burb nk Seedlings 115 @l 20c; White Brooks 9 @ 1 00; Eoglish
and Scotch 65 @ 70c.

I WARRANT ONE BOTTLE A PERFECT
CURE for all the worst forma of PILES, 2 to 4 do.
in the worst cases of LEPROSY, SCROFULA,

PSORIASIS,

CANCER,

RHEUM;

RHEUMATISM,

BLOOD.

$1

a bottle,

$4 00 8 $450;

Wharf, Boston.

$h

22

Swale

3

$16; Oat Straw $9.

Hay

89;

Rye Straw common to

Rye

Send.

its
14

wonder
Central

1y26eow

J You News for Boys and Girls 11
Young

and Old!!

"A NEW

IN-

Just patented for them,

for Home use!
+
POLLS.
Boras0 Deities Grinding pe
liabings
Such
" Price$5 to $50.

Send Stamp

and address

EPHRAIM BROWN, Lowell, Mass

.
14¢; Evaporated, common to good 9 @ 12.
HAY AND STRAW. Northern and Eastein—Choice
coarse $208 $21; Good $17 @ $19; Five $15 a $17;
Poor

SALT

DYSPEP-

everywhere,

showing
Chemist,

Sent by Express.

Baldwins

edb @ 6c; New York, sliced 5 @ 6%;
Estern
and Northen,
quartered 5 @ 6%e; Eastern and
Northern, sliced
5 863c; Evaporated, choice 13 [']

rhoice

Sold

for 32 page Jrupuiete, free,
ful cures,
H. D. FOWLE,

Russets, choice, ¥ bb! $1 50 @,

GREEN APPLES.

$5 00; Baluwins, choice,

ECZEMA,

KIDNEYS,

SIA, CATARRH, and all diseases of the SKIN and

common to good, $3 00 a $3 50.
. DRIED APPLES. Southern, quartered, ¥ b, £@
4)c; Southern, sliced 4} @ 8; New York. quarter-

Suaw

Zod good gis $15 g

POULTRY & GAME. Western—Tarkeys, choice 17
@18c; common to fair, 158 16c; Chickens,chojce 16
Common to good,133 15; Mixed Chickens&
owl, 12g1te. Northern—Turkeys, choice 17 @ 18¢;

lis;

Common to good, 12 @ 15¢; Chickens, 14 @ 16¢:
Chickens
and Fowl, 11 @ 13¢; Live fowl 12 @ lc.’

hool, MauSUMMER Sunday Sc

saz | SA RMBLIES

Are the Most Effectual Remedy in
the Known World for the

PERMANENT

OR CONVENTIONS, CAN NOT DO BETTER
EXAMINE, APPROVE AND ADOPT DrrseN THAN TO
& Co.'s
CHOICE SERIES OF MUSIC BOOKS.

SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHERS can not hel
him
op
becom
this awork
Docesitated
io by bis
temo
ing
? Rol£00
consheavy
ut for
or | bing. taken
akon with our truly golden trio of Sunday-

q
hands the formula

air,

and miasmatic

water

and it- prevents Consump-

reject

MR. JOSEPH BEACH.

SARSA-T Haag
the blood,
Choice factory.

PARILLA.
Impurities of
though their name be legion, tremble.
and féar before it. It(is the king of all
Sold by all druggists.

BITTERS ensures per-

IRON

fect health through the
changing seasons, it disarms.
the danger from impure

case, &c.

without exciting the nervous system.

we advise the

In no way can disease be

so surely prevented as by
keeping the system in perfect condition.
Brown's

and-E.
H.
eH,
ois 1

a Do

curs
’

Realth to the child it rests the mother.
cents a bottle.

in

not

BUTTER.

of Spring medicines and blood purifiers,

Forty

will

Pateate, common

money, comfort, health, are all saved by. it.

nourishes

9il, and the most delicate stomach

1, Le

prisoner

was
a rumor, because a rumor soon gains
rency; he has never been able to do go.

They

in

WINTER WHEATS.
Patents, ChoiC8...e voveeaesrre.viivs,

1.

aomacedth Pat—
the
alive when’ 1 see him

us.

form

Minnesota,

began us-

for prisoner—*Did you see the
down

sent

nutritious

For sale by all dru,
208 Pearl St., New Esa,

in the

BOSTON, Saturday Morning, May 20, 1862,
FLOUR.
SPRING WHEATS.
;

twenty.

irritation, inflammation, all Kidney and
omplaints, cured by ** Buchupaiba.” $1.

ar knock down
a’
“ No, yir honor; he was

and

the system;

in the Fall it enables the
system to stand the shock
of sudden changes.
:

all those

which
od Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
secured to the patient by a single teaspoonful
of
this Jelly than by doable the quantity of the
liquid

Quinev

Catarrh of the Bladder.
Lothrops & Pinkham,

most mild, bland,

8,

ing “ Wells’ Health Renewer.
$1. Druggists,
Depot Lothrops & Pinkham, Dover, N. H

Depot

you

sold

QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY.’

Merchants

nt

That Husband of Mine
I's three times the man he was before he

Stinging
Urina!

have

Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercu
lar
consumption, scrofula and general debility.
The

Boston

Don’t Die in the House.
Clears out rats, mice, roach“ Rough on Rats.”
es, bed-bugs, flies, ants, moles, chipmunks, gophers.
15c.
2
EE.

|.

Reported by HILTON BROS

1s not always profitable.
more money in caitle in

A hut to Spring poets.

Ohio.—We

Lord.

Send us twelve dozen
forthwith,
.
J. WERTS
The Rev. Chas. iE. Piper, of Wakefield,& SON.
R. .I
writes: “I have used Baxter's Mandrake Bitters
in my family for over two* years, gnd as a
resuolt
have not called a Physician in. the whole time.
My wife had been an invalid for
ears, but these
Bittérs have cured her.”--Price 25 cts. per bottle.

Free.

Send address on postal for 100 page book.
“The
Liver, its diseases and treatment,” with treatises
upon Liver Complaints, Torpid Liver. Jaundice,
Billiousness, Headache, Constipation, Dy: pepsia,
Malaria, ete. address Dr. Sanford, 24 Duane St.
New York.
4t2leow

reports that while he discovered no flesh on the
bones, he discovered a large quantity of bones

odors

A sanitary officer visited the 1actory, and

ill:planned and insufficient lighting of school.
rooms, poor ink and fine printin scheol books,
and other causes, which education might cor-

:

when

scription of one of the best female physicians and
nurses in the United States, and has been used
for forty years with never failing success by mil
lions of mothers for their children. It relieves the
child from pain, cures dysentery and diarrhea,

of the eyes due to faulty educational methods the

the collection of

insured for $20,000,

4

A

At the recent Banitary Convention at Ann
Arbor, Mich., Dr. C. J. Lundy, of Detroit, read a
paper on ‘ Hygiene in Relation 'to the Dye,”
which should have the-widest circulation, especally among teachers and school officers.’ A fruitful source of eye troubles is shown to be the
excessive strain. upon the muscles, and nerves

anging in the private royal apartments at
Windsor,
.
:
Mrs, Mark Hopkins has
resepted to the
University of ow Fr di
Leutze’s
storica
fcture, * Washington ‘at
Mon-

mouth.”

it

health.

induce
a deep sleep in a majority of persons, no
matter how lightly they ordinarily slumber.

THE

N.

When

as

the

Doctor, “ I use fn my own kitchen.”

in

part.

una

place,

mention of having analyzed the Royal Baking
Powder and found it composed of puré and
wholesome material.
“This powder,” says the

are claimed to

Chapel.

to

and

to

mustard foot-bath, taken at bed:ime, is beneficial
in drawing the blood from the head, and thus inducing sleep.
Sponge the entire length of the
spine with hot water for ten or fitteen minuies
before retiring.
This will often
insure a good
night’s sleep.
A hearty meal, and a seat near a
warm fire, afier
a long walk in a cold wind, will

pesr in the

there.

of ‘Albany,

restless

ly and persistently adulterated as that of yeast
powders, and the so-called self-raiging flours ap.

the ad-

is now

and

will be investigated by the Board of Health.
No article of daily food appears to be so brazen-

Dr. Lambert, an

‘The collect

A level
the feet,
brain

successfully

The theory

sold by all druggists.”

‘ble to sleep at night, would do well

ing

The elephant, with his relatively mod-

plants, fifteen of which

the

brain

prevents sleep.

pound highly dangerous

Ernest Morris, the young
naturalist and
explorer, of Indianapolis, Ind., brought home
with him from his recent trip to South
Ameri-

ca 1,80

to

been

by allowing a child, sick with the disease, to
oo in & room fre:hly painted, when a noticeabie improvement took place.
Res
OR
2
Rhyme and Reason.
If you’ve sprained, or have strained, or bruised,
or contused, any joint, just anointit with extrac
of Smart weed; you will find that behind not a
pain will remain’; colds and fevers will soon de-

thick

the

harder, so it will not throw so rhuch.
bed, with the head almost as low as

grinding the bones into a powder,

fluid serving as

or.

to

it must have

Whooping tough has been

hair pillow, so as to bring the head a little higher
than the shoulders.
The object is to make the
work of the beart in throwing blood

cases

by turpentine vapor.

than

tolerable

and obtained a new and. interesing insight into
the manufacture of yeast powders entirely un-

of ani-

galtilagm, but absolutely no lubrication

a

In most

man’s

warms

Spring it enriches the blood
and conquers disease; in the
Summer i gives tone to the

nerves and digestive organs;

Henry, Johnsen' &

tober 18th, 1874, from the presence
every

the man was out.’

a foot higher

on

ing to them, causing unpleasant

M. Renan

joints

door.”

a

FOR POOR:SLEEPERS.

Poor sleepers will #iid it advantageous often

cality.

The next name to be enrolled among the Im-

hearts are now yvolked together.

It is said * Fortune knocks once at

1m its yeast preparations, and that the bones are
frequently brought there with putrid flesh stick-

mortals of the French Academy is that of M.
Victor Cherbuliez, the novelist and
professor
of Hebrew at Genev.a
His reception will

The papers
tell of a, courtship and marriage
brought about by a note written on an egg-she 1.
It1s the most eggs-traordinary affair. The two

Y..

Carondelet, was a nuisance and asking that it be
investizated.
Itis claimed inthe complaint that
the establishment used large quantities of bones

Dr. Elliot Coues’ new list of the birds of
North America mentions
888 species. Only
about 500 were known in Audubon’s time.

25, and

Life.”—N.

Commissioner, alleging that the yeast factory
* * * onthe corner or State and Mallett streets,

M. H. Warner; Rochester, N. Y., offers the
following prizes for acientific discoveries during 1882,
(1) Two hundred dollars for each
discovery of a new comet made in the United
States, Canada, Great Britian, or Ireland.
(2)
‘Two hundred dollars for any meteoric stone
found in avy of the above countries during
1882. Which Prof. H. A. Ward,of Rochester,
N. Y., Prin. Dawson of Montreal, and J. Lawrence Smith, of Louisville, Ky., shall unanimously decide contains fossil remains of animaul or vegetable life, thus proving the inbabitability of other planets,
(3.)
The sum of fifty
dollars for a specimen of any meteoric stone
(whether it contains organi remains or not)
seen to fail in the United States during 1882.

take place on May

of

might he written
* Bored to Death

“ A complaint, signed by a large number of cit.
izens, has
been filed in the office of the Health

done.
When completed this will be the largest
telescope .in the world. and have one of the
best Jouations==th6 summit of Mount Hamilton
in Cal.

again will devolve the duty of making
dress of welcome,

are

lack

After she had taken it-a week she had a rous-

ing appetite, and did her everything.
She took
three bottles, and it was the best three dollars
I
ever invested.
C.I. Hood & Co., Lowell,
Mass.

Graphic.

Art.

the tests

Thousands

thus worn oat prematurely from the utter

The crown-glass disk for the thirty-inch
Poulkowa telescope
was received
by the
Clarks some two months ago.
The flint glass
has been in hand for a year or more and they
have now got the object-glass se far along us to

be able to look through it, and apply

tle.

As ji is now, hundredsy if not thousands, of our
households are little better than cells for the

Church at New-Brunswick, N. J., has graduated nineteen students.
?
Science

A GOOD INVESTMENT.—One of our prominent
business men said to us the other day:
“In the
spring my wife got all run down
and could not
eat anything; passing sou store I saw a pile of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla in the window, and I gota bot-

to

b
’8 Mandrake Bitters
give universal satisfaction.

of

stone mill in Maine, and sat down’to sketeh it,
much to his own delight as to that ot the owner.
When night fell he had his sketch half done, and

Telegram

Freedomville,

An exchange says that a Boston artist’ recently
discovered
an

is given by using Brown's
IRON BITTERS.
In the
Winter it strengthens and

Pianos.

Sold vat.

He was advised to use St. Jacobs Oil,

Three people can keep
them are dead.
.

: New
Life :

woman

Ivers & Pond

Special

which he did so successfully, that all pain has
léft him, and he is as healthy and strong as ever
before. Mr. Keuny is an enthusiastic advocate of
St. Jacobs Oil, and’ it has done him good.

tened.

lis-

Queen Victoria bas commissioned Mr. Linton to paint a picture of the recent royal wed-

Co.

Union.)
Good.

a

OW to obtain'one. This com
manufactures
several varieties
and styles of right and Square
Plano Fortes, making only the very best
instruments, warranting
them to be strictly
lass
in all respects, T ey are now prepared tofirst-c
furaish
their Pianos at most reasonahle prices for cash,
on their system of easy payments to purchasers or
in
all Jars of New England. ‘ Send for catalo
gue,
ig ne Ci information. Address 597 Wash ngton

Some.
housekeepers are so constitutionally
wasteiu! that the more flour they have the more

these results.
The world is full of men and women, and in a better regulated life it would be the

finished it will
&

2

they knead.
(New York
Did Him

for

of treatment

with Lydia k= Arh
inue to s
weakaess of the uterus. to cont
Enclose a amai

observed
develop=

ed, Proved to be very helpful to those who

ding ceremony

Send name and address to Cragin
Philadelphia,
Pa., for cook book (ree.

It is impossible

course

mental

Amberst, and other places where he has labor-

erate motions and great weight, bas admirable

The General Conferemce of the Methodist
- Episcopal Church South has éJected five
bishops.
Fu
to the amount of £5,200 have be

the

Much improvement is being made on the
college grounds.
For the . past three or four
weeks a crew of men bas been grading near
the site of the new building.
A shert time
ago Mr. S. M. Sayford, State Sec. of the Y. M.
C. A. of Mass., addressed the college Christian
Association in regard to methods of doing
Christian work in college., His experience at

error.

Miscellaneons.

keep pace with

of the same people, the’ same surroundiogs, the erican.
same paterfamilias yawning over his paper, and
There is no bitters in the market which will do
the same quervlous mamma overladea with fami-. 80 many people good without the risk of doing
ly cares. Fresh people with fresh thought, fresh
anybody harin as Wheat Bitters.
.
atmosphere, anything to stir up and agitate the
Boiling hair in a solution of tea will darken it,
pool of domestic stagnation, are sadly needed and | says
an exchauge; bat some folks don’t like to
sadly scarce. There needs to be also a constant
have their tea darkened in that way.
succession of such fresh people to bring about

from Ohio to New Jersey.
giftof $1,
to the city for the establish. | loathsome charac
The House has declined to pass the bill pro-| ment
of a free pubiic_ library.
500
POUNDS ' BURNED
~ viding for .a national militia system, thus
BONES are placed in
:
again showing that the average citizenis not
The Theological Seminary of the Reformed
in favor of a military
protection. °

Let the physical

THIS AND THAT.

assemblage

an

involve

. They

onous humdrum.

Take sufficient exercise in the open air.

12.

®

the

On the other hand,

11.

culture, for asthenopia is most usually
in those who are lacking in physical
ment.
.

evenings of great numbers ol families are monotBates

The Green Mountain Seminary has just closed a very interesting and profitable year of
school, with good prospects for a larger attendance next year.
Two much cannot be said for
those who huve made the school a success so
far. The teachers have a heart in its success,
and no pains will be spared on their. part; there
is no valid reason why
Waterbury Center may
not have a successful school of the first order.
Suda Bay.—~Peru has rejected the proposed
The school is growing in public faver; and if
truce with Chili under the conditions imposed
its friends would place it on a solid fioancial
by the conquerors.——Queen Victorias youngbasis of a permanent fund, it must do well.
est daughter, the Princess Beatrice, is to marry Prince Frederick Willis,
the eldest son of While speaking of what the teachers and oththe landgrave of Hesse,——The United States
ers have done, it is but just to allude to the
good work Bro. Blake did for the school while
squadron has arrived at Gibraltar.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 17.— Lieutenant Da- be labored at Waterbury. Though -goue “his
works do follow” him.
4
nenhower
apd party arrive in Liverpool,
and
The school closed, May 12, with prize speakwill’ leave that city for the United States.
ing
in
the
evening,
participated
in
by
ten
The Garfield House Home for working girls is
young gentleman and ladies who acquitted
opened in London by Minister Lowell.
Mr.
themselves well.
Gladstone and many other distinguished men
The committee, Prof. J. Raymond Brackett,
are present. Minister Lowell subscribed $50
chairman,
awarded the prizes as
follows:
to. the Home.
Burton Norton Huntington, first prize
of $5:00%
THURSDAY, MAY 18 ——The eclipse of the
Clarissa Smith, of Waterbury, second
prize
sun was successfully observed at Soham, Upof $2.50. Honorable
mention was
made of
per Egypt, on Wednesday by English, French
Lenora Swift, of Starksboro.
One of the adand Italian astronomers.——The new U. S.
vantages of the school is.the freedom from the
Minister to Germany presents his credentials to seductive influences common to larger places,
Emperor William at Berlin.
There was no case of discipline during the
FRIDAY, MAY 19.——The Irish repression
year. There is a thorough commercial departbill passes its second reading in the British
ment,of which Prof. Marsh is master.
A thorHou-e of Commons by a vote of 333 to 46.—
ough fit for college can be obtained under the
An $800,000 fire occurs in Lyons, France.—
tuition of Rev. S. D. Church, alse Hebrew
The Turkish Government strenuously urges the
instruction.
A thorough drill in English 4nd
recall of the allied fleet from Egyptian waters.
French is also given by Miss Coiley, of whom
SATURDAY, MAY 20. —A fire at Boyabad,
many know.
There is an opening for some
in A~ia Minor, destroyed 400 houses,—The
one or two who would like to attend school
Mansion House Jewish Relief Fund Committee and
preuaeh
on
the
Sabbath, at Waterbury Rivis sending 600 refugees to America weekly.
er, and Middlesex.
COR.
——The
New Brunswick
Government
has
The present freshman class at Harvard is
been reconstructed and elections hyye been
said to be distinguished for three things: It is
fixed for the 22d proximo.
the smallest class that has entered the cellege
+MONDAY, MAY 22.——The intelligence from
for several years; its scholarship is unusually
Egypt this morning is of a less peaceful charhigh, and its members have refused to follow
acter. The Miupary is endeavoring to obtai
custom of attending a theater ina
and
the support of the
Chamber of Notables in fh- the
there disgracing themselves.
¥
augurating a policy of resistance, and it is
claimed by his followers that Arabi Bey can
The Hon. George Bancroft isto preside at
count on the army and that he is determined
the centennial anniversary celebration of Phil
to fight. The Khedive and his adherents are
lips Academy, at Exeter, N. H., next month.
calm and ready for the emergency, four thouEdwin C. Litchfield, not content with foundsand reserves having just responded to a call
ing the observatory at Hamilton College, has
to arms. The English and French squadrons
just given it $2000 for additions and has assumhave arrived at Alexandria.
Two Greek mened the payment of the salary of an assistant for
of-war have also arrived there.
Professor Peters. .
Cengress.

Perhaps you dehave too much time for sleep.
pend too much on sleep for rest and recuperation.
For sleep is not the sele rest of used-up nerves.
Sociability, congeniality, and the enjoyment of
good company rest the body quite as much as
sleep. The dreary monotony ot life in many a

more or less dissipation.

TURSDAY, MAY 16.——The corporation of
Cork has offered £1,000 for the apprehension of
the murderers of Lord Cavendish and Under. Secretary Burke.——The French troops in the
south of Tunis are to be withdrawn.~——Amicable relations between the Khedive of Egypt,
and his Cabinet ha¥e been restored, and the
French and English squadrons have arrived in

The Senate has passed the House resolution
for the removal of Gen. Kilpatrick’s remains

|

you

Anniversary of Theological Society, Tuesday
evening,
June 6
Ladies’ Literary Union; Wed. Eve., June 7
Alpha Kappa Pbi, Thursday Eve., June 8 household, ‘involving this tumbling into bed with
German
Sodales, Friday Eve.,
June 9 the mechanical regularity of a machine at nine Yor
Amphictyon, Saturday Eve.,
June 10 ten o’clock in the evening, does not alivays rest
Baccalaureate Sermon, Sun. 2 P. M., June 11
weary bodies. ¢ Early to bed and early to rise”
Annual Sermon
before
the
Theological
School, SundayA. M.,
June 11 ‘does not always make a man healthy, wealthy,
Class Day, Monday,
June 12 or wise. Numbers of organizations are only. caAnnual meeting of Board of Trustees Mon- pable of five or six hours sleep at: a time and
their early lying down to rest is often succeeded
day 2. P. M.,
:
June 12
President’s Reception, Tuesday Eve., June 13
by an early waking up and a consequent restless
Concert by the Beethoven Society, Wednesday
These
tossing for hours preceding daybreak.
Evening,
zs
June 14.
practicers of punctuality are.often surprised, after
Twenty-fifth annual Commencement, June 15.
breaking their own cast iron rules, and passing
The exercises as given above promise to be
of an unusually interesting character and it is two or three later hours of mirth and jollity past
their usual bedtiuig; to find themselves ~¢ven
hoped that we may have the pleasure of welcoming to these anniversaries a large number
nraing than usuoal.- The
more refreshed i
of the friends dnd patrous of the college.
bas rested them more
relaxation of sociabi
D. W. C. DURGIN, President.
But
than would sleep or an attempt to sleep.
Hillsdale, May 20, 1882.
these are conditions not 80 éasily ‘ reached in the
.The class-day which the seniors will observe, average family. In fashionable life we have a
as announced above, has not been observed for formal, exhaustinand
evening of
mechanical
g

"are returned against General Brady and seven
other parties, charging

\ June d

Perhaps

YW,

to $3,542, is presented

,

conditions

NET

amounting

to Mrs. Ser-

Are you afflicted with insomnia?

annual commencementof Hillsdale College will
occur as follows:

hygienic

PT

all on board were drowned.——Seven thousand immigrants arrived in New York yesterday. The Philadelphia Press Mason fund,

bad

Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy— a perfect specific
1 for ** cold in head” and catarrh. . Sold by druggists.
x
and - the

a

Calumet at Puliman, on Sunday afternoon, and

The anniversary exercises of the twenty-fifth

Avoid

proper

Au

TUESDAY, MAY 16.—A pleasure ‘boat containing twelve persons was capsized on Lake

with

use of alcohol and tobacco.

WANT OF SLEEP.
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